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ABSTRACT 
A theoretical study of the use of entropy in information studies is made and 
some measures of entanglement examined. A two quantum bit Hamiltonian is 
looked at and its general form elucidated upon with respect to the density 
matrix and hence the concurrence of the system as a whole. This Hamiltonian 
gives a general form that can be extended to a number of physical systems 
including those based upon superconducting electronics involving Josephson 
junctions. Josephson junction arrays, involving odd numbers of specialised 
junctions that introduce a phase shift into a ring of neighbouring normal 
junctions, are found to exhibit distinctive fractal patterns in the characteristics 
of the system. Additionally, linear arrays of normal Josephson junctions in a 
transmission line geometry are found to show fractal spectral patterns in the 
phase and energy distributions of the Josephson junction chain. New features 
such as a vortex-anti-vortex glass are found. The Josephson vortex glass arises 
without any disorder and is associated with the high energy barriers that the 
energy landscape is composed of. The stable configurations of the vortices 
and anti-vortices are the source of the fractal features that we see. The theories 
that we have developed for the Josephson junction arrays can be extended to 
other systems with similar characteristics, e.g. magnetic particles. 
Keywords: Quantum information, entropy, density matrix, entanglement, 
Josephson junction, Pi-ring, fractal, transmission line, vortex-anti-vortex glass 
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V 
Introduction 
We begin in chapter 1 by considering the entropy in classical and quantum 
information studies. The classical entropy is considered and probabilistic 
measures examined. This leads into a discussion of equivalent quantum entropy 
measurements and into a description and derivation of some entanglement 
measurements. Chapter 2 examines a generalised Hamiltonian for two quantum 
bits. The Hamiltonian is developed from the second quantisation formalism and 
analysed in the interaction picture later on. The density matrix is found for the 
system and the form of the concurrence is stipulated. The Hamiltonian is general 
enough to describe systems ranging from Josephson junction arrays to those of 
magnetic particles. 
Chapter 3 examines the Hamiltonians associated with 2-4 Josepshon junctions in 
a rr-ring and derives their quantised form. Arrays of superconducting quantum 
interference devices (SQUID) have been examined where there exists a number 
of junctions in each individual loop. Within these devices there is an odd number 
of what are known as rr-junctions. These are junctions that introduce a phase 
shift into the system and provide for the existence of spontaneous magnetic 
fluxes in the loops. Arrays of such n-SQUID, e.g. consisting of a number of ramp 
junctions exploiting the d-wave properties of YBCO and the s-wave properties of 
niobium, were found to exhibit some quite novel characteristics with respect to 
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the phase distributions and their corresponding supercurrents. These systems 
display distinctive patterns and are examined when coupled inductively. These 
patterns are known as fractals and are a phenomenon that occurs all around us in 
nature. In their many guises they are prevalent in everything we see, from the 
clouds in the sky to the systems we have examined. Fractals are self similar in 
that they are recursive over large scales. Upon closer and closer examination of 
these fascinating occurrences images that are similar but perhaps not exactly of 
the same shape and structure are seen. A pattern emerges within a pattern as the 
magnification is made and this is exactly what we see in the arrays. For example, 
if we take superconducting phase as a function of a variable dependant upon the 
level of coupling between neighbours, as well as on the self inductances, we see 
that for odd or even numbers of loops a branching and clustering effect arises. 
The phase differences for systems of N loops give rise to arrangements similar in 
conception to the spectral lines generated by different atoms and molecules. As 
with atoms and molecules, which produce their own distinctive emission lines 
that enable us to discern their characteristics, so too do the Josephson junction 
arrays. 
Within arrays of discrete Josephson transmission lines there may be the 
propensity to exist a previously unfound vortex glass. The discrete Josephson 
transmission line is analysed in chapter 4. Each of the minima in the system 
corresponds to a state with some fixed number of vortices or anti-vortices. Even 
if the number is fixed the states associated with different arrangements or 
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rearrangements of these vortices will correspond to the different or the same 
minima. This is the situation that arises in a glassy system. Such shapes of the 
energy landscape led us to the conclusion that the systems formed from these 
Josephson junction arrays are some kind of vortex - anti-vortex glass. Such a 
glass is related to the creation and localisation of vortices. A linear discrete 
Josephson junction transmission line has a Hamiltonian that can be described by 
the Frenkel-Kontorova model and fractal distributions of the phase are found to 
exist. The fractal structures displayed in arrays of Josephson junctions may lead 
to a kind of spectroscopy whereby the properties of the arrays are given extra 
clarity. This would benefit the development of new devices for the purpose of 
computation. In particular arrays of Josephson junctions in loop geometries 
consisting of 7t-junctions and normal junctions would benefit in the design of 
logic elements. 
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CHAPTERl 
Entropy in Classical and Quantum Information Studies 
1.1 Classical Entropy 
In classical information theory the entropy is definable as the negative of the 
information content I. The information content of a single event is written as the 
base-2logarithm of its probability p. 
(1.1) 
Entropy may be regarded as the uncertainty or disorder of a system. A gain in 
information requires a loss in uncertainty by the same amount [1]. Therefore the 
entropy, H, and the information differ only by their sign. Entropy and 
information are measured in bits (binary digits - as seen in the logarithmic base) 
[3]. The information defined above is classically never positive, it ranges between 
0 and -aoas p goes from 1 to 0. It is the exact opposite of uncertainty, which is 
always positive or zero classically. It is logical to say that no information is 
gained and no uncertainty lost when an event occurs that is completely certain 
anyway, i.e. p = 1 and I = 0. The logarithm is used to describe the measure as 
information is desired to be additive. We require the algebra of the 
measurements to reflect the rules of probability. When information packets are 
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received the total information expressed as a sum of the individual parts is what 
is sought-after. However, the probabilities of independent events multiply to 
give their combined probabilities. Therefore it is necessary for us to take 
logarithms so that the joint probability of independent events contributes 
additively to the information gained. 
(1.2) 
Some other useful logarithmic rules are: 
(1.3) 
and 
(1.4) 
Example 
One problem has n possible solutions/states each with probabilityp(n), and the 
other has m possible solutions/states with a probability of p(m) each. The 
number of combined states ismnand each of these has probabilityp(m)p(n) 
(the multiplication principle). The information gained by giving the solution to 
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both these problems would best be written as a summation of that gained by 
each one. This is done by writing, 
Imn =log2 (p(m)p(n)) = log2 p(m)+log2 p(n) = I(m)+I(n) (1.5) 
Choosing a random letter from the alphabet and trying to find which one has 
been chosen by asking the chooser a series of questions that only have yes/no 
answers could go as follows (if for example the letter pis chosen): 
LAbedefghiJklmnopqrstuvwxyz I 
:r. it in top 13 letters? 
No 
LAbedefghijklmJ 
No 
Yes J 
ate 
Yes 
• c Jnopqr•'t J 
No 
ate 
Z. it in +op 3 lett•rc~ 
:r. it in top 2 letters? 
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Figure 1.1: Tree diagram showing that a maximum of 5 well phrased questions are 
required to find a letter chosen at random amongst a set of equal probabilities. 
The answer to a yes/no question will give one bit of information. In the above 
example the maximum number of questions required is five when the states are 
all equally probable. Using equation 1.1 the uncertainty that is removed as a 
result of solving the problem is around 4.7 bits: 
I= LP(m)log2 p(m) = L(1/26)log2 26 =ln26/ln2 = 4.7bits 
Having considered the case of a single event it is now necessary to look at the 
entropy of ensembles. An ensemble is a set of outcomes of one or more random 
variables with attached probabilities. Usually these probabilities will be unequal, 
with event m having probability p (m) . The sum of these equals one as all 
possible outcomes are evaluated, and so they form a probability distribution: 
LP(m)=1 (1.6) 
m 
The average entropy of all the elements within the ensemble is the entropy of the 
ensemble. The average entropy is computed by weighing each of the log2 p(m) 
contributions by its probability p (m). 
12 
H=-1 =-LP(m)log2 p(m) (1.7) 
m 
This is the definition of Shannon's Entropy. It is used to describe the classical 
uncertainty in the macroscopic world. It allows the description of a random 
variable in terms of entropy (or information), from the knowledge of the 
probability distribution of the system. The entropy is not concerned with the 
actual value of the random variable only its probability. 
Example 
Table one gives a probability distribution for letters of the alphabet. The alphabet 
is broken down into its frequency distributions (probabilities) and the entropy is 
calculated. When the values of the entropy are added (as in the Shannon 
equation) the distribution of letters has entropy of only 4.0 bits. This means that 
on average only four yes/no questions are required to find the letter that is 
chosen (the entropy drops when the distribution displays greater tendency for 
certain letters over others). 
13 
Letter of the Alphabet Relative Frequency (Probability) Entropy, H 
A 0.063 0.251 
B 0.001 0.01 
c 0.012 0.077 
D 0.025 0.133 
E 0.105 0.341 
F 0.008 0.056 
G 0.007 0.05 
H 0.047 0.207 
I 0.035 0.169 
J 0.002 0.018 
K 0.003 0.025 
L 0.001 0.01 
M 0.102 0.336 
N 0.062 0.249 
0 0.101 0.334 
p 0.04 0.186 
Q 0.015 0.091 
R 0.103 0.338 
s 0.092 0.317 
T 0.072 0.273 
u 0.003 0.022 
V 0.003 0.025 
w 0.004 0.032 
X 0.027 0.141 
y 0.011 0.072 
z 0.056 0.233 
Table 1.1: This shows the entropies, H, of the alphabet with their respective probabilities. 
1.2 Various Definitions of Entropy under Different Probabilistic Situations 
In probability theory the joint probability of both m and n is written as p(mn)or 
p(m n n)where the eventm n nmeans m and n occur. The notation used to say 
m or n happens is normally written as m u n . When an event n happens the 
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probability that event m will occur is written as p(mln) and is called the 
conditional probability. The mathematical description of the conditional 
probability is given by [4], 
p(mln) = p(mn) 
p(n) 
The product rule is seen from equation (1.8) to be 
p(mn) = p(mln)p(n) 
Through symmetry, 
p(mn)=p(m)p(nlm) 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
The probability that both events m and n will occur is the product of the 
probability that m will occur with the probability that n will occur, given that m 
does occur. Two events are said to be independent ifp(m) = p(mln) as the event 
n has no affect whatsoever on m as far as probability is concerned. Whenever 
two events are independent the product rule becomes, 
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p(mn) =p(m)p(n) (1.11) 
Putting this into equation (1.8) shows that,p(mln) = p(m) andp(nlm) =p(n). 
The probability that either of the events (or possibly both) will occur is the sum 
of the probability that m will happen with the probability that n will occur minus 
the probability that both m and n will take place. 
p(mun)=p(m)+p(n)-p(mnn) (1.12) 
Sometimes two events are mutually exclusive. This means that the events have 
no sample points in common and mnn=0 (i.e. an empty set). For mutually 
exclusive events the addition law becomes simplified: 
p(mun)=p(m)+p(n) (1.13) 
If event m is dependent upon a number of other events n, then the total 
probability of m is the summation of all its joint probabilities with n: 
p(m)= LP(mn)= LP(mln)p(n) (1.14) 
B B 
The product rule and symmetry, i.e. p(mn)=p(nm) , clearly lead 
top(mln)p(n) =p(nlm)p(m). This gives Bayes' rule, 
16 
( I ) _ p(mln)p(n) p nm- p(m) (1.15) 
This allows the reversal of the conditional probability events and the ability to 
calculatep(nlm)fromp(mln ), p(m) and p(n). 
For later analysis, the conditional probability and the mutual probability are of 
noteworthy importance. The mutual probability (when m says as much about n 
as n does about it) is, 
p(m:n)= p(m)p(n) 
p(mn) 
1.3 Shannon Entropy 
(1.16) 
In classical statistical physics the probability rules above have been incorporated 
into the concept of entropy. Considering a source A that produces symbols from 
a set A ={a1 , a2 , •••••••••• ,am} with probabilitiesp(m)corresponding to each am , the 
Shannon entropy of A is, 
H(A)=-LP(m)log2 p(m) (1.17) 
m 
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Likewise, forB = {b1 , b2 , •.•••.•••• , bn}, 
H(B)=-l;p(n)log2 p(n) (1.18) 
n 
The joint entropy H(AB) of a pair of random variables (A, B) with a joint 
distribution p ( mn) is defined as 
H(AB) =-L p(mn)log2 p(mn) (1.19) 
m,n 
The joint entropy measures the total uncertainty of the pair (AB). Considering A 
and B again, this time the interest is in the amount of information about B that is 
available under the condition that the outcome m has already happened. There 
exist probabilities p ( n lm), with the sum equal to one. The amount of information 
with regard to B, given outcome m, can then be said to be, 
H(BIA) =-LP(nlm)log2 p(nlm) (1.20) 
n 
Now by averaging over all the values of m, the average amount of uncertainty in 
B given prior knowledge of A is: 
18 
~p(m)H(BIA)=-~p(m)[ ~p(nlm)log2 p(nlm)] 
= L p(m)p(nlm)log2 p(nlm) 
m,n 
From equation (1.14) the result is, 
H(BIA)= LP(mn)log2 p(nlm) 
m,n 
(1.21) 
This is the uncertainty of B given A and is therefore called the conditional 
entropy (remember, p ( n I m) = p ( mn) I p (m) ). Another very important definition 
is for mutual entropy. The mutual information measure with regards to A and B 
is stated by, 
I(A:B)= LP(mn)log2 [p(m)p(n)] 
m,n p(mn) (1.22) 
Rewritten this is, 
19 
LP(mn)log2 [p(m)p(n)]= LP(mn)log2 [ p(m) ] 
m,n p(mn) m,n p(mln) 
= LP(mn)log2 p(m)-LP(mn)log2 p(mln) 
m,n m,n 
(1.23) 
=-L p(mn)log2 p(mln)+ LP(m)log2 p(m) 
~n m 
=H(AIB)-H(A) 
For all A and B, H(AIB)-H(A)=H(BIA)-H(B)asi(A:B)is symmetric, i.e. A 
says as much about B as B about A. This can be interpreted as a measure of the 
dependence between A and B. When they are independent, H(A: B) is at a 
minimum, i.e. zero. When B is completely dependent upon A, 
thenH(AIB)=Oand H(A:B)attains its maximum which isH(A:B)=H(A). It 
can be seen that 
H(A: B)= H(A)-H(AIB)=H(A)+H(B)-H(AB) (1.24) 
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H(A:B) H{AB) 
H(B) 
Figure 1.2: Representation of the constituents of mutual entropy 
In Figure 1.2 it can be seen that the portion of H(A) that does not lie 
within H(A: B) is H(AIB) and the opposite is true for B. The formulas for 
Shannon entropy can be summarised as below: 
H{AB) = H(A)+H(BIA) =H(B)+H(AIB) 
H(A :B) =H(A)+H(B)-H(AB) 
H(AB) = H(AIB)+H{A : B)+H(BIA) 
H(A) = H(AIB)+H(A: B) 
H{B) = H(B iA)+H{A: B) 
(1.25) 
In addition there is a special scenario which has been christened the binary 
entropy function. Using the normal equation for Shannon entropy for two 
probabilities p(1) = p and p(2) = (1-p ), 
21 
H(p, 1-p) = -plog2 p-(1-p )1og2 (1-p) 
--- ---------·;.-,.._....,.... __ _ 
0.5 
Probability 
Figure 1.3: Entropy against probability for the binary entropy function. 
Oearly, in the above, the entropy is highest if the probabilities are equal. 
1.4 The V on N eumann Entropy 
(1.26) 
Now that a suitable analysis has been performed upon the classical theories of 
entropy it is now of great benefit to find the connection between the classical and 
quantum theories. It is now apparent that the central object of information theory 
is entropy. The quantum equivalent of the Shannon entropy is the von Neumann 
entropy. This is introduced as, 
22 
S(A) = -Tr(plog2 p) (1.27) 
Von Neumann introduced the density matrix p which gives a quantitative 
measure of mixed as well as pure ensembles. A pure ensemble is by definition a 
collection of physical systems such that every member is described by the same 
wave-functionjljl). However, a mixed ensemble is a summation of elements with 
some related population distributions. The pure state can be written as 
(1.28) 
The mixed state is therefore, 
p = LPdljli)(ljli I (1.29) 
i 
The mixed state can be viewed as a mixture of pure ensembles (with the 
normalisation condition, LP;= 1 ). The density matrix of a completely mixed 
i 
state (completely random ensemble) is 
23 
1 0 
1 
1 (1.30) p=-
N 
1 
0 1 
All the states corresponding to the base kets that the density matrix is written in 
are equally populated in the maximally mixed state. The density matrix satisfies 
the normalisation condition Tr (p) = 1 and is Hermitian. A pure ensemble can be 
identified if Tr(p2 ) = 1 as p2 = p . For a mixed ensemble Tr(p2 ) is a positive 
number smaller than one. The von-Neumann entropy is the tool of choice for 
characterising the difference between a pure and a mixed state. A pure ensemble 
has a maximum amount of order because all the members are characterised by 
the same wave-function. In this case the entropy, S, is zero. This can be seen if the 
von-Neumann entropy is clarified as follows, 
S(A)=-Tr(plog2 p)=- L A-;log2A.i (1.31) 
l~i~d 
Here A.1 .......... A.d are the eigenvalues of the density matrix, calculated from the 
usualdet!p-A.I! = 0, and d is the size of the matrix. Equation (1.31) can take the 
form it has because the trace of a matrix is the sum of its eigenvalues. Another 
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way of looking at d is that it is the dimensionality of the Hilbert space that you 
are working with, i.e. for L qubits d = 2L, and so you work with a matrix of size 
2L by 2L. Of course for different Hilbert spaces acting together you have to take 
the tensor product. It is only when you have total entanglement that the states 
are non-separable and the L qubits share exactly the same space (completely 
correlated). How to measure the degree of entanglement for a superposition of 
qubits is the objective of studying entropy. It will subsequently emerge that the 
mutual von-Neumann entropy is a general measure of correlations and super-
correlations in information theory (the meanings of which should hopefully 
become apparent). 
Returning to the pure state after that momentary digression; if for example, the 
pure stateiOO)is analysed, the eigenvalues of its density matrix are {1,0,0,0}-
when the density matrix is written with respect to its computational basis states. 
Hence the entropy is 0. For a completely mixed ensemble such as equation (1.30), 
(1.32) 
The rules for Shannon entropy are generally applicable to von-Neumann 
entropy. The Lie-Trotter product formula states that if A and B do not 
necessarily commute then, 
25 
(1.33) 
For commuting operators, the equation is just the standard one for dealing with 
exponentials of operatorsexp[A+B]=expAexpB. For von-Neumann entropy 
the conditional density matrix mirrors its equivalent in Shannon entropy and the 
equation is, 
p(AB) 1 
p(AIB) {I(A)®p(B)) p(AB){I(A)®p(B)f 
(1.34) 
(BIA) _ p(AB) ( ){ ( ) ( ))-1 p - (p(A)®I(B)) p AB p A ®I B 
Here thei(A)term is the unity matrix in the Hilbert space for qubit A. It is 
allowable to say that 
26 
. [ [log2 (p(AB){I(A)®p(B)(}]]n p(AJB)=hm exp
2 
_ __,_ ____ --~.. 
n-J>co n 
(1.35) 
= ~(p(AB)11n (I(A)®p(B)(1n r 
This makes direct use of the Lie-Trotter formula of equation (1.33). 
Ifp(AB)andi(A)® p(B) commute then the above simply becomes 
p(AJB) = p(AB)(I(A)®p(B)( (1.36) 
As a generalisation of the conditional Shannon entropy the conditional entropy 
can be defined as, 
S(AJB) = -TrAB [p(AB)log2 p(AJB)] (1.37) 
Following the method of (1.35) gives the mutual density matrix which is defined 
in similar fashion to its probabilistic counterpart as 
27 
(A: B)= p(A)®p(B) (p(A)®p(B))(p(AB))-1 p p(AB) (1.38) 
From which, 
. [ [log2 ( (p(A)®p(B))p(ABr
1 
)lln p(A:B)=lim exp2 ---'-------'-
n-+tO n 
(1.39) 
= ~!;,! ( (p(A)® p(B))l/n p(ABt/n r 
Again, if{p(A)®p(B))andp(AB)commute this will reduce to 
p(A: B) =(p(A)®p(B))p(ABt 
Now, an important statement about mutual entropy can be made: 
S(A: B)= -TrAB[p(AB)log2 p(A: B)] (1.40) 
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The laws that governed the classical Shannon entropy are also applicable to the 
von-Neumann relationships. 
S(AB) = S(A)+S(BJA) = S(B)+S(AJB) 
S(A: B) =S(A)+S(B)-S(AB) 
S(AB}=S(AJB)+S(A: B)+S(BJA) 
S(A) =S(AJB)+S(A: B) 
S(B)=S(BJA)+S(A :B) 
S(AJB)= S(AB)-S(B) 
1.5 The Partial Trace 
(1.41) 
A useful tool that is used to find the individual components of a system is the 
partial trace. For a two qubit system this can be written as 
p(A)=Tr8 (p(AB)) (1.42) 
This has the effect of showing the density matrix of A having traced out the effect 
of B. If for example we have the following matrix that has been generated by the 
tensor product of the qubits individual forms, we can identify these forms using 
the above rule. 
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allbll allb12 al2bll a12b12 
p(AB}= allb21 allb22 a12b21 a12b22 (1.43) 
anbll a21b12 a22bll a 22b12 
a21b21 a21b22 a22b21 a22b22 
If we want to find p(A}, 
aubll allbl2 al2bll a12b12 
p(A}=TrB aubn allb22 a12b21 a12b22 
a2lbll a21b12 a22bll a22b12 
anb21 a 21b 22 a22b21 a22b22 
Tr(allbll allbl2) Tr(al2bll a12b12) 
allbn allb22 a12b21 a12b22 (1.44) = 
( anbll a21b12 ) Tr(a22bll a22b12 ) Tr 
anb21 a21b22 a22b21 a22b22 
= (all bll +all b22 
a21 bn +an b22 
a12 bll + a12 b22 ) 
a22 bu + a22 b22 
In the above the matrix is split into 4 separate traces due to the nature of the 
tensor product The top left trace groups all the an terms together, the top right 
all the a12, and so on. For qubit B the traces would be grouped into an array 
corresponding to the elements bn, hi2. bn, and b22. 
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aubn aub12 a12bn a12b12 
p(B)=TrA a11b21 aub22 a12b21 a12b22 
a21b11 a21b12 a22bn a22b12 
anb21 anb22 a22bn a22b22 
(aubu a12b11) ( a11b12 a12b12) Tr Tr 
anbn a22bu anb12 a22b12 (1.45) = 
( aubn a12b21) ( aub22 a12b22) Tr Tr 
anbn a22b21 anb22 a22b22 
=(aubu +a22bn 
au bn +a22bn 
a11 b12 +a22b12 ) 
aub22 +a22b22 
If the partial trace is considered completely in the language of bra-kets, then it 
can be seen that, 
Tr(lq)(rl} = (rlq) (1.46) 
1.6 Correlations 
The fantastically useful fact about von-Neumann entropy is that it can be used to 
analyse both classical and quantum systems (due to the nature of the density 
matrix). Shannon entropy is purely confined to looking at the everyday world 
that we live in. As such the mutual entropy S(A: B)can be used to look at the 
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correlations between qubits A and B [2]. As an example of independent qubits 
(classical sense) the mixed ensemble below can be used 
State IO) A IO)B i1)A iO)s IO) A I1)B I1)A I1)B 
Probability 1/ 4 1/ 4 % % Distribution 
Table 1.2: An example of independent qubits. 
From this the density matrix is 
p(AB) = p(A ®B)= 1 \if)(\V I = .!(loo)(oo l +I10)(10I +I01) (o11 +111)(111) (1.47) 
4 
In matrix n otation this is, 
p(AB) = 
1/4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1/ 4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1/ 4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1/ 4 
If the partial trace is used the independent qubits can be found. 
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(1.48) 
p{A)= ~(IO)(Oi+IO)(Oi))=c/2 o ) 
p{B) = ~ (IO)(Oj+jO)(ol) 0 1/ 2 (1.49) 
The eigenvalues of (1.47} are all 1/4, so the entropy of the combined system of A 
and B is as follows 
S{AB) = -LA.log2 A. =-4(! log2 !) = 2 Qubits of Uncertainty 
The entropies of the individual components areS{A)=S(B)=1. From these 
results the mutual and conditional entropies are found: 
S{A: B)= S(A)+S(B)-S(AB) = 1+1-2 = 0 
S(AjB) = S{A)-S{A: B)= 1-0 = 1 
S(BjA) = S(B)-S(A: B) =1-0 =1 
This is illustrated below in Figure 1.4: 
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(1.50) 
Figure 1.4: Entropy for independent qubits. 
In a uniform mixture when the qubits are fully classically correlated they are 
always in the same state. 
State IO)AIO)B 
Probability 1/2 Distribution 
Table 1.3: An example of fully classically correlated qubits. 
This is written 
p(AB) = p(A ®B) = .!.(loo)(OOI + 111)(111) 
2 
I1)AI1)B 
1/2 
(1.51) 
The individual density matrices are found to be the same as before in (1.49). The 
eigenvalues of p (AB) are { 0.51 0.51 0 I 0} I so 
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S(AB) =-L).Iog2 A.= -2(~1og2 ~) = 1 Qubit of Uncertainty 
Again this gives, 
S (A : B) = S( A)+ S(B)- S(AB) = 1 + 1-1 = 1 
S(AIB) = S(A)-S(A: B)= 1 - 1 = 0 
S(BIA) = S(B)-S(A: B)= 1- 1 = 0 
The entropy diagram is below: 
Figure 1.5: Entropy diagram for correlated qubits. 
(1.52) 
The term super-correlated is reserved for entangled Qubits. The Bell states are 
pure maximally entangled states. Looking at one of these states the properties are 
exhibited. The Bell state to be scrutinised is below: 
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State 
Probability 
Distribution 
Table 1.4: An example of super-correlated qubits. 
The density matrix: 
1 
This time to show that the trace can be evaluated using the bra-ket notation, 
p(A) = Trs (p(AB)) 
(1.53) 
= ~ [ Trs (loA Os)(OA Os I)+ Trs (I lA ls)(O A Os I)+ Trs (IO A Os)(lA ls I)+ TrB (I lA l s)(l Al s I)] 
1 [(IOA)(OA I)Trs (IOs)(OB l)+(llA)(OA I)Trs (lls)(08 I) ] 
= 2 +(IOA)(lA I)TrB (I08 )(1s l)+(llA)(lA I)TrB {118 )(18 I) 
= ~ [ (loA)(O A I)( (OB I Os)) +(llA)(OA I)( (l s I Os))+ (IOA)(lA I)((Os lls )) +(llA)(l A I) ( (l s lls))] 
The following rules are useful for reducing this: 
(OiO) = (111) = 1, (110) =(Oil)= 0 
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So the remaining answer is 
(1.54) 
This is of course the same as in the previous examples. The total density matrix 
can be expressed in the computational basis states as, 
1 / 2 0 0 1 / 2 
p(AB) = 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
(1.55) 
1/2 0 0 1/2 
But it can also appear in an orthonormal basis set (both bases work but this cuts 
some calculation time) 
1 0 0 0 (\Jfo I 
0 0 0 0 (\Jil l 
p(AB) = 0 0 0 0 (\Jf
2
1 
0 0 0 0 (\Jf31 
(1.56) 
Here I \Jfo) is the original wave-function. Using this notation the eigenvalues are 
{1,0,0,0} and so the entropy, using the normal convention of OlogO = 0, is 
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S(AB) = - L A. log2 A. =-(11og2 1) = 0 Qubits of Uncertainty 
The other entropic measures are, 
S(A : B)= S(A)+S(B)-S(AB) = 1+1 - 0 = 2 
S(AIB) = S(A)-S(A : B)= 1-2 = -1 
S(BIA) = S(B)-S(A : B)= 1- 2 = - 1 
The diagram for which is, 
Figure 1.6: Entropy diagram for entangled qubits. 
(1.57) 
(1.58) 
When written in the computational basis all the quantum definitions reduce to 
the classical ones when the density matrix of the combined system only contains 
diagonal entries. There is a crucial point to be made about the "density 
matrix" p (A IB) . In the above example the matrix form of this is, 
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p(AIB) = p(AB)(I(A)® p(B)r1 = 
1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
p(AIB)= o o o o 
1 0 0 1 
1 / 2 0 0 1/2 2 0 0 0 
0 00 0 0200 
0 00 0 0020 
1/2 0 0 1/2 0 0 0 2 
(1.59) 
The peculiar thing about this is that the eigenvalues are {2,0,0,0} indicating that 
the conditional form above is something other than a density matrix. Classical 
eigenvalues will not be greater than 1 and clearly the above has exceeded this. As 
a result of this fact the conditional entropy becomes negative, as illustrated 
previously. Classically information theory has dictated thatH(AIB)will always 
be positive. Therefore, the analogy between classical and quantum information, 
regarding entropy, can go only so far. The quantum realm, as seen, is analysed 
using matrices. This is in contrast to the traditional information theoretic 
analyses of the past that used scalars. The classical entropy of the composite 
system cannot be lower than that of its individual parts. 
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1.7 Relative Entropy 
Another useful tool is the relative entropy. It is used to identify the " distance" 
between two probability distributions, p (m) and p ( n) . The relative entropy is 
zero or positive with equality only ifp(m) = p(n) for all m and n. 
H(AIIB)= ~p(m)log,(~i:?J (1.60) 
Using the inequality -log2 (x) = -lne (x) / ln(2) ~ (1- x) / ln(2) -proven visually 
in Figure 1.7- the previous statement can be backed up: 
H(AIIB) =-~p(m)log2 (:~) 
~ LP(m)(1- p(n)) = LP(m)-p(n) = (1-1) =0 
m p(m) m 
(1.61) 
Only when the distributions are identical does the equality occur, i.e. 
p(m)/p(n)=l. 
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2 
1.5 - y = ( X - 1) I ln(2) 
- y = ln(x) I ln(2) 
0.5 i------------=~=-- ----­
O i--.--.--.---=~------.--.--.--~ 
~ ~ ~ N 
:to 0.. Oo ~~.5 -r-~-=--~~=----~-~---~---
-1 +-~-=-~---------------~ 
-1.5 i---7' ------------------
-2 -i--7~------------------
-2.5 -1-------------- -------
-3 
X 
Figure 1. 7: Graph of the inequalitt; In ( x) ~ ( x - 1) 
The mutual entropy measure that was used in the previous sections can be 
written equivalently in terms of relative entropy. The proof for this is derived for 
the following situation (which is a definition for the mutual entropy), 
H(A)+H(B)-H(AB) (1.62) 
Using the Shannon identityH(B)-H(AB) = -H(AJB)this becomes, 
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H(A)+H(B)-H(AB)=H(A)-H(A!B) 
=-LP(m)log2p(m)+ LP(mn)log2 (p(m!n)) 
=-LP(mn)log2p(m)+ LP(mn)log2 (p(m!n)) 
=-LP(mn)log (p(min)) =-LP(mn)logz (p(m!n)p(n)) 2 p(m) p(m)p(n) 
Using equation (1.9) this leads to, 
The use of (1.61) in combination with (1.60) gives the subadditivity of the 
entropy, i.e. 
H(AB)~H(A)+H(B) (1.63) 
Equality only occurs if A and B are independent. The relative entropy is useful 
because it leads to other specific measures of the entropy (as was shown for the 
mutual entropy). In this fashion, another simple use of the relative entropy and 
its property of non-negativity is when p(m)is a probability distribution for A 
over d outcomes. The uniform probability distribution over these outcomes is 
represented by q (m) "'I/ d and so the relative entropy is, 
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H{p(m)llq(m)} = H(p(m)ll1/d} = LP{m)log2 (p(m)/1/d) 
= LP(m)log2 p(m)-p{m)log2 (1/d) = -H(p(m))- LP(m)log2 q(m) 
=-H(p(m))-{LP(m)log2 1-p{m)log2 d)= -H(p(m))+ LP(m)log2 d 
Therefore, using equation (1.60), H{p(m)llq(m)} =-H(p(m))+log2 d ~0 and so 
(1.64) 
Equality is achieved if and only if p = q . 
1.8 Quantum Relative Entropy 
The von-Neumann relative entropy is, 
(1.65) 
The idea behind relative entropy in entanglement is to look at the quantum 
state p of two qubits and compare it with all the separable states. Two 
orthonormal decompositions for p and er can be written as 
p =LP; li)(il 
i 
er= Lqdi)(il 
(1.66) 
i 
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From the former of the two equations in (1.66) (ilp = LPi and from the later, 
i 
A substitution is made wherebyPii =(ili)(ili) 
Putting this into (1.65), 
S(PIIcr) = Tr(plog2 p )-Tr(plog2 cr) = L(ilplog2 Pli)- L(ilplog2 crli) 
i i 
= L {il(pi li)(illog2 Pi li)(il)li)-L (ilplog2 crli) 
i i 
= L (ii(Pi li)(ili)(illog2 Pi)li)-L (ilplog2 crli) 
i i 
= L (il(p;ji)(illog2 Pi)li)-L (ilplog2 crli) 
i i 
= LPi (ili)(ili)log2 Pi- L(ilplog2 crli) 
i i 
Using Pii =(ili)(jji)this becomes, 
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(1.67) 
P;; can be regarded as a doubly stochastic matrix. That is it is non-negative and 
has columns and rows adding up to 1. 
pij ~ 0, Lpij = 1, I;Pij = 1 
i j 
To simplify things further r; = Lfi;q;and it is clear that 
j 
I;P;; log2 qi !> log2 r; 
j 
(1.68) 
(1.69) 
Equality is achieved when there is a value of j that allows P;; = 1. In other words, 
when Pis a permutation matrix (can be created by rearranging the rows and/or 
columns of an identity matrix). What is now left is the familiar form of classical 
relative entropy. 
(1.70) 
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It is comfortably seen that the method of derivation of (1.61) can be applied here 
giving the result, 
(1.71) 
This is known as the Klein inequality (with equality when Pi = ri and thus p = cr ). 
It culminates in the form useful for proving the subadditivity for the von-
Neumann entropy: 
Saying thatp = p(AB)andcr = p(A)®p(B), 
- Tr(plog2 cr) = -Tr(p(AB)log2 (p(A)® p(B))} 
= -(Tr(p(AB))Tr(log2 (p(A)))+ Tr(p(AB))Tr(log2 (p(B))}) 
= -p(A)Tr(log2 (p(A))}- p(B)Tr(log2 (p(B))) 
= -Tr(p(A)log2 (p(A))}- Tr(p(B)log2 (p(B))) 
=S(A)+S(B) 
Klein' s equality has given the definition of subadditivity, 
S(AB) !> S(A)+S(B) 
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(1.72) 
(1.73) 
In order to prove another important inequality in quantum entropy 
measurement it is necessary to consider Schmidt decomposition and purification. 
Schmidt decomposition is a way of writing a pure state of a composite system 
AB. Having orthonormal statesliA)andliB)for systems A and B respectfully the 
normalised pure state is written as, 
IIJI)= L"'iliA)(iBI (1.74) 
i 
Lambda represents the Schmidt coefficients; non-negative real numbers that 
obey Li A./ = 1. The density operators are then written as, 
p(A)= LA./IiA)(iAI 
i (1.75) 
In these equations the eigenvalues are identical (indicating that the qubits are of 
reduced density operators are, 
p(A) = (2IO)(OI+I0)(1I+Il)(OI+Il)(ll)/3 
p(B) = (lo)(OI+I0)(11 +11)(01 +211)(11)/3 
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Calculating Tr ( p2 ) gives 5/9 for each. Schmidt decomposition leads to the theory 
of purification. 
Purification introduces a reference system R into a quantum system. The 
reference system has the same size of Hilbert space as the system, A, that it is 
being introduced to. To purify p(A)= L;PdiA)(iAithe combined system pure 
reduced density operator for system A calculated: 
TrR (IAR)(AR I)= TrR (:Liifi);" vfPJ"IiA)IiR)(iA l(iR I} 
= Lii.JP: vfPJ"IiA)(iA ITrR liR)(iR I 
= Lij!I':"vfPJ"IiA)(iA l(iR liR) 
lfi = j then, 
TrR (IAR)(ARI) =LP; liA)(iA I= p(A) 
i 
(1.76) 
The reason for defining the purification procedure is to prove what is known as 
the triangle inequality (or Araki-Lieb inequality). To purify qubits A and B, a 
system R is introduced into the equation for subadditivity such that, 
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S{AR) ~S(A)+S(R) (1.77) 
Pure state entropies will all equal the same amount and so S{AR)=S(B) 
andS{AB) =S(R). This leads to the statement that 
S(AB) ~ S(B)-S(A) (1.78) 
By symmetry S(AB) ~ S(A)-S(B)and so the triangle inequality is arrived at, 
S(AB) ~IS(A)-S(B)I (1.79) 
1.9 Entanglement of Formation 
The entanglement of formation is an entanglement monotone given by 
Ep (p) = min LPiE('I'i), (1.80) 
i 
where E('l'i)=S(p(A)i)and 
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S(p(A))=-Tr(p(A)log2 p(A))=-Tr(p(B)log2 p(B)) is the von-Neumann 
entropy. The minimum is taken over all the possible realisations of the state 
p{AB) = LPi 1'1'i)('1'i lwithp(A)i = Tr8 (lljli)(ljld} 
j 
(1.81) 
A measure of entanglement should be zero for any separable state, E = 0. I.e. in a 
pure state the entropy is zero. The von-Neumann entropy is used to look at 
classical and quantum correlations (the Shannon entropy can only be used for the 
macroscopic world). It is invariant under unitary transformations and as such 
can be used to give a total picture of the entropy of a system. 
(1.82) 
Example: if U is the Pauli-x matrix (which is unitary, i.e. utu = I) and the pure 
state is I 'I') = I 00) 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
p = 1'1')('1'1 = 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
Now performing the transformation, 
(1.83) 
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0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
Up ut= o o 1 o 
0 0 0 0 
(1.84) 
It can easily be seen that the entropy has remained constant throughout the 
process: 
(1.85) 
The entanglement of a two qubit pure state can be interpreted by using the 
following in the computational basis 
Jljl) = aJOO)+ bJlO)+cJOl)+dJll) (1.86) 
Here a, b, c, and d are complex numbers that will equate to 
JaJ2 + JbJ2 + JcJ2 + JdJ2 = 1. The density matrix of this two-qubit system is then, 
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p(AB) = !'1')('1'! = (a!OO)+ bllO)+e!Ol)+d!ll) )(a' (OO! + b' (tO! +e' (Ol! +d' (11!) = 
aa'!OO)(OO!+ab'!OO)(tO!+ae'!OO)(Ol!+ad'!OO)(ll! 
+ba'!tO)(OO! + bb'!tO)(tO! + bc'!tO)(Ot! + bd'!tO)(ll! 
+ea '!Ot)(OO!+eb'!Ot)(tO! +ee'!Ol)(Ol!+ed'!Ot)(ll! 
+da'!ll)(OO!+db'!ll)(tO! +de'!ll)(Ol!+dd'!11)(11! 
lbis written in mabix form is, 
!alz ba' • da' ea 
p(AB)= ab' lbl2 eb' db' 
• be' !e!z de' (1.87) ae 
ad' bd' ed' ldl2 
Fromwhieh, 
( . ea Tr • eb 
Tr(!e!z 
ed' 
(1.88) 
The determinant, D, of the above is 
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0 "'det(p(A)) = (laj2 +jbj2 )(1ej2 +jdn-( ea' +db')( ae' + bd') 
=jaej2 +jadj2 +jbcj2 +jbdj2 -jaej2 -a'bcd' -ab'e'd-jbdj2 
=(ad-bc)(ad-bc)' 
=jad-bcj2 
The eigenvalues are found below, 
det(p(A)-Al)=O 
= (laj2 +jbj2 -A )(lej2 +jdj2 -A)-( ea' +db'}( ae' + bd'} = 0 
(1.89) 
= jaej2 +jadj2 -Ajaj2 +jbcj2 +jbdj2 -Ajbj2 -Ajej2 +A2 -Ajdj2 -jaej2 -a'bcd' -ab'e'd-jbdj2 = 0 
=A2 -(laj2 +jbj2 +jej2 +jdnA+(Iadj2 +lbcl2 -a'bcd' -ab'e'd) =0 
=A2 -A+jad-bcj2 
Therefore the eigenvalues are, 
From this the entropy is 
S(p(A))=-I;Alog2 A=-((1+"'1-40 )!2)log2 ((1+·./1-40 )12) 
-( (1-"'1-40 )I 2 )log2 ((1-"'1-40 )/2) 
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(1.90) 
(1.91) 
Saying that p = ( 1- .J1-4D) I 2 allows this to be written as the binary entropy 
function as, 
(1-p)= 1-(1-.J1-4D )/2 = (1+.J1-4D )/2 (1.92) 
This gives, 
H(p, 1-p) = -plog2 p-(1-p )Iog2 (1-p) (1.93) 
The entanglement for a pure state is 
E('J1) = S(p(A )) = -plog2 p-(1-p )Iog2 (1-p) (1.94) 
A new basis called the magic basis is now stated. This is basically the Bell states 
subjected to some phase shifting. 
1 
le1)= .J2(100}+111)) 
le2)= ~(I00}-111)) 
le3)= ~(101}+110)) 
1 
le4)= .J2(101}-I10}) 
(1.95) 
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(E.g. for each of the states 
(1.96) 
Expanding the two qubit pure statelljl)in the magic basis: 
4 
I"')=~:>; le;)= a.lle1)+a.zlez)+a.31e3)+a.4le4) (1.97) 
i 
In this a.; are complex numbers and L la.; 12 = 1. The values of a, b, c, and d, in 
i 
terms of alpha, can at this instant be found: 
a.1lel)+a.zlez)+a.3le3)+a.4 le4) =a lOO)+ bl10)+cl01)+dl11) 
-=-1/fi (( a.1 +a.2i)IOO) +( -a.4 +a.3i)l10)+( a.3i +a.4 )I01)+( a.1 -a.2i)l11)) (1.98) 
=a lOO)+ bl10)+cl01)+dl11) 
Consequently, 
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a=(a1 +a2i)/.J2 
b =( -a4 +a3i)/.J2 
c=(a3i+a4 )/.J2 
d=(a1 -a2i)/.J2 
Thus giving, 
(a 2+a 2+a 2+a 2) ad-be= 1 2 3 4 
2 
(1.99) 
(1.100) 
The concurrence is defined by C= La;2 and so C=2lad-bcl. This means 
i 
that D = C2 14 and the entanglement of formation can be rewritten for 
concurrence: 
E{ljl) = -( ( 1 +"1-C2 )12 )1og2 ( ( 1 +~1-C2 )12) 
-( ( 1-"1-C2 )1 2 )1og2 ( ( 1-"1-C2 )12) 
1.10 The Spin-Flip 
(1.101) 
The concurrence is defined in terms of the spin-flip operation. For a single qubit 
the spin-flipped density operator is given by 
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(1.102) 
Written as p=.!.(I+P.o) with P=(Cos(cp)Sin(9),Sin(cp)Sin(9),Cos(9)) and 
2 
cr being the Pauli matrices the density matrix becomes, 
= .!.( 1 +Cos(9) Cos( cp )Sin(9)-i5in( cp )Sin(9)J (1.103) 
P 2 Cos(cp)Sin(9)+i5in(cp)Sin(9) 1-Cos(9) 
The Complex conjugate of this is 
= .!.( 1 +Cos(9) Cos( cp )Sin(9)+i5in( cp )Sin(9)J (1.104) 
P 2 Cos( cp)Sin(9)-i5in( cp )Sin(9) 1-Cos(9) 
The spin-flip for a single qubit- given the above definition - is 
_ =.!.( 1-Cos(9) -Cos(cp)Sin(9)+i5in(cp)Sin(9)) (1.105) 
p 2 -Cos(cp)Sin(9)-iSin(cp)Sin(9) l+Cos(9) 
This simply takes the form, 
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p=.!.(I-P.o) 
2 
Example 
(1.106) 
(0.5 0.5) ( 0.5 -0.5) If we put q> =Oande = 1t/2thenp = O.S O.S andp = -O.S O.S . With a little 
working it can be seen that 
I"')= (10)+11) )/ .J2 andllji) = (10) -11) )/ .J2 
This can be visualised in the Bloch picture as 
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X 
z 
IO) 
~(IO) +ill) ) 
Figure 1.8: The Bloch sphere and the various representations for each axis. 
For two qubits the spin-flip is the following operation, 
I \ji AB)= ( cr/ ®cr/ )I \1/AB) 
(\jiABI= (\j/*ABI(cr/ ®cr/ ) 
Hence, the density matrix is 
P =I \ji AB)(\ji AB I= (cry A® cr/ )I \j/• AB)( \j/•AB I (cry A® cr/ ) 
= ( cr/ ® cr/ )p* (cry A® cr/ ) 
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(1.107) 
(1.108) 
We have already stated that the density matrix in terms of a-d can be written as, 
• ba* • da· a a ea 
p(AB)= 
ab* bb* cb* db* (1.109) 
• be* • de* ac cc 
ad* bd* cd* dd* 
So, 
• a*b • a*d a a ac 
p*(AB)= 
b*a b*b b*c b*d (1.110) 
• c*b • c*d ea cc 
d*a d*b d*c d*d 
and, 
d*d -c·d -b*d a·d 
-d*c • b*c • 
p={ cr/ ®cry5 )p* { cr/ ®cry5 ) = cc 
-a c (1.111) 
-d*b c*b b*b -a·b 
d*a • -b·a • 
-c a a a 
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• ba' • da' d*d -c'd -b'd a a ea 
ab' bb' cb' db' -d'c • b'c cc 
pp= 
• be' • de' -d'b c'b b'b ac cc 
ad' bd' cd' dd' d'a • -b'a -c a 
Tr{pp)=4(aa'dd' -a'bcd' -ab'c'd+bb'cc') 
=4{ad-bc)(a'd' -b'c') 
a'd 
• 
-a c 
-a'b 
• a a 
~Tr{pp) = ~4(ad-bc)(a'd'-b'c') = ~(ad-bc)(a'd* -b'c') 
=2lad-bcl 
(1.112) 
(1.113) 
(1.114) 
This is the same as the previous definition for the concurrence of a pure state. 
The concurrence can also be written as, 
C(IJI) = ~Tr(p p) = ~('1'1( cry ®cry )p' (cry ®cry )I 'I') 
,...------7 =~('I' I( cry® cry )1'1'')( ljl*l( cry® cry )I 'I') = 1('1'1( cry® cry )IIJI't (1.115) 
=I(IJII{cry ®cry )1'1'')1 =i('l'lo/)l 
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1.11 Mixed State Concurrence 
An important notational device in the following derivation is that of what has 
been termed "subnormalisation". If we write the density matrix as 
(1.116) 
then \wi) = .[P;'\wi) are the subnormalised eigenvectors in an m-dimensional 
Hilbert space. 
The mixed state concurrence is derived by Wootters in terms of his "pure state 
decomposition theorem". This theorem tells us that a set of subnormalised 
vectors gives a decomposition of the density matrix only if the vectors can be 
represented as 
j = l, ...... ,m (1.117) 
Here Mki is any n x m matrix (can be made m x m by adding zero's in extra rows) 
where there exists n rows of orthonormal eigenvectors in m-dimensional space ( 
m~n) and the set {1\\), ...... ,lvk}}is an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors that 
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belong to eigenvalues A.1 , ...... ,A.k . This set is called an eigen-ensemble 
m 
The sum over the M-matrices can be written as LMii.Mjk =o;k so that, 
j=l 
(1.118) 
(1.119) 
In the above the orthonormality of the columns of k is used. From (1.116) it is 
seen that 
(1.120) 
1 t follows that 
(1.121) 
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j = 1, ...... ,m (1.122) 
I.e. the set of columns of Mkj can be extended to an orthonormal basis of Cm so 
that (1.117) can be written as 
I ro1) I'\) 
=U lvn) (1.123) ID) 
lrom) ID) 
By adding additional I 0) 's fork = n + 1, ...... , m, m orthonormal vectors in the 
extended Hilbert space are defined (U is an m x m unitary matrix), 
j =1, ...... ,m (1.124) 
In this equation 
(1.125) 
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m n 
For the two qubit state where p= LPdwi)(wil = Llwi)(wil the average 
j j 
concurrence is 
(C)= LPic(wi)= LPil(wilcry ®crylw.i)l~l(c)l= ~pic(wi) 
J J J 
(1.126) 
Here c{wi) is the preconcurrence. The preconcurrence is the concurrence 
without the absolute value signs that make the concurrence positive 
(1.127) 
The average preconcurrence is 
(1.128) 
(1.129) 
It is of note that't is a symmetric operator: 
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• 
't;i = (w; I crY 18> cry I wj) = ( ( w; I cry 18> cry lw;)) 
= (wi h ®cry lw;) = 'ti; (1.130) 
1.12 Singular value decomposition and concurrence 
From (1.130) it can be seen that 't = 'tT and the singular value decomposition can 
we expressed as 
*T T * T 
't=VSW ='t =W SV (1.131) 
where 't =mxn, V =mxm, W =nxnand S is a diagonal matrix. 
As 't is actually symmetric m= n and the above shows that w'T = vT so that 
't=VSVT (1.132) 
So, V diagonalises 't and the elements of 5 are the singular values of 't , 
The singular values of 't are the non-negative square roots of the eigenvalues of 
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Fromt=tT, 
tt.T = (pl/2 (cry ®cry )(P.)l/2)(pl/2 (cry ®cry )(P·r2r 
= (Pl/2 (cry ®cry )(P·r2 )( (P.)l/2 (cry ®cry) Pl/2) 
= pl/2 (cry ®cry )P• (cry ®cry )Pl/2 
The singular value decomposition can be employed as follows, 
Using the triangle inequalitylxi-IYI ~lx+yl ~lxl+lyl, 
L v2i1A.l + Lv2ikA.k :?!Liv2i1A.ll- Lv2ikA.k j k;,l j k;,l 
=A.111v2i1!-~A.k( 11v2jk1) 
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(1.133) 
(1.134) 
(1.135) 
(1.136) 
(1.137) 
:L V2jtA.l + :Lv2jkA.k = A.1- :L A.k = A-1 -A.2 -A.3 -A.4 = C(p) (1.138) 
j k~l k~l 
Wootters [5] has proved that using a series of decompositions that distribute the 
average preconcurrence each member of the ensemble has equality 
Thus the equation is, 
(1.139) 
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CHAPTER2 
The Density matrix of a two qubit system 
Quantum computing is made possible by the superposition of states and the 
quantum effect of entanglement [1]. In complex vector space an array of qubits 
can generate 2L superpositions, where L is the number of qubits (there exists the 
possibility to use lager complex spaces for computation by use of qudits. 
However these are not considered here). Entanglement is a non-local 
phenomenon which generates a quantum correlation between two particles. 
Only a global transformation such as a controlled-NOT can create entanglement. 
A qubit is basically a two state system where the energy levels are clearly 
defined. To perform a quantum computation [2] it is necessary that you be able 
to produce a desired initial state for the qubit, have a direct superposition of the 
states, couple the qubits together and limit them from interacting with the 
environment to produce decoherence [3]. There are a number of promising qubit 
concepts being developed in optical, solid-state, and NMR areas, to name but a 
few. A Hamiltonian that considers the general coupling of two qubits is 
discussed. Density matrix formalisms are considered as they give the entire 
picture of how a system is behaving. Entanglement is a strange phenomenon and 
it is handy to be able to quantify it in a meaningful way. Therefore, the concept of 
concurrence, as developed by Wootters [7], is considered. This is a monotonic 
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measure, i.e. lies between zero and one, with 1 being the maximal degree of 
entanglement. 
2.1 A Hamiltonian Describing Two Qubits 
The basic element of quantum computation is the qubit. A qubit can be any two-
level system that has clearly definable energy levels. These two energy levels 
generally represent the computational basis states IO) and ll). The power of 
quantum computing lies with the ability to entangle the qubits contained within 
the register and from superposition. In order to examine the relationship 
between two qubits a generic Hamiltonian, which can be adapted for many 
physical qubit designs (e.g. a Josephson vortex qubit) is developed. Any qubit 
can be thought of in terms of a spin-1/2 particle. But, beforehand a few concepts 
have to be examined. 
2.2 Second Quantisation 
Our Hamiltonian will make use of the second quantisation formalisation. First 
quantisation examines the scenario where there is a single particle to analyse. 
Second Quantisation is used to interpret the larger many-body interactions. It 
accounts for the symmetry of states and operators when looking at N-particle 
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systems. The form of second quantisation is determined by creation and 
annihilation operators. 
2.3 Creation and Annihilation Operators 
The fermionic creation/ annihilation operators are used to raise/ lower the 
occupancy of an energy level in the system. That is, the creation operator takes 
IO) -+ I I) and ll) to zero, whilst the annihilation operator sends ll) --+ 10) andiO) to 
zero. 
• 
Figure 2.1: This simple diagram shows an energtJ level in its two states of occupation for 
one particle. The left-hand level is the state IO) and the right-hand side is I I). 
This can be written as follows: 
all)=IO) 
a! o) = o 
at I I)= o 
atlo)=ll) 
(2.1) 
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Here the creation operator is at and the annihilation one is a. For the bosonic 
versions of a and at, the relations can be expressed as, 
aln}=-fn"ln-1} 
atln}=.Jn+lln+l} 
In these equations In} is the nth excited state. 
n=3 
n=2 
n=1 
(2.2) 
Figure 2.2: n represents the energy levels in, for example, a quantum lwrmonic oscillator. 
Also, the number operator is defined to be if= at a (this holds for fermions and 
bosons) so thatNin} = nln}. Changing the order of the factors gives aat = l±N I 
where the minus sign is for fermions and the other is for bosons. The bosons can 
be described in terms of the following commutation relations: 
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[ a1,a1 J = a1a1 -a1a1 = 0 
[a;, a/]= a;a/ -a/a;= oif 
[a/,a1]=a/a1-a1a/ =-ou 
(2.3) 
If i = j the middle of the above three equations equals one and the bottom one is 
minus one. Likewise, the anti-commutation relationships for fermions are: 
{a1,a1}=a1a1 +a1a1 =0 
{a1,a/}=a1a/ +a/a1 =ou 
{a/,a1} = a}a1 +a1a/ =ou 
(2.4) 
To explain the subscripts in the relations; a/ can be envisioned to be the creation 
of a fermion into the state j. When this operator is applied to the ket that 
represents a state with no fermions, i.e. I 0), the emerging ket refers to the state 
with one fermion present in state j. Similarly, when there is a fermion in the 
original state the ket is reduced to one where the fermion has been ejected by a1 . 
(As a/ = 0 this illustrates that two fermions cannot be put into the same state, 
thus obeying the Pauli Exclusion Principle). 
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2.4 The Hamiltonian 
Primarily the form of the Hamiltonian is 
Here eA represents the energy of the first qubit, g is the coupling frequency, e8 is 
the energy of the second qubit, and a and f are ferrnion annihilation/ creation 
operators. Thus, this is the equation in second quantised shape. Qubits can be 
thought of in terms of spin-1/2 particles and because of this the Hamiltonian can 
be made to incorporate Pauli spin matrices. These express themselves as, 
li(O 1) S li(O -i) li(1 0) s. =2 1 0 , y = 2 j 0 , sz =2 0 -1 (2.6) 
The matrices are the Pauli-matricescr,,cr1 and crzcorresponding directly with the 
subscript of S. The raising and lowering operators can be defined in terms of the 
Pauli-matrices: 
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1 (0 a• =2(a,+ia,)= 0 ~) 
(2.7) 
- 1 ( . ) (0 a =2" a,-1a, = 1 ~) 
It is easy to see that 
(2.8) 
There are some interesting transformations that can be made in terms of a and £: 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
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Now equation (2.5) evolves into 
(2.14) 
For the operator that applies crz to the first of the two qubits ("I" is the identity 
matrix), 
(2.15) 
Likewise, when the second qubit is under analysis the identity matrix comes 
before the direct product. 
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
1i 0 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 s ®!=-
' 
/®a= 
z 2 0 0 -1 0 z 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 -1 
(2.16) 
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
S®l=fi 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
0 ' 
/®a= 
X 2 1 0 0 X 0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
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When the above matrices are transferred into the equation for the Hamiltonian a 
very useful form emerges. 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
H=eA 0 0 -1 
0 
0 
00100100 
00011000 
0 +g 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
01000010 0 0 0 -1 
&A 0 0 0 0 0 0 g &B 0 
0 &A 0 0 0 0 g 0 0 -&B H= + + 0 0 
-&A 0 0 g 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -&A g 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 
&B 
0 
1 0 0 0 
0 -1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 -1 
0 
0 
0 
-&B 
The Hamiltonian for the system with coupling is finally presented as, 
&A +&B 0 0 g 
H= 
0 &A -&B g 0 
0 g 
-&A+&B 0 
g 0 0 -&A -&B 
25 Evolution of the System in Density Matrix Formalism 
(2.17) 
The Hamiltonian described above can be incorporated into a density matrix 
analysis whereby we can discover all the characteristics of the system The 
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density matrixl contains all the information that is available for a quantum 
mechanical ensemble. An arbitrary quantum system can be described in terms of 
its state by its density matrix p. Left in isolation the density matrix evolves 
according to the Schrodinger equation: 
ih 0P =[H,p) 
at (2.18) 
For analyses it is often useful to view a system as being composed of two 
subsystems. This way some of the degrees of freedom are related to subsystem A 
and the rest to B. The reduced density matrix is used to break the total system 
into its constituent parts. The state of one subsystem is generated by tracing over 
the degrees of freedom of the other: 
(2.19) 
More generally, for the case where there are more than two subsystems (qubits) 
the trace rule is given by, 
1 The density matrix is known by a number of other names including the density 
operator and statistical matrix. 
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p, =Tr~,P (2.20) 
"Rest" refers to the remainder of the set of qubits excluding the ith one under 
consideration. 
The Hamiltonian of the total system can be broken down into terms of the 
individual parts and the coupling between them: 
(2.21) 
If the interaction (coupling) between the two systems is zero then each 
subsystem is treated as if the rest of the universe (or environment) does not exist 
and that there are no correlations between the components. However, the usual 
situation is for there to exist an interaction between the subsystems and as a 
result of this there are a number of interesting side-effects that have to be taken 
into account Four of these effects are fluctuations, dissipation, communication, 
and decoherence. Of these decoherence is the only truly quantum mechanical 
phenomenon. Fluctuations and dissipation involve the transfer of energy 
between constituents, whilst the later two involve the exchange of information. 
Making use of equation (2.18), the commutation relation of the density operator 
and the Hamiltonian is 
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Hp-pH (2.22) 
Below are how the matrices of these operators appear (with h set to 1 and the 
density matrix represented very generally). 
sA+sB 0 0 g Pu P12 Pu p,. 
0 SA-SB g 0 
andp= P21 P22 P23 P2• (2.23) H= 
0 g 
-s.+sB 0 P31 P32 P33 P3• 
g 0 0 -SA-SB P41 P•2 P.3 P•• 
This leads to the diagonal terms when using the aforementioned commutation 
relation: 
ipll = g(p.,- p,.) 
iP22 = g(p32- P23) 
ip33 = g(p23- P32) 
ip .. = g(p,.-PH) 
(2.24) 
It is now clear to see that p11 =-p44 andp22 =-p_33 • Similarly the non-diagonal 
elements are: 
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i/J12 = 2eBP12 + g(p.2- P") 
ip,J = 2eAp" + g(p.3- P12) 
ip21 =-2eBp21 +g(p3I-P24) 
ip2• = 2eAp24 + g(p34- P21) 
ip31 =-2eAp31 +g(p2I-p34) 
ip34 = 2eBp34 + g(p2•- PJ,) 
ijJ42 =-2eAp42 +g(p,2 -p.J) 
ip43 = -2eBp43 + g(p,3- P•2) 
(2.25) 
Finally, the off-diagonal terms of the density matrix time evolution appear as: 
ip14 =(2eA +2e8)p14 +g(p44 -pu) 
i/J23 =(2eA -2es)P23 +g(PJJ- P22) 
ip32 = ( -2eA +2es)PJ2 + g(pzz- PJJ) 
ip41 =(-2eA-2en)P., +g(pu-P44) 
Again, the elements can be seen to act as P14 =-p41 and p23 =-P32 . 
(2.26) 
Within the density matrix itself the diagonal elements represents the 
populations, whilst the off-diagonal ones are coherences. Populations measure 
the probability that the system is in a certain state. Coherences measure the 
amount of interference between states. With the wave function given by 
llf')=aiOO)+fJIOl)+rllO)+olll) the density matrix takes the pure state form 
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p =llf')(lf'l· Quantum systems that are described by a single wave function (state 
vector) are known to be in a pure state. Mixed states consist of a statistical 
combination of wave functions. The computational basis representation is 
written, as below, in matrix notation: 
1 0 0 0 
lOO)= ~, (2.27) 1 0 0 I01) = ' 110) = ' 111) = 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
Therefore, the above example manifests itself as, 
lal2 afJ' • ao' ay 
p=llf')(lf'l= pa' IPI
2 fly' f38' (2.28) 
• yfJ' IYI2 yo' ya 
oa' sp' liy' lol2 
The density matrix is normalised such that Tr (p) = 1 , i.e. the probability 
amplitudes add up to one. 
The non/ off-diagonal elements of p will tend towards zero over time. Phase 
coherence is destroyed by various disturbing factors. For example, in a persistent 
current qubit the qubit dynamics may be affected by the degrees of freedom 
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associated with fluctuations of charge in the gates (which couple the qubit states 
to other outside states). 
26 The Interaction Hamiltonian 
Using the previously defined Hamiltonian, (2.5), it is possible to achieve the 
evolutionary density matrix. Introducing the interaction picture allows this to 
become true. This is done by multiplying by the unitary operator U(t-t0 ). 
Having taken to to be zero, the unitary operator is 
Now, the interaction Hamiltonian is determined through 
(2.30) 
This looks like, 
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( exp[it( SA (a} a A- j}fA)+sB (aB taB- / 81/B ))])(g(a}jA + j}aA)®(a/fB + / 8tOB )) 
( exp[ -it( SA (a}aA- f}fA)+sB ( 0 8taB- / 8! fB ))]) 
(exp[itsA { a}aA- J}JA)+s8 { a81a8 - / 81/ 8 )]} = exp[itsAa}aA]exp[ -itsAJ}JA] 
exp[its8 a81 a8 Jexp[ -its8 / 81/ 8 J 
Therefore, 
H1 =exp[itsAa}aA]exp[ -itsAf}JA]exp[its8 a8 1a8 ]exp[ -its8 j 8 1/ 8 ] 
(g( a}fA + f}aA)®( aB!jB + jB!aB )) 
exp[ -itsAa}aA]exp[itsAJ}JA]exp[ -its8 a81a8 ]exp[its8 j 81j 8 J 
Putting a= its8 and z =its A 
exp[za}aAJexp[ -zf}!A]a}JA exp[ -za}aA]exp[ zf}!A] 
+exp[za}aAJexp[ -zf}!A]f}aA exp[ -za}aAJexp[z!}!A] 
HI=g ® 
exp[ aa81a8 Jexp[ -aj81j 8 ]a81j 8 exp[ -aa81a8 Jexp[ aj8 1/ 8 J 
+exp[ aa8 1a8 Jexp[ -aj8 1j 8 ]J81a8 exp[ -aa8 1a8 Jexp[ aj81j 8 J 
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Using the identities in Appendix 1 part 3, the above equation becomes: 
H1 = g{( a}JA + J}aA)cos(2eAt)+i( a}JA + J}aA)sin(2eAt)} 
®{( aBt jB + jBtaB )cos(2&Bt) +i( a8t jB + jBt aB )sin(2&Bt)} 
. 1'1(1 0) Usmg Sz =- and (2.30), 
2 0 -1 
The direct product of the two Pauli-x matrices gives 
0 
0 
a, ®a,= 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 1 
1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
(2.31) 
So as the result for the interaction Hamiltonian (using ea = cos ( x) + i sin ( x)) is, 
0 0 0 e2(a+x) 
0 0 e2(a+x) 0 (2.32) HI=g 
e2(a+x) 0 0 0 
e2(a+x) 0 0 0 
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2.7 The Density Matrix of the System 
The density matrix can be defined asp(t)= Ll'l'(t))P(Ifl(t)l [3]. The pure states 
vary in time as l'l'(t)) = U(t)llf'(O)) and ('l'(t)l =ut (t)(lf'(O)I resulting in 
p(t)= Li'l'(t))P(Ifl(t)l 
= z:u(t)l'l'(o))P(Ifl(o)IU-1(t) = U(t)[LI'I'(o))P(If'(O)I]u-1(t) 
The interaction density matrix is 
p(t) = U(tt (t)p(t)U(t) (2.33) 
The central density matrix of this equation is written as 
(2.34) 
From (2.14) the unitary matrix is 
U1 (t) = exp[-itgexp[2(a + x)]( CTX4 ®CTXB )1 (2.35) 
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The next step is to calculate the elements of the density matrix. The one 
corresponding to the i = 1, j=2 position is demonstrated here and the others can 
be found in Appendix 3. The degree of entanglement and interference in a 
collection of qubits is given value by the coherences in the off-diagonal elements 
of the density matrix. 
(2.36) 
Taking the other qubit to be the "environmental term", definition is given to the 
initial state of the overall system by p AB (0) = p A ( 0) p9 ( H B) • The equation for 
p(H)is as usual 
-PH e p(H)=-z 
The partition function is represented by Z whilst p = 1 I K 9 T . Therefore, 
Substituting in 
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(2.37) 
(2.38) 
Here U = exp [-its Aa ZA] and after a certain degree of manipulation with the series 
expansion of the exponent, 
(2.40) 
Again using the series expansion and the fact that when A =a x ®a x , 
A -A3-As- dA2-A4-A6-- - - .... an - - - .... 
(DOl UI -! =(DOl eltgexP(2(a+z)](ur.<®u.8) 
= (OOICosh{itgexp[ 2( a+ z)]}+(lliSinh{itgexp[ 2( a+ z)]} (2.41) 
And 
UI I Ol) = e -ttgexl{2(a+ z}](ur.<®<>xB) 
= Cosh(itgexp[2(a+ x)])lol)-Sinh{itgexp[2(a + x)])lto) (2.42) 
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Putting all these components into the equation for PJ2 (t) , then 
usingPJ2 (0)=(00ipA(O)IOI)and x=(itgexp[2(a+z)])eventually brings a point 
near completion 
(2.43) 
As calculated in Appendix 2, the trace in the above is 
(2.44) 
The partition function Z, is equal toZ= IJ:Le-P(s-p)n•, and with the chemical 
potential set to zero 
(2.45) 
So now the form is complete, 
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To check the equation makes sense as a density matrix the trace is taken which 
works out to be 1 as required. 
28 Entanglement 
Quantum particles are indistinguishable and as a result it is possible to teleport 
one particles state onto another. At the heart of quantifying entanglement is the 
ability to distinguish between quantum and classical correlations [6, 7]. It is not 
possible to create entanglement using classical communication or local 
operations. If the initial state is completely uncorrelated then a classically 
correlated state is the only possible outcome. A maximally entangled state is one 
where its probability amplitudes are ial2 = 0.5 (in the two qubit cases). A 
separable state equation does not contain any entanglement. Although local 
operations and classical communication cannot generate entanglement out of 
thin air, it is possible to distil nearly pure states out of slightly mixed ones 
locally. A local operation that takes place on one part of a bi-partite system 
cannot on average increase the entanglement of the overall system. The basis of 
entanglement distillation is that the term "on average", by its very definition, 
means that a general measurement outcome can indeed exhibit a larger amount 
of entanglement. 
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2.9 Concurrence for the Two Qubit System 
The first point of analysis is to develop the Boltzmann distributions to use as the 
probabilities of finding a state in thermodynamic equilibrium. The equation for 
doing so is 
) -ex"-'p ['"::'-f3_H--"-] PAB(T = z (2.47) 
This equation then incorporates the energy eigenvalues from HI V') =A, I V') to 
take on the growing shape of 
1 
PAB(T) = z l:( -f3A-)Ivr)(vrl 
= lllvr~)(vrll + P2lvr2) (vr2l +~I vr3)(vr31 + P4lvr 4)(vr41 (2.48) 
To calculate the density matrix in the computational basis it is necessary to look 
to the calculations for the Hamiltonian with the coupling terms included and 
find P for each of the eigenvalues. 
For the scenario where there exists no coupling between the two qubits the 
eigenvalues are found to be given by the equation A.=±& A ± &8 • These 
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eigenvalues are tabulated below along with their corresponding eigenvectors 
withn=l. 
Eigenvalue Eigenvector 
-E8 -EA [0 0 0 lr 
E8 -EA [0 0 1 or 
-E8 +EA [0 1 0 or 
E8 + EA [1 0 0 or 
Table 2.2: Eigenvalues and vectors for the Hamiltonian without coupling 
Graphically, it can be shown that the system has clearly definable qubit states 
that exist without entanglement when the coupling is turned off or is simply not 
present (Figure 2.3). 
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e 
Figure 2.3: Eigenvalues plotted against Ea for some arbitrary value of EA and li=1 . The 
blue line corresponds to I 00) , the yellow to 11 0) , the green to I 0 1) , and the red to itt) . 
When the qubits begin to interact through the coupling term containing the 
coupling frequency, the following table demonstrates the kind of eigenvalues 
and vectors that are witnessed. 
Eigenvalue Eigenvector 
-~g2 +ea2 -2eAeB +e/ [o c l 1 or 
+~ g2 + e B 2 - 2e Ae B + e / [0 c 2 1 or 
-~g2 +e/ +2eAe8 +e/ (C3 0 0 lr 
~g2 +e/ +2eAe8 +e/ (C4 0 0 lr 
Table 2.3: The eigenvalues and vectors for the coupled system 
In the above table 
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Cl= ( -&B +&A -~g2 + &/ -2&A&B +&} )/g 
C2 = ( -&B +&A +~g2 + &/ -2&A&B +&} )/g 
C3 =(&B +&A -~g2 +&/ +2&A&B +&} )/g 
C4 = ( &B +&A +~g2 +&/ -2&A&B +&82 )/g 
(2.49) 
This leads to the following normalised equations through the fact that 
IV'I) =~II 10) + 77I I 01) 
I V' 2) = ~ 211 0) + 7721 0 I) 
I V' 3) = ~ 31 oo) + 77311 1) 
I V' 4 ) = ~ 41 00) + 77 411 I) 
(2.50) 
In equations (2.50) the normalised quantities ~ and 77 are representations 
equivalent to 
c 
~ =--== ~C2 +l 
(2.51) 
I 77=-== ~C2 +1 
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Figure 2.4 shows the general shape of the eigenvalues when plotted against£ and 
h for a positive value of coupling coefficient. 
(A) 
(B) (C) 
Figure 2.4: The eigenvalues and vectors against E8 and EA. (A) This is a combination of 
all 4 eigenvalues. (B) Representation of the lower two eigenvalues in (A). The one with 
its corner in the left hand side of y is ~3 1 00) + 773 111) . Tire one with its corner in the right 
hand side is~.jl0)+77.jOI). (C) The upper two eigenvalues in (A). Again, left corner is 
~4 100) +774 111) and right is ~1 1 1 0)+77.101) . 
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The result of coupling is seen to be the generation of the previously mentioned 
superpositions. 
To simplify the equations another transformation is made: 
M= ~g2 + e82 +2eAe8 +e} 
N =~g2 + e82 -2eAe8 + e82 
(2.52) 
The best way to present the data is in another table, so for P with respect to the 
corresponding eigenvalues Table 2.4 is displayed. 
Eigem·alue Distribution 
-N 
_ft =(l+e-2PN +eP(M- N) + e- P(M+N) r 1 
N p2 = (l +e2.8N + eP(M+N) + e.8(N-M) r
1 
-M ~ = (l+ e-2.8M +ep(N-M) + e-P(M+N)r 1 
M p
4 
= (l+ e2.8M +ep(N+M) + ep(M- N)r 1 
Table 2.4: The Boltzmann Distributions 
Now the values from the above table are to be introduced into the equation 
(2.51). 
Using the normalised wave-functions, 
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From these it is now possible to create the density matrix. 
~~; +P4~; 0 0 ~~3773 + p4~4774 
P AB (T) = 0 !'..771
2 
+ P277i !'..~1771 + p2~2772 0 (2.57) 
0 ~~1771 + p2~2772 ~~~ +P2~i 0 
~~3773 + ~~4774 0 0 ~77? +P477~ 
Using (2.57) and the fact that p AB = p ~B = P~B 
~~; +P4~~ 0 0 ~~3773 + p4~4774 
PAB (T) = 0 !'..77~ + P277i ~~1771 + p2~2772 0 (2.58) 
0 ~~1771 + p2~2772 ~~12 +P2~i 0 
~~3773 + p4~4774 0 0 P377? + P477; 
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Hence the eigenvalues of PAs j5A8are attainable and are as follows: 
(2.59) 
(2.60) 
(2.61) 
For the Concurrence equation [8] we require the square roots of the above 
eigenvalues. Looking at the above form the equation for concurrence will be, 
C = max((l~ -~ ~ - 2~ ) ; 0) (2.62) 
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CHAPTER3 
Fractal patterns in arrays of interacting n-junctions 
Systems of interacting "particles" are studied in the context of Josephson junction 
loops that interact through mutual inductances. Naturally occurring patterns are 
found that can be used to build up a spectral description of the phase 
distributions in arrays of these loops. Each loop contains a junction that 
introduces a phase shift into the system and thus creates a spontaneous 
magnetisation. 
3.1 Fractals 
Fractal theory was developed to describe the world around us [1]. It pertains to 
the geometry of nature. It describes the most irregular and complicated 
phenomena that we see around us. The range of everyday objects that exhibit 
fractality is vast and includes the cloud patterns in the sky, mountain terrain, and 
galaxy formations. The name fractal was invented in 1975 by Mandelbrot from 
the Latin fractus. The meaning behind this is "broken up and irregular". Fractals 
are irregular shapes that have the same amount of irregularity on all scales. 
When viewed from a distance or nearby the area under examination looks the 
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same as the greater whole, thus there is self similarity. Upon looking closely at 
the structure of the fractal you see that areas that previously looked like solid 
blobs are in fact well defined with a shape similar to the previously viewed 
whole. There are a number of different fractal sets in nature, but perhaps the 
most simplistic is the Cantor set. Take for example the middle third Cantor set. 
From a unit length a series of deletions are made as shown in the figure below. 
As can be seen the middle third is continuously removed from the subsequent 
iterations in the series. 
0 1/3 2/3 1 
- - - -
-- -- -- --
1 1 
Figure 3.1: the first line at the top splits by removing the central third to create the next 
iteration in the series. This continues indefinitely, giving finer and finer sub-sets. This is 
called the Cantor set. 
The Cantor set is self similar and contains many scaled copies of its basic 
structure. It has an increasingly fine structure that contains more details at 
arbitrarily small scales. On zooming in upon an area of the Cantor set we can see 
more and more gaps appearing. The local geometry of the set can be awkward to 
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describe as there are many points next to one another, separated by gaps of 
varying lengths. As the series of line splitting continues there comes a point 
where we have extremely short segments and it becomes hard to distinguish the 
current generation from the previous one. After many generations there occurs 
an infinite number of scattered points in the interval [0, 1]. This set is now called 
the Cantor dust as the points resemble a fine scattering of particles. 
3.2 The Josephson Effect 
The phenomenon of superconductivity was discovered a long time ago in 1911 
[2] by Heike Kamerlingh Onnes but it took quite a while for the concepts that we 
are familiar with today to emerge. Some of the momentous discoveries that came 
about were the discovery of the Meissner effecti the phenomenological theories 
from the London's, Ginzburg, and Landaui and the microscopic theory by 
Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer (BCS). Macroscopic quantum phenomena can be 
experimentally observed in superconductors. The macroscopic coherence in 
superconductors is due to the coherent movement of current carriers, i.e. Cooper 
pairs of electrons. These Cooper pairs move according to the laws of quantum 
mechanics. This movement can be described in terms of the Schrodinger 
equation, 
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(3.1) 
where '¥ is the complex wavefunction of a particle, 
'¥ = 1'¥ (.r., t )iexp{ie(r, t)} 
and H is a Hamiltonian. According to the principles of quantum mechanics, 
1'¥12 is proportional to the density of the particles. Therefore, 1'¥12 represents the 
density of Cooper pairs p = 1'¥12 . The Schrodinger equation describing the time 
evolution of the system can be written in bra-ket notation as 
. a!'¥) tn - =HI'¥) 
at 
(3.2) 
The Cooper pair is a bound state of two electrons with opposite momenta [3] and 
spins. They condense at their lowest energy level at low temperatures and obey 
the Bose-Einstein statistics (as compared to single electrons that obeys Fermi-
Dirac statistics). A Cooper pairs net spin is equal to zero. The Cooper pairs are 
relatively large at about ~0 ~ 10-6 m and this is much larger than the spacing 
between the pairs. The spacing between Cooper pairs is about that of atomic 
spacing and is of the order of l o-9 m. So the Cooper pairs overlap. As a result 
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Cooper pairs exhibit a coherent unity of the wavefunction. Therefore, a coherent 
condensate of Cooper pairs is responsible for superconductivity. In a 
superconductor the waves of all the Cooper pairs not only have the same 
wavelength but also the same phase. 
In this analysis we are interested in the coherent phase properties of 
superconductors that can be exploited when the superconductors are separated 
by some medium. If this medium were an insulating body then a supercurrent of 
correlated electrons would be able to flow across the gap (if the gap was small 
enough). This was predicted by Josephson in 1961 and is thus named the 
Josephson Effect. If the gap between the superconductors is too large then no 
current will flow in the opened circuit.. Reduce the distance and a direct current 
is observed to flow without any detection of a voltage between the 
superconductors. This phenomenon is called the d.c. Josephson effect. A 
supercurrent can flow through the two sections of superconductor and across the 
gap without resistance. 
Secondly, the Josephson junction (see figure 3.2) can have a flow of current 
through it with the voltmeter registering a voltage. At the same time a very high 
frequency of electromagnetic radiation can emanate from the gap. This 
demonstrates that in the gap there is a high frequency alternating current. This is 
known as the a.c. Josephson effect. 
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se JJ se 
t 
Figure 3.2: The Josephson junction. Two superconductors (SC) separated by a layer of 
insulator. Here A. is the penetration depth and t is the thickness of the gap. 
Taking the pair wavefunction for the left hand side of the junction to be '¥Land 
that on the right to be '¥ R , the Josephson relations can be established. The 
macroscopic wavefunction, also known as the order parameter, is 
state for the right hand side superconductor to be IR) and that of the left as IL) 
the density of Cooper pairs on either side of the barrier is 
PL =I'¥ Ll2 = {LI\!f~ I L) 
PR =I'¥RI2 =(R I\!f~IR) 
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(3.3) 
The weak coupling between the superconductors leads to transitions between 
I R) and I L). The overall wavefunction, as a superposition of eigenstates, can be 
written as 
(3.4) 
From this it can be seen that the particle can be in either of the states with an 
amplitude of \!' L or \!' R. The Hamiltonian can be taken as a combination of left 
and right hand side components along with an energy part that is due to the 
tunnelling of particles between the sides of the junction, H = HL +HR+ HT. 
HL =EL IL)(LI 
HR= ER IR)(RI 
HT = K(IL)(LI+ IR)(RI) 
(3.5) 
The tunnelling amplitude of this two state system is given by K in HT and is a 
measure of the coupling interaction. Putting the left and right components into 
the Schrodinger equation we get for each side of the barrier, 
ili 8\J' R = ER\!' R + K'I\ 
at 
in 8\J' L = EL\!' L + K\J' R 
at 
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(3.6) 
The energies ER and E1 are equal to twice the chemical potential on their 
respective sides of the junction [2]. On the left hand side EL = e V and on the right 
ER = -eV . If a voltage exists across the junction then EL- ER = 2eV . This 
corresponds to the energy difference between the energy levels on either side of 
the barrier. We are then able to write, 
(3.7) 
given upon substitution into the above, 
in(0.5 ~ opL exp{i9L}+iJP: exp{i9L} opLJ= 
-.JPL at at 
=eVJP:. exp{i9L}+K~ exp{i9R} 
and (3.8) 
in( 0.5 ~ OpR exp{i9R} + i.Jf); exp{i9R} opR J = 
-.JPR at at 
=-ev.JP; exp{ieR}+K~ exp{ied 
Separating the real and imaginary parts and using the 
relationship exp {i9} = cose + i sine, we emerge with 
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a9L -K .j ) eV 
- =- p / p cos(e - 9 - -at 1i L R R L 1i 
apL 2K ~ . (e e ) 
-ar=+hvtPRPL Sin R- L 
It follows that if e =eR -eL that 
ae aeR aeL 
- = - --
at at at 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
We now arrive at the second of the two Josephson relations mentioned earlier -
the a.c. Josephson effect, 
ae 2eV 
- =--
at 1i 
(3.11) 
Now looking at the derivatives of Cooper pair density on each side of the 
tunnelling barrier (equations in 3.9), we can see that 
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. . 2K J!L . (e e ) PL = -pR =- - sm R - L 
1i PR 
(3.12) 
The pair current density is given as J = PL = -pR and is therefore equivalent to the 
above. The critical current density at which a supercurrent ceases to flow and a 
current of normal electrons starts flowing through the junction is 
Jc = 2K {h_ (3.13) 
1i ~p; 
It follows that we get the d .c. Josephson effect equation, 
3.3 The Two Josephson Junction n-Ring 
(3.14) 
We look at a superconducting ring containing two Josephson junctions, one of 
which is a 1t - junction . Generally the gauge invariant phase difference across the 
j th junction is given by 
j+l 
<i>j = ej+l -ej + f 6.dl (3.15) 
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Here ej+t -ei is the order parameters superconducting phase difference. 
Integrating around a loop, as illustrated below, allows us to obtain the flux 
quantisation condition. 
Looking at Figure 3.3 we can establish that, 
PI pl pl 0 
[j~.dl = f Aid I+ f A2d1 + f A3dl + I A4d1 
0 PI P2 P3 (3.16) 
= A1a + A2a- A3a - A4a = - Ba
2 
=<I> 
Then using a gauge invariant phase difference and realising that (3.16) in a loop 
geonae~leadsto 
N 
L<pj = 27t(n-f) 
j 
where n is representative of the 27t periodicity around the loop. 
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(3.17) 
PI A 2 p2 
............................ 
~ Ill 
AI A 3 
• • 
0 ' IP3 I A4 I I 
a 
Figure 3.3: The loop is shown with the components of the vector potential ~ 1 the corner 
points Pi and the dimension a. The magnetic flux densihJ ~ is applied into the page. We 
use the Landau gauge ~ = (-By, 0, 0) and acknowledge that ~ = (0, 0, B) . Here 
A1 =Ay =Bx / 2=0 1 A2 =Ax =-By /2=-Ba / 2 1 A3 =-AY = -Bx / 2=-Ba / 2 1 and 
A4 = -Ax = By / 2= 0 . 
The Hamiltonian for the system of two junctions can be expressed as H = T + U 1 
where T is an electrostatic energy and U is the potential energy. The electrostatic 
energy can be written as 
(3.18) 
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where C0 is the capacitance of the normal junction and C.,: is that of the 
1t- junction . The potential energy of the system is given as 
(3.19) 
The Coulomb energy for a single charge can be written as Ec = e2 I 2C and so the 
total Hamiltonian of the system is 
In this case we consider that there is an external flux, <Dexv in the ring. Here E10 is 
the Josephson tunnelling energy and Lis the self inductance. 
3.4 The Three Josephson junction n-Ring 
One of the most striking demonstrations of quantum phase coherence in 
superconductors can be seen in the quantisation of magnetic flux in a loop 
geometry that is interspaced by Josephson junctions. Unconventional methods, 
such as the exploitation of the phase shift introduced by a n- junction , can lead 
to the spontaneous generation of magnetisation in a ring with an odd number of 
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n - junctions . One physical d esign of n- junction incorporates the unconventional 
properties of ad-wave superconductor, such as YBCO, in combination with the 
s-wave characteristics of, for example, niobium. These devices have been 
designed and experimentally proven to be viable for the purposes of research 
into fundamental physics as well as for novel concep ts such as qu bits [4]. 
0-iunction 
n-iunction 
0-iunction 
Figure 3.4: A superconducting n-ring with three junctions- one of which constitutes a 
n-junction. The two other normal junctions are depicted as 0 - junctions. The junction 
that introduces n phase shift of 7t -into the system can also be thought of as introducing a 
negative critical current. 
A superconducting n-ring with three Josephson junctions (shown figure 3.4) can 
be described in terms of its electrostatic energy as [5], 
T- -4Eco {(E +E )(~+!!.__) - 2E fi } 
- E + 2E C1t CO ::~Q2 ::~Q2 eo ae ae 
C1t CO vol uu2 1 2 
(3.21) 
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The equivalent circuit for such a three junction design is shown in figure 5. 
l_ 
0 
Figure 3.5: Equivalent circuit for the system of three fosephson junctions in a loop 
geometry [6]. 
In the above circuit the flux quantisation condition, i.e. the sum of the three 
gauge invariant phase differences around the loop, gives us 
(3.22) 
Across each of the junctions the second Josephson relation tells us 
thatYn =(<1>0 / 2n)8cp0 / 0t. The Lagrangian of the system is the kinetic energy 
minus that of the potential, L =T - U, and the capacitances across each junction 
are given by a.C1 = a.C2 = C3 (where the subscripts indicate the junction number). 
The 1t- junction will be denoted as the third junction. From standard classical 
electronic circuit analysis we know that the energy in a capacitor can be written 
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as E = 0.5CV2 . The gate voltages and capacitances in the system of figure 3.5 
have been ignored as we are to introduce a 1t- junction at position three. 
Therefore, there is no need to have any input potential as there will exist the 
spontaneous current brought about by then- junction . The capacitance matrix is 
written as 
Writing the electrostatic energy as 
T =_!_ ( <Do )2 ~T (; ~ 
2 21t 
where <ii = [ : :] . The electrostatic energy can now be shown to be, 
We can now write Q =<Do C<P1 so that 27t 
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(3.23) 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
The Cooper pair charge Q and the phase <pare quantum mechanical conjugate 
variables. The electrostatic energy can be written in terms of the inverse 
capacitance matrix and Q. 
(3.27) 
where, 
(3.28) 
" . a -- a -- 21t " To quantise the energy we say that P1 = - 11i- __ -, P2 = - i1i-_,- and Q = - P . 
a<pt a<p2 <Do 
Writing in matrix form, 
A [ -ilia 1 a<p1 J P= 
- ilia 1 ac -<p2 ) 
(3.29) 
we thus get, 
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(3.30) 
This becomes 
(3.31) 
as 
The charging energy can be written in the form Ec = e2 /2C and the notation can 
be changed slightly to make more visible the ordinary junctions and 
the 1t- junction . The transformation is made as follows: C1 = C2 = C0 and C3 = Crr. 
Putting these changes into the equation gives the following form, 
(3.32) 
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The following simplifications are made by incorporating the charging energy for 
a 1t - junction Ecn and for an ordinary junction Eco 
e
2 (Co +Cn ) _ EcoEcn +E~o 
2 (C0C0 +C0C11 + C0C11)- Ecn +2Eco 
(3.33) 
-2E~0 (3.34) 
This results in an electrostatic energy of, 
(3.35) 
3.5 The Four Josephson Junction n-Ring 
A thin-film J osephson junction loop can be considered to be of a 2_D nature. The 
nature of the loop can be investigated for applied magnetic fields, but of 
importance is the fact that a 7t- junction introduces a phase shift into the system 
and thus produces a spontaneous magnetisation. These systems can be realised 
by a number of methods but one of noteworthy potential is the novel 
incorporation of high temperature superconductors with low temperature ones 
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[4] . The d-wave properties of the high temperature superconductors interact with 
the s-wave properties of the low temperature type and produce either normal or 
n-junctions. This occurs due to the alignment of the nodes of the d-wave 
superconductor with the s-wave one. 
Figure 3.6: : A possible n- ring design that uses the d-wave symmetnj of YBCO in 
conjunction with the s-wave nature of niobium. Niobium is deposited on top of YBCO 
and the YBCO is orientated at various locations around the loop to produce normal 
junctions and one 1t- junction 
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Ban1er 
Figure 3. 7: The 1t- ring consists of a number of ramp ]osephson junctions of the above 
design. The substrate is hjpicallySrTi0 3 with a base electrode deposi ted on top that is 
made ofYBCO [4]. 
Following similar arguments as those expressed in the derivation of the 3 
jnnction 1t- ring in the last section, we attain the electrostatic energy for the 4 
jnnction scenario with cp1 +<1>2 +q>3 +q>4 +1t = 27t(n - f) . 
The potential energy for the ring with this number of jnnctions is 
(3.37) 
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If we consider the case whereby the Josephson tunnelling energy is much larger 
than the Coulomb energy we can to a reasonable approximation only consider 
the potential energy term. The two competing energies in the system are the 
Josephson tunnelling (coupling) term, which is associated with the transition of 
Cooper pairs between neighbouring superconducting elements, and the charging 
energy. The charging energy is the price in energy to add an extra Cooper pair to 
an individual superconducting "island". The charging energy will inhibit the 
Josephson tunnelling and generate quantum fluctuations in the phases of the 
system. Therefore, if E1>>Ec there are only weak fluctuations of the phases and 
the system attains a global superconducting coherence. 
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With rr-Shrrt 
0.5 
0.4 
0.3 
LLl 
0.2 
0.1 
J 
-1 0 2 3 
f 
Figure 3.8: Tire green and yellow curoes in the above graph represent the quasi-classical 
method of analysis used to obtain the potential energt; as a function of n, the number of 
vortices, and f, a certain multiple of flux quanta. The red and blue waves represent the 
ground state energt;. It can be seen that for -1 ~ f ~ 0 the red curoe almost exactly 
follows that of the quasi-classical method for zero vortices (yellow curoe). ForO~ f ~ 1 the 
blue wave does the same. In this case a vortex has entered the loop, i.e. n = I. Note that 
we have introduced a n-junction here and hence the shift along the f-axis. 
In figure 3.8 the yellow and green lines are illustrative of the energies found 
using the quasi-classical method originated in [7]. 
(3.38) 
where I = ( ~ 1t le ( n - f)) is the current, n is the number of vortices in the ring and 
f is the number of flux quanta. The Hamiltonian of a ring of superconducting 
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islands is in some sense controlled by the size of the system. The size of an island 
corresponds to its capacitance. A larger geometry gives a larger capacitance. If 
the capacitance is big enough then the charging energy in the Hamiltonian can be 
omitted and we are left with the potential energy term. The Hamiltonian can 
now be written so as to include the hard-core Bose or free Fermi operators ai and 
al (the operators hats are left off for brevity) [8]: 
N 
H EL t - 1 t = 1 t .. a . a. + t ·· a.a. IJ I I IJ I I (ij} (3.39) 
Here t ij = exp[iAij ] and N is the number of sites on the ring. Here Aij is 
proportional to the line integral of the vector potential between the 
superconducting sites. It can be taken as Aij = 27tf I N with f = Bd2 I <1>0 . The area 
of the loop is given by d2 and <1>0 is the elementary flux quantum. For the four-
island loop the Hamiltonian in (3.39) becomes 
{ t12b~ b2 + t 1 i b~ b 1 } + 
+{ t23 bi b3 + t;jbjb2} + 
+{t34b;b4 +t)lb!b3}+ 
+{t4,blb, +t;j:b/b4} 
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(3.40) 
The colours in (3.40) correspond to the branches of the ring depicted in figure 3.9 
below. This equation can be put into matrix form with the row and column 
references directly related to the indices of the operators. 
0 tl 2 0 - I t 41 
- I 0 t 23 0 H=-E1 
l l2 (3.41) 
- I 0 t 23 0 t34 
t41 0 I t 34 0 
Finding the energy eigenvalues of the ring that has four superconducting islands 
and four junctions, we establish that they are 
i) i exp { -i7tf / 2} ~( -Ey-2Ey exp {i1tf}- Eyexp{2i7tf}) 
ii) )( 2Ey - Ey exp { - i7tf} - Ey exp {i1tf}) 
iii)- i exp{-i1tf / 2} )( -Ey-2Ey exp{i1tf} - Eyexp{2i7tf}) 
iv) - )( 2Ey- Eyexp{-i7tf}- Ey exp{i1tf}) 
These eigenvalues can be written in the form, 
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(3.42) 
(3.43} 
were m is an integer number starting from 0. This is shown in Table 3.1. The 
eigenvalues of (3.41), for N ~ 3, can be very accurately described by (3.42) . In our 
original 
Destroy on 2, create Destroy on 1, create 
i' 
1 
ala2 
2 
i' 
ala 2 lr-----1~---,2 
t a4al t ~ a2a3 
4 3 t 
a3a4 
3 4 
Figure 3.9: The annihilation and creation operators lo1ver or raise the system energt; from 
one superconducting island to the next as depicted above. The square loops are the 
SQUID rings and the numbering on the corners corresponds to the each of the 
superconducting islands, of which there are four . The colours of the operators links to the 
respective elements of equation (3.40) . 
Hamiltonian (3.37) the phases are assumed to all be coherent, leaving us with (in 
the case where all the junctions are normal), 
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(<I> <I> )2 U = 4 E { 1 - COS m } + ex1 JO '~' I 2L (3.44) 
0 1 
0 2E1 2 2EJ 
0 0 3 0 
0.5 Eqn (3.42) (i) ..fi EJ 0 -..fi EJ 
0.5 Eqn (3.42) (ii) ..fi EJ 1 ..fi EJ 
0.5 Eqn (3.42) (iii) -..fi EJ 2 
..fiEJ 
0.5 Eqn (3.42) (iv) -..fi EJ 3 -..fi EJ 
1 0 0 0 
1 2EJ 1 2EJ 
1 0 2 0 
1 Eqn (3.42) (iv) 
-2£1 3 -2El 
Table 3.1 Comparison between the eigenvalues of equation (3.41) and the values attained 
from equation (3.43) for m = 0 ~ N -1 . 
As we have in fact also got a 4E 10 term in equation (3.43) we should write the 
equivalent form of the eigenvalues as 
(3.45) 
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The ground state corresponds to m = 0, 1 and when all the junctions are in the 
ground state 
(3.46) 
when 0 ~ f ~ 1/2 and 
(3.47) 
for 1 I 2 ~ f ~ 1 . Our energy equation for a single ring consisting of N ordinary 
junctions will be 
U NE (l (2n(f -n))) ....:.,_(<I>_- _<I>_ext"'--)2 
= J -cos N + 2L (3.48) 
If we then introduce a n- junction into the ring then the phase shift will be 
incorporated as follows 
U NE ( l ( 2 1t( f - n + l/2) )) -'-( <I>_-_<I>_ex---'tt )_
2 
= 1 -c~ N + a (3.49) 
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We now want to consider linear arrays of these n- junctions . Figure 3.10 
illustrates a linear array of n-ringscoupled through mutual inductance. 
Figure 3.10: 3 n- rings coupled through mutual inductance 
Equation (3.49) can be equivalently written (upon interpolation) as, 
( [7t])(l I 1)2 (<t>-<Dext)2 E = 16E JO 1-Cos 4 2"- f- n + 2L (3.50) 
for 4 junctions, one of which is a n- junction and n -1 ~ f ~ n . For example, in the 
following ranges 
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etc 
Where A is a constant and the number of vortices, n, is also representative of the 
maximum value off in the range. We begin by looking at two coupled loops. 
Making the substitution x = f- n we can write, 
(3.51) 
<l>~ x~ <l>~ xi 2M12 <1>2 + + --- X X 2L 2L L L 0 I 2 I 2 
In order to ease the use of this Hamiltonian a series of transformations are made. 
(3.52) 
(3.53) 
(3.54) 
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A y=-
2a. 
The equation is divided through by a. to give us 
Now we can write (analogous system in [9]) 
r(~-1x1)' ~ ~(I -2[x[+lxl2 ) ~; (1-2x sgn (x)+ x2 ) 
= ~(1±2x+x2 ) 
The sgn notation simply represents the sign of x and can be written as, 
( ) {
-x for x < 0 
x sgn x = 
x for x > 0 
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(3.55) 
(3.56) 
(3.57) 
(3.58) 
From this we can see that for x>O, r (l-2x+ x2 )12= y(x-1)2 /2, and that the 
derivative with respect to X is a lax =y (l- x)(-1) . For X < 0, a lax =y(l +x)(+l). 
So we attain 8/ ax = -y(l-lxl)sgn ( x) for 0 < x < 0 . 
Finding the stationary states of the system means that we take the first derivative 
of the system of two rings, using the previous statements, to be 
(3.59) 
This can be written in matrix notation as, 
[2+y -~ ][xt] =ysgn[xt] -~ 2+y x 2 x2 (3.60) 
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0.75 
0.5 
0.25 
~ 0 
-0.25 
- 0.5 
- 0.75 
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Figure 3.11: The phase distribution x against the parameter y and f3 = 1 for two rings. 
Figure 3.11 shows that there is a distinct branching into definite levels of phase 
distribution x. The next obvious step is to examine what occurs for larger arrays 
of 1t - rin gs. We start by carrying out the above procedure for three rings, as 
shown in figure 3.12. The Hamiltonian for three coupled rings is 
(3.61) 
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This can be reduced as before to 
This leads to the matrix form, after taking the minima of the system, 
[
2y+2 
-~ 
-~ 
-~ 
2y+2 
-~ 
(3.62) 
(3.63) 
Solving for the phase distributions in the rings we can plot this against the 
parameter y again. This time we see the spectrum of phases to be as in figure 
3.12. 
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Figure 3.12: The phase distributions of three 1t- rings as a function of the coupling 
parameter y . 
The bands in figure 3.12 above correspond to the phase parameter x in each of 
the individual loops, where E1>>Ec. This means that the quantum states are 
localised at the minima of the potential giving us a fixed phase. We can describe 
the individual values of xi using Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind. If 
we evaluate x1, x2 , and x3 in equation (3.63) we find that 
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( (2+ y )2 -l)ysgn x1 +(3+y)ysgn x2 +(3 +y)ysgn x3 
XI = ( y3 + 6y2 + 9y) 
(3+ y)y sgn x1 +((2+ y)2 - l)ysgnx2 +(3+ y)ysgnx3 
x2 = ( y3 + 6y2 + 9y) 
x3 = 
(3+y)ysgn x1 + (3 +y)ysgn x2 +( (2+y)2 - t)ysgn x3 
( y3 + 6y2 + 9y) 
The first eight Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind are given by, 
U0 (x)= l 
ul (x) =2x 
U2 ( x) = 4x2 - I 
U3(x)=8x3 - 4x 
U4 (x) = 16x4 - 12x2 +1 
U5 (x) = 32x5 - 32x3 +6x 
u6 (x) = 64x6 - 80x4 +24x2 -1 
u7 (x) = 128x7 - 192x5 +80x3 - 8x 
We take x = (2 + y) / 2 and we now see that, 
U1(x) = 2+y 
U2(x)=(2+y)2- 1 
Using these polynomials we find that (3.63) can be rewritten as 
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(3.64) 
(3.65) 
(3.66) 
(3.67) 
where si = sgn x i .for three junctions the orbital orientations of the flux are shown 
as a series of 1's and -1' s in figure 3.13. Working from the top down these 
orientations correspond to each line in Figure 3.12 
Looking at five 1t- rings we find that the system can be described by the 
following set of equations: 
(3.68) 
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• 
-1 
Figure 3.13: Orbital orientations of the flux for three 1t - rings consisting of four 
junctions. The order of the orientations, working from the top down, directly corresponds 
to the lines seen in figure 3.12, also working from the top down. 
This set of equations can be represented in Figure 3.14 below. 
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Figure 3.14:: The band structure that emerges for a system of five 1t- rings for the flux 
parameter x against the coupling parametery. 
The next illustration is for seven 1t- rings (Figure 3.15) and now we begin to see 
that there is a distinctive pattern emerging as we increase the number of rings. 
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Figure 3.15: The band structure for seven 1t- rings interacting in a linear array 
For odd numbers of 1t - rings in the array we find that the bands split into groups 
of three and then split again at the sub-band level, as illustrated in the figure 
above. These band splittings have the characteristics of a fractal set. Specifically 
they follow a Cantor set pattern. We now investigate the scenario whereby there 
are an even number of 7t - ringsin the array. Here the situation changes so that 
the bands now form in clusters of three that contain sub-bands that contain 
clusters of two. The case for four rings is shown in Figure 3.16. 
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Figure 3.16 The band structure for four 1t- rings interacting in a linear array. 
Likewise, for six 1t- rings we have the following, 
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Figure 3.1 7: The band structure for six 1t- rings interacting in a linear array. 
The fractal dimension can be defined as the logarithm of the number of self 
similar pieces divided by the magnification factor of the pieces [1]. For example, 
a square that is split into four smaller squares has four self similar squares and a 
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magnification factor of two (as multiplying any of the smaller squares by two 
gives the larger body). The square can be broken into N2 self similar copies of 
itself, with the magnification factor being N. Likewise, a cube will contain N3 self 
similar pieces. For the square and cube the following equations for the 
dimension, D, are applicable: 
D = log N2 / logN = 2logN / logN = 2 
D = log N3 /logN = 3 
(3.67) 
Here we have standard dimensions that are easy to visualise. However a 
dimension does not need to take an integer form. Take for example the 
Sierspinski Gasket. This is found by continuously taking out the centres of 
triangles on a plane. In this geometry the fractal dimension is found to be 1.585. 
In the cases of odd and even numbers of rings of Josephson junctions we can find 
the fractal dimension. There exists a quasi-self similarity that can be defined as 
the appearance of an almost exact, but not quite, form of self similarity. Quasi-
self -similar fractals contain small copies of the entire fractal in distorted and 
degenerate forms. Fractals found in recurrence relations are quite often quasi self 
similar. 
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Figure 3.18: The Sierspinski Gasket: Continuous removal of a central triangle of self 
similar shape generates this fractal. The fractal dimension is found to be 0=1.585. 
Looking at the area indicated to be under magnification you can see that there are 9 self 
similar pieces and that the area is split four times, so the magnification factor is 4. 
Taking as an example the cases where we have greater than four rings in the 
system, we can write the fractal dimension in terms of the differences between 
the bands. We calculate the number of pieces r that the bands can be broken into, 
i.e. we find the size of the larger band and divide the number of smaller 
constituent bands into this. The general formula for the fractal spectrums 
dimension is found from, 
(3.68) 
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Ultimately the fractal dimension is given by, 
Log(3) Fd= _ ____.:._....:.... 
Log(r) (3.69) 
3.6 Conclusion 
We have analysed systems of Josephson n- rings that contain N components. 
These 7t-rings generate spontaneous magnetisations in the absence of a 
magnetic field. The number of rings in the system gives a distinctive spectral 
definition to the phase distribution as a function of the coupling parameter. The 
characteristics of odd numbers and even numbers of rings gives slightly differing 
fractal patterns. The knowledge aquired from the spectral distributions may 
allow the generation of cellular automata and eventually lead to quantum 
cellular automata. Upon examining the ground states of these superconducting 
rings we have discovered the possibility of fractal patterns that describe the 
magnitude and the orientations of these fluxes. These classical systems could be 
elaborated upon to be used as quantum bits [5]. The methods of analysis used 
here can be generalised and other similar systems such as magnetic particles (see 
appendix) can exhibit similar fractal patterns. These studies will help to bring 
greater clarity to these systems in general and enhance the possibility of 
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developing novel new devices such as magnetic memory elements and classical 
and quantum processors. 
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CHAPTER4 
Vortex-antivortex crystals and glasses in arrays of Josephson junctions 
As a direct consequence of the new physical systems generated by modern 
fabrication techniques many new avenues of research have opened. Thin film 
deposition methods such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and laser ablation are 
just two examples of the technologies available. Of these systems, generated by 
the many manufacturing techniques and their derivatives, Josephson junction 
arrays have benefited as much as any other [1]. Within this category the 
Josephson junction transmission line is one with highly desirable properties [2]. 
The discrete Josephson junction transmission line (DJTL) is scrutinised here and 
is illustrated schematically in Figure 4.1. Topological solitons of a kink like 
nature are examined in the form of vortices of supercurrent which carry a 
quantum of magnetic flux through the array of the DJTL. The system properties 
are ruled by the quantum mechanical phase difference between the macroscopic 
wave functions on either side of the Josephson junctions of the array. The array 
is described by the discrete Sine-Gordon equation which is also known as the 
Frenkel-Kontorova (FK) model (as used to describe crystal dislocations). The 
junctions are assumed to have the same capacitances, critical currents and sell 
inductances. 
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We found that for large varieties of one-dimensional arrangements of Josephson 
junctions, such as discrete Josephson transmission lines, stable vortex-anti-vortex 
structures may be spontaneously created. These highly complex stable spatial 
configurations of Josephson vortices and anti-vortices also display fractal 
features in both the energy spectrum and the spatial ordering of the 
superconducting phase differences associated with different junctions. These 
vortex structures are related to an exponential number of local minima that are 
separated by very large barriers within the highly complex energy landscape. 
The novel Josephson vortex glass arises without any disorder, whilst the fractal 
energy spectrum involves weak interactions of Josephson vortices. The 
Josephson glass and its associated fractal properties may be experimentally 
detected by measuring the switching current distribution. 
4.1 The Discrete Josephson Junction Transmission Line 
The DJTL is described by the Hamiltonian in the classical limit as: 
(4.1) 
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with a= d/ 1..1 . The quantity d is the distance between Josephson junctions ffi), 
whilst 1..1 is the Josephson penetration depth. The Euler equations minimising H 
have the form, 
(4.2) 
for all central junctions in the DJTL (and all junctions when the ends of the line 
are connected). For the situation where there are free ends those end JJ are 
described by, 
2 . 0 
<f>i+l - <i>i - a SIO<pi = (4.3) 
(b) 
Figure 4.1: a) Discrete Josephson transmission line (DJTL) of linear strip line orientation. 
b) The DJTL with closed boundary conditions. The line consists of a top superconducting 
electrode, the junction (red) and a botton1 electrode. The distance between the junctions is 
d. 
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where i is the junction number. There are two limiting cases here. The first, when 
a~ 0 , gives solutions of the form <p1 ~ cos(qi) and <p1 ~ sin(qi) with 
cosq = 1- a2 / 2. In the other case, when a-t eo, nonlinearity plays a very important 
role. To show this we may use a perturbation expansion with the parameter a. 
The zero order equation when considering the case when a>> 1 is 
{4.4) 
The solutions of this equation have the form 
(4.5) 
where m is an arbitrary integer. This set of solutions consists of both stable 
solutions that are associated with energy minima and unstable ones linked to the 
saddle points (or maxima). The stable solutions of this equation are 
<pj = 1t + 2m7t (4.6) 
These solutions correspond to an infinite number of equidistant potential 
minima giving a highly degenerate orientation. When the parameter a is 
increased it is interesting to see what occurs with this degeneracy when there are 
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only two potential wells and the phases q>i ~ ±7t . To take into account these two 
minima a Taylor expansion can be performed in the vicinity of the turning point, 
where q>5 = 0 . This is written in general terms as 
f' (0) ( (0) ( (0) 2 f(q>)=f(O)+-+-q>+--q> + .......... . 
1! 2! 3! 
Thus giving, 
q> cp4 
cos ( cp) = 1 +-+-+ ..... 
2 24 
Therefore the Hamiltonian becomes, to q>1 approximation, 
(4.7) 
The following transformations are incorporated into the above; cp; = .J6x; 
and H = a 2Hcl I 6, thus giving, 
N (x. -x. )2 (1 x-4) H=I • 1+1 +a -- x i2 +-' 
i=l 2 3 2 
(4.8) 
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It can be seen that 
such that upon dropping the constant term the above transformations yield, 
~ [ ' 2 <X.( 2 )2] H=  - (xi -xi_1) +- x1 - l 
1=1 2 4 
(4.9) 
where a. = a2 . Thus, for an illustration of the new fractal glassy structures 
phenomenon we introduce a simple one-dimensional nearest-neighbour model 
describing the DJTL. It also describes nonlinear lattice models such as a chain of 
N particles connected by harmonic springs and subjected to an external multi-
well potential. The variable Xi indicates the value of the supercurren t in the i-th 
junction of the DJTL. The standard double well potential given in Equation (4.9) 
is also representative of metal-insulator transitions in Peierls systems where the 
variables Xi are lattice distortions (as shown by Bak and Pokrovsky [3]). 
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Figure 4.2: Potential energtJ landscape for the hvo junction case using the Hamiltonian 
in equation (9) and a= 30 . 
Stationary configurations of Hamiltonian ( 4. 9) are described by the N nonlinear 
coupled equations 
-x· 1 + 2x· -x· 1 - ax · (t - x~ ) = o 1- I I+ I I (4.10) 
where periodic boundary conditions are imposed and i = !, ....... , N . Various 
solutions of these equations have been discussed in (4, 5]. In the large a limit the 
system decouples and reduces to 
(4.11) 
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There are then 3N distinct solutions with asymptotic displacements taking only 
the values x~ = 0 or x: =±I. Any configuration with at least one zero component 
represents an unstable saddle since the corresponding supercurrent is located at 
the maximum of the potential. Only those 2N configurations, where the 
supercurrent is displaced in the bottom of one of the two potential wells ( xj = ±I) 
are physically stable. The following perturbation expansion in 1j a. is made: 
Y~l) y(2) * I I Xj = Xj + -+- 2 + •.•... . . a. a. (4.12) 
Within this expansion, 
(4.13) 
and 
2 • 3 * • 2* • 3 * *. (2) __ x,_i-,_1 -_x__,_i +_x__,i--'-2,__+ x__,i~+t,_+ __ xi~+2~--x__,i,__x.,!_i -.,!_t x__,_i~+l Yi - 4 
(4.14) 
In particular, a correction term to x; of order k depends on the asymptotic value 
of x; itself as well as on those of its k left and right neighbours, respectively. It is 
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symmetric with respect to junction i. Depending upon whether the asymptotic 
configuration ~~ = { x;, x;, ....... , xi-s} is periodic, structured, or random, equation 
( 4. 9) allows the construction of 2 N distinctive structures of a periodic, regular or 
irregular nature. 
Inserting equation (4.12) into (4.9), the energy can be uniquely expressed in terms 
of the asymptotic phase differences xi . In first order the energy takes the form: 
Sxixi+l - xjxi-1 - 3xi-txi+l + 3xixi-2 - 3xi-lxi-2 - xi+1xi-2 
4a.2 
9 8 • • 8 • • • • - X· X· I- X· X· 1 +7X· 1X· 1 + I 1- I I+ 1- I+ 
8a.3 
(4.15) 
Elevated critical currents and J osephson energies are obtained as a direct 
consequence of lowering the system temperature. This in turn means that the 
depth of the double well potential increases such that with an increase in the 
number of junctions, N, a large number of states characterised by vortices and 
anti-vortices will arise. 
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Figure 4.3: (a) ]osephson Penetration depth as a function of temperature for a niobium 
tunnel junction with critical temperature, 9.2 o K, junction area 1 0~ x 1 0~ , and 
electrode sizes of300nm. (b) the discreteness parameter, CL, is against A.1 with a spatial 
distribution between junctions of 1201lfi . 
Figure 4.3 (a) illustrates the Josephson penetration depths dependence upon 
temperature. According to Bardeen-Cooper-Schriefer (BCS) theory [6] the energy 
gap corresponding to a forbidden energy zone of width !l (T) on either side of 
the Fermi energy at zero Kelvin is given approximately by !l(0) ::::3 .5K 8Tc/ 2. The 
ratio of elevated temperature gap energies against this value is given by 
(4.16) 
Ambegaokar and Baratoff have shown that the critical current density for 
identical superconductors on either side of the barrier is 
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J = 1ttl(T) tanh( ll{T) ) 
c 2eRA 2K 8 T 
(4.17) 
where A is the junction area and R its normal state resistance at low 
temperatures. The London penetration depth is found from 
(4.18) 
0 
For niobium the London penetration depth at zero Kelvin is around470A. This 
leads to an equation to evaluate the Josephson penetration depth: 
(4.19) 
The parameter d ' is found from 
(4.20) 
where d1 is the size of the barrier, d1•2 are the depths of each electrode and 
A.L1• 2 their respective London penetration depths. (Niobium is considered here for 
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the base and top electrodes and to be more accurate a factor, less than 1, of the 
critical current should be applied to take into account the "strong" electron-
phonon-electron coupling). 
Rapid cooling along the contour in Figure 3 will result in a vortex -anti-vortex 
crystal. The parameter a. is equivalent to the square of the spatial period of the 
transmission line divided by the Josephson penetration depth, d2 IA.I . Large 
values of a. are desirable here and as the system cools the penetration depth 
decreases leading to higher levels of this constraint. For nearest neighbour, next 
nearest neighbour terms etc the quantities 1 and I' are introduced as follows, 
N 
N- 21 := :~::>i x i- t 
i· l 
N 
N- 21' := L:xixi_2 
ia l 
N 
N- 2Jw := L XiXi-3 
i· l 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
When considering the next nearest neighbour terms the number of junctions has 
to exceed 3. The quantity 1 counts the sign changes in the phase differences 
between all nearest neighbours, which is effectively the number of vortices and 
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anti-vortices. The total free energy for N junctions, equation (4.15), then takes the 
form, 
41-1' 1+ 1" 161 -71' E = 21------+----=--
a. 2a.2 4a.3 
(4.24) 
For N equal to three I= l' = l" , whilst for N equal to five I' = l" . This is due to the 
geometry being considered. Note that the quantity I specifies the number of 
vortices and anti-vortices which only appear in vortex-anti-vortex pairs due to 
the periodic boundary conditions. In the lowest order approximation all states 
with the same number of vortices have the same value of energy. Taking the 
scenario where there are five junctions in the system, the homogenous 
configuration 
~~ ={1, I, I, I, l} (4.25) 
with I = l' = 0 defines the degenerate ground state with E0 = 0. The first excited 
state is specified by the simplest "one breather structure" generated by the 
symmetric configuration, 
Xg
0 
={- 1 - 1 1 - 1 - 1} 
- ' '' ' 
(4.26) 
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as illustrated in figure 4.4. Here I = I'= 2 and the breather consists of the vortex 
and the anti-vortex bound in a pair. 
2 
-2 
2 3 
Josephson Junction 
4 5 
{ -1 , -1,-1, -1,-1} 
{1, -1, -1, -1, -1} 
{ -1,1,-1,-1, - 1} 
.. {1, 1, -1 , -1 , -1} 
{ -1, -1 , 1, -1, -1 } 
Figure 4.4: : Some of the 2N arrangements for N = 5 and a.= 8 are shown here with 
respect to the phase differences over each junction. 
The vortex peak xP has the expansion 
2 3 
X = 1----
P a. 0.2 
whilst x1 = x5 and x3 = x4 • The structure has the energy 
6 I 9 Es= 4-- - - +-
a. ().2 2a.3 
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(4.27) 
(4.28) 
The next group of excited states is represented by the structure generated by the 
asymptotic configuration 
~~ ={1 , 1, - 1, - 1, -1} (4.29) 
with 1 = 2 and I' = 4 . The energy is 
4 I 1 E =4- - --+ -
o a a 2 cx.3 (4.30) 
This structure describes a decoupled vortex - anti-vortex pair and that is why 
1 = 2 . With an increase in the number of junctions the energies of the 
aforementioned structures become arbitrarily close to the ground states and 
vanish in the large N limit. Note that the decoupled pairing of oppositely 
orientated vortices is related to a locally stable state separated by a large barrier 
rising from the ground state. Therefore, the number of vortices and anti-vortices 
in the system may depend strongly upon its history. For example, the rate at 
which the DJ1L is cooled or heated and from what temperature this is done. The 
decoupled pair has a higher energy than the breather (as can be seen in Figure 
4.5). This indicates that there is an attraction between the vortices having 
different topological charges (the vortex attracts the anti-vortex). The low energy 
excitations of this system are breathers. 
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The highest energy is attained for the vortex - anti-vortex crystal described by 
the configuration which gives rise to I = N -1 and I'= 2 for odd numbers of 
junctions. 
E = 2 ( N - 1) - _4 (,__N_-.-:1 )_-_2 
a 
(4.31) 
For even numbers of junctions this case arises when I = Nand 
6 8 10 12 14 16 18 
Discreteness Parameter, a 
1 = 2, 1' = 2 
Figure 4.5: The energies associated with various phase orientations and their deployment 
for various values of a . The illustration to the left of the graph depicts the loop of 
]osephson junctions and its configurations. The top most curve is the energy of the 
system for the top left diagram and going down the enerl~J range each curve in turn 
relates to the diagram moving counter-clockwise. 
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(4.32) 
The structure of the vortex - anti-vortex crystal exists only for a. ~ 4 and is 
physically stable only for a ~ 6 . Note that the energy cost to form a vortex is 
linearly dependant on I. Similarly, if the phase difference of one of the junctions 
of the DJTL is zero (xi = 0) the energy cost due to this "node" would be of the 
order of a. All these estimations lead to a hierarchy of states which is developed 
at very low temperatures, a.>> l, where the homogeneous state always has the 
lowest energy. The configurations with nodes are not physically stable and 
correspond to barriers which are separating the states with breathers and 
vortices. It is important that all these states are associated with locally stable 
minima. 
A bound state of vortex and anti-vortex has the next lowest energy and the 
following lowest state corresponds to two vortices and two anti-vortices. The 
energy difference between successive minima is of the order of one whilst the 
height of the barrier is always of the order of a.>> l. Accordingly, the energy 
difference between these states is much smaller than the energy required to 
change state or to overcome the barrier. Therefore, the states discussed here are 
potential candidates for the creation of a glassy phase. This phase originates in 
the array of Josephson junctions even without the influence of disorder. 
Consequentially it is expected that a glassy state of Josephson vortices will arise 
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in the array when the constant a>> 1. The minimum excitation energies ensue 
from the pairings of vortices and breathers (see for comparison [4]). The results 
are based upon the fact that the expansion, equation (4.12), can be calculated 
analytically up to arbitrary order. This allows the generation of 2N locally stable, 
distinct configurations based on the corresponding asymptotic structures. In 
particular, disordered spatial structures have been generated by randomly 
chosen asymptotic configurations in accordance with a given probability 
distribution. For adequate values of a. the ratio of the magnitude of the diagonal 
and off-diagonal entries reveals that uw > 0, i.e. xi > J313 is sufficient for local 
stability. When the phase differences of the respective junctions adhere to this 
condition they are displaced within the convex part of the potential. The 
convergence of equation (4.12) also occurs. 
Figure 4.6 illustrates the arrangement of the phase differences for three to ten 
junctions. They appear to give spectral lines similar in conception to those 
generated by different atoms and molecules. As in atoms and molecules, which 
produce their own distinctive emission lines that enable us to discern their 
characteristics, the Josephson junction array also has characteristic spectral lines 
that are dictated by the number of junctions within the system. Pronounced 
discrete structures materialise to mark forbidden regions in a manner 
reminiscent of the band chaos often found in nonlinear dynamical system theory. 
To explain the physical origin of these bands and gaps it is hypothesised that the 
vortices and anti-vortices have a very weak interaction that leads to the creation 
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of a weakly bound breather like state. This weak communication is mirrored by 
the fine structure of the phase differences found in figure 4.6. Here it can be seen 
that new forbidden regions appear. 
Number of Junctions 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
I I I I I I I I 
Ill I ll Il l 1111 11 Il l 
Ill I ll Ill 111111 Ill 
Ill I ll 111 111111 Ill 
Ill 1111 Ill 111 1111 11 1111 
11 11 I I 11111111 11111 
I I I I 11 I I ll 
I I I I I I 
I I I 
1.6 1.8 2 22 2.4 
Phase Difference~~ xi 
Figure 4.6: The local phase distributions over transmission lines containing three to ten 
junctions (in ascending order) with the discreteness parameter a.= 8. See for comparison 
[7). 
The fine structures display an extent of self-similarity. This is reminiscent of 
those observed for the standard logistic map with growth parameter r close to 
the critical constant re = 3.5699 ...... . . This point specifies the onset of chaos where 
the attractor is a Cantor set. A simplistic approximation of the fractal dimension 
is made with the use of a box counting algorithm and produces a value of 
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D = 0.555 in comparison to D = 0.538 for the logistic map [9]. Expanding the 
perturbation expansion, equation (4.9), with higher order terms propagates new 
spectral lines that yield a self-affine structure. 
In order to understand these structures the idiosyncratic vortex orientations of 
each array are calculated. The periodic boundary conditions ( x0 = xN, xN+l = x1) are 
encapsulated in the system parameters and an analysis is made for both odd and 
even numbers of junctions. Initially examining the systems with odd numbers of 
junctions the magnitudes of the phase differences that manifest themselves are 
depicted in figure 4.6. When N = 1 there are only two degenerate ground 
states(x = 1). For N = 3 the two ground states (1, !, !)and (-I, -I, -1) occur without 
vortices, but there are also six possible vortex structures, thus culminating in 
three distinct values of magnitude in the phase distribution spectrum. Looking at 
the case where there are five junctions gives the clearest indication of how the 
evolution occurs as the number of junctions increases. The spectral lines occur in 
triplets and quadruplets. Each triplet splits into a quadruplet surrounded by two 
triplets and this is demonstrated in Figure 4.7. Here each triangle corresponds to 
a triplet state and each rectangle to a quadruplet one. At each increase of the 
number of junctions a quadruplet state breaks into four new quadruplet states 
(four rectangles) and a triplet state splits as mentioned. 
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Figure 4.7: Each triangle represents a triplet within the phase distribution spectrum, 
whilst the rectangles are the quadruplet states. Working from the top down, this is the 
evolution of the spectrum forN = 3, 5, ?, .... see for comparison [7]) 
The number of distinct values of the superconducting phase differences increases 
according to the exponential law 
(4.33) 
with m an integer starting from 1. This gives the desired correspondence and 
generates values 1, 3, 10,36, 136, ....... in connection with 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, ....... Junctions 
respectively. For an even number of junctions the individual phase differences 
occur with distinction according to Figure 4.8 and the formula 
(4.34) 
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' ' ~ 0 0 0 0000 0 0 0 
~ ' ~ '~'' ' ' ' 
Figure 4.8: Each hexagon represents a sextuplet within the phase distribution spectrum, 
whilst the octagons are the octuplet states. Working from the top down, this is the 
evolution of the spectrum for N = 4, 6, 8, .... 
It is also interesting to analyse systems of Josephson junctions when there are 
more than two stable states. To do this the Hamiltonian in equation (4.1) is 
investigated with the stable state solutions given by equation (4.6). There can 
now be an infinite number of stable state solutions flowing as 
<p~ = ( ....... , - 37t,- 1t, 1t, 37t, ....... ) (4.35) 
This results in a distribution around the respective integer multiples of 1t , 
localised in the bottoms of the potential wells, as shown in Figure 4.9. Using 
iterative techniques the clustering illustrated occurs with each increase in 
number of wells. 
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Figure 4.9: The phase differences in accordance with the number of potential ·wells rising 
from 2, 3, 4, .. .. etc. The left plot shows this over the range 1t to S1t and the right hand one 
is a zoom of the spread over 1t • 
However, as the number of junctions increases it is not clear if there is a structure 
to the sub-clusters that are seen upon magnification of these main ones. Titis is 
due to the forever decreasing scales. For three junctions the first sets around 
1t develop with distinctive sequences (for the clusters around 37t, Sn, etc similar 
patterns exist): 
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n: 
2 wells 1 1 1 
3 wells 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 
4 wells 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 
.L 1 1 2 2 3 2 1 2 2 1 1 
1 1 2 2 3 3 1 2 2 1 1 
1 1 2 2 3 3 4 3 1 3 3 2 2 1 1 
1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 1 3 3 2 2 1 1 
I 1 I 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 4 1 4 4 3 3 2 2 1 I 1 I 
I : I : : : : : : : : : : : I : I 
Figure 4.10: Magniftjing the clusters seen around n: (see Figure 4.9) the above pattern 
occurs for increasing numbers of potential wells. The numbers represent the tiny bands 
clustered together in the larger ones seen at a higher scale. 
Upon returning to the discussion on the exponentially increasing number of 
vortex spectral lines it is seen that they are generated in association with the 
different solutions of equation (4.4). The differences between the energies is very 
slight but the barrier height between the corresponding minima increases with 
a. Since all the configurations associated with vortices and breathers are locally 
stable and are separated from neighbouring stable states by a very large barrier, 
it may be concluded that there should arise some form of glassy state. In this 
respect it is interesting to investigate the structure of the energy spectrum related 
to such vortex configurations. For the purpose of illustration this spectrum is 
calculated for DJTL systems with an even number of junctions. Due to the cantor 
structure of the spectral lines the energy spectrum is also expected to form a 
fractal. Its structure arises due to the interaction between vortices. The discrete 
nature of these arrays of Josephson junction s is responsible for the appearance of 
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these structures along with the finite number of possible topological excitations. 
In other words, there are two different scales in the system which might not be 
commensurate. The fractal structure possibly arises due to such 
incommensurability (chain fractions). There are cases of similar effects arising in 
other Hamiltonians (see for example ref [10]). With an increasing number of 
junctions more and more fine energy structures appear. For example, in the first 
order approximation the energy spectrum is simply characterised by the number 
of vortices and breathers. At the next level of the approximation the first short 
bits of the tails of these topological excitations is taken into account. These of 
course have a spatial dispersion. Since this first bit of the tail is related to the 
maximal deformation around the core of the topological defect it takes more 
energy. Therefore, due to such first bits of the tails the energy levels associated 
with different numbers of topological defects spit. Taking into account the 
second level of approximation longer bits of the tails will lead to the second 
splitting in the energy level. Thus, higher orders of the approximation for the 
varying tail lengths will give rise to successive energy divisions which will 
eventually (after sufficiently many levels of approximation) lead to a fractal 
structure. However, if the number of levels is still small then the fractal will not 
be well developed. 
All distinct discrete energy values for an even number of junctions are depicted 
in Figure 4.11 .. Apart from the ground state energy {E=O) and the highest 
energy due to the vortex- anti-vortex crystal state E/ N = 2(1 - 2/ a.)- shown at 
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each extreme of the histogram - there exists a series of highly degenerate 
energies. These can be explained in crude terms by the amount of vortices and 
anti-vortices generated within the system. 
11 1111 1111 11 1111 11 
11 1111 1 11 1 11 
11 I l l I 11 
I I I I 
1 1 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 12 1.4 
Energy 
Figure 4.11: The energt.es generated in associated with the vortex - anti-vortex 
configurations within the arrays of junctions for even values of N (increasing from the 
bottom of the figure). 
It can be observed that by increasing the number of junctions the fractal develops 
quite quickly. Already at ten junctions one can clearly separate each level of 
approximation for the interacting tails of the generated topological defects. 
Thereby it is shown here that excited states, associated with spontaneous 
spawning of vortices and anti-vortices in the DJTL, will be described by a fractal 
energy spectrum. Tills vortex- anti-vortex will display a glassy behaviour. 
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4.2 Conclusion 
These studies have interesting connotations: the spatial structures associated 
with the creation of vortices in the discrete Josephson transmission line show a 
self-affinity that is found in fractal objects. The spatial distribution of the 
superconducting phase differences is difficult to access experimentally, although 
modern techniques (like STM) will allow to the vortex - anti-vortex discussed. 
Therefore, the most import aspect to consider is the formation of the vortex -
anti-vortex glass that is associated with the energy landscape. This energy 
surface consists of exponentially many locally stable minima separated by large 
barriers represented by unstable saddle points. Each of these minima 
corresponds to the state with some fixed number of vortices and anti-vortices. 
Even if such a number is fixed the states associated with different configurations 
or rearrangements of these domains may correspond to different degenerate 
minima. This situation is precisely reciprocated in other glassy systems. This 
shape of energy landscape leads to the conclusion that arrays of Josephson 
junctions are some kind of glass linked with the creation of Josephson vortices 
and anti-vortices. The authors propose to make a detailed experimental 
investigation of one dimensional Josephson junction arrays to identify this glassy 
character and the affiliated vortex - anti-vortex structures. In this respect it might 
be useful to measure the distribution of supercurrents along the array. Similar to 
commonly practiced experiments on spin glasses, where the magnetisation is 
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measured at a fixed field and zero field cooled regimes, here in the Josephson 
glass it is possible to make measurements at fixed and zero bias current. Due to 
the above described energy landscapes the vortex - anti-vortex structures are 
very stable at low temperatures with respect to thermal as well as quantum 
fluctuations. Therefore, this finding opens a new perspective on arrays of 
Josephson junctions where stable vortex - anti-vortex configurations are a 
possibility. 
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APPENDICES 
Appendices for chapter 2 
Appendix 1: Some Useful Manipulative Tricks 
eaf'f = 1 + f t f(ea -1) 
1. Proof that 
2. The Operator Expansion Theorem 
A and B are two operators that do not necessarily commute 
f(x) = exA Be-xA ' where /(0) = B 
Next expand this as a Taylor series in x about the origin 
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(Al.l) 
(A1.2) 
f'(x) = exA (AB- BA)e-xA, f(O) = ( A,B] 
f"(x)=exA (A[A ,B]-[B,A]A)e-xA, f(O)=[ A[A,B)] 
The Taylor series for f(x) is 
2 
f ( x) = f ( 0) + xf' ( 0) + ~ ! /" ( 0) + .. ..... .. 
J'n) (0) Substituting for gives the theorem 
2 
exA Be-xA = B+x[ A, B]+ ~! [A,( A, B)]+ .......... . 
This theorem is useful in unitary transformations. 
af'ffi -af I _ fi - a 3. Proof that e e - e etc 
(Al.3) 
(A1.4) 
(Al.S) 
Using the operator expansion theorem and remembering that 
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[ n r, I] = /t If- fi t I = ( 1- fi t ) I- (I - / t I) I 
= fit I- /t If = (fit - / t I) I = -I 
[ nr, [ nr,f]] =[ nf, - !] =[it/,/]=-f tff- fi t! 
= fi t I- / t If = {I, /t} I = I 
Therefore, 
af'lfi -a/1! _ f f a 2 f a 3 f _ fi -a e e - - a +- - - + ....... - e 
2! 3! 
Likewise, 
2 I 3/1 
eaf'f fte -af'l =J' -a/+ a f -~+ ....... =/ea 
2! 3! 
a 2f a 3f 
e-af'l feaf'f = f - af +---+ ....... = fea 
2! 3! 
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(A1.6) 
(A1.7) 
(A1.8) 
Appendix 2: Trace Equation 
Using the relationships for fermions (2.4) 
(OOie-.Bcata lOO)= (00100) = 1 
( 0 11 e-.Beat 0 I 0 l) = ( 011 0 1) = 1 
(W ie-.Bcata 110) = (IOie-P 110) = e-P (10110) = e-P 
(11 1e-f3cata Ill)= (1 qe-P ltl) = e- P (11111) = e-P 
Giving, 
Likewise, 
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(A2.1) 
(A2.2) 
(A2.3) 
(A2.4) 
(A2.5) 
Therefore, 
(A2.6) 
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Appendix 3: Other Elements in the Density Matrix 
p 11 (t) = 4(p11 (O)Cosh2x+(p41 (0)- p14 (O))SinhxCoshx - p44 (O)Sinh2x) 
p13 (t) = 4e-2 ircA (p13 (O)Cosh2x + (p43 (0)- p12 (O))SinhxCoshx- p42 (O)Sinh2x) 
PJ4 (t) = 4e-2ilcA (p14 (O)Cosh2x+(p44 (0)- p11 (O))SinhxCoshx- p41 (O)Sinh2x) 
p 21 (t) = 4(p21 (O)Cosh2x +(p3 1 (0)- p 24 (O))SinhxCoshx - p34 (O)Sinh2x) 
p22 (t) = 4(p22 (O)Cosh2 x +(p32 (0)- p 23 (O))SinhxCoshx - p33 (O) Sinh2x) 
p23 (t) = 4e-2ucA (p23 (O)Cosh2x+ (p33 (0)- p 22 (0) )SinhxCoshx- p32 (O)Sinh2x) 
p24 (t) = 4e-2ucA (P24 (O)Cosh2x+ (p34 (0)- p 21 (O))SinhxCoshx- p31 (O)Sinh2x) 
p31 (t) = 4e2ucA (p3 1 (O)Cosh2x+(p21 (0)- p34 (O))SinhxCoshx- p 24 (O)Sinh2x) 
p32 (t) = 4e2ucA (p32 (O)Cosh2x+(p22 (0)- p33 (O))SinhxCoshx- p 23 (O)Sinh2x) 
p33 (t) = 4(p32 (O)Cosh2x+(p23 (0)- p32 (O))SinhxCoshx - p 22 (O)Sinh2x ) 
p34 (t) = 4(p34 (O) Cosh2x+ (p24 ( 0) - p31 ( O))SinhxCoshx - p 21 ( O)Sinh2x) 
P41 (t) = 4e2ucA (p41 (O)Cosh2x + (p11 (0)- p44 (O))SinhxCoshx- p14 (O)Sinh2x) 
p42 (t) = 4e2 ircA (p42 (O) Cosh2x+(p12 (0) - p43 (O)) SinhxCoshx - p 13 (O) Sinh2x) 
P43 (t) = 4(p43 (O) Cosh2x +(p13 (0)- p 42 (O))SinhxCoshx- p 12 (O) Sinh2x ) 
p44 (t) = 4(p44 (O)Cosh2x+ (p14 (0)- p41 (O))SinhxCoshx- p 11 (O)Sinh2x) 
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(A3) 
Appendices for chapter 4 
Appendix 4: Perturbative expansion 
3 From equation (4.10) we have, -xi-1 +2xi -xi+l -a.x i +a.xi = 0 . We make a 
perturbative expansion, up to second order, using equation (4.12). Looking at the 
3 
a.xi term we see that 
(A4.1) 
For the other terms in the expression, 
-xi-1 + 2xi -xi+ I - a.xi = 
• Yi-l(l) Yi-1(2) • 2yy> 2yi<2> 
-xi-1------+2xi +--+--
a. a? a. a. 
(I} (2) (2) -x~ 1_21.±!__2J±L__a.x~ -y·(t) _21._ 
I+ (X. 0. 2 I I 0. (A4.2) 
Collecting all the different powers together we have, 
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0 ( • • • ( •2 ) (I) ) a. -xi-l +2xi - xi+t- l-3xi Yi = 0 
a.- t (-y. (t) + 2y .O>- Y· ( I) - y.<2) + 3x~2 y.<2) + 3x~y . < t>2 ) = 0 1- i I 1+1 I I I I I (A4.3} 
From the second of the above equations we arrive at equation (4.13). We can now 
write, 
( I) X~ I - 2x~ + X~-l Y· = I+ I I 
I 2 
• 2 • • (I) _ xi+2 - xi+l +xi 
Yi+l- 2 
(1) _ xi - 2xi- l + xi-2 
Yi- t- 2 (A4.4) 
Substituting these identities into the last of equation (A4.3) we eventually arrive 
at equation (4.14). 
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Appendix 5: Energy using the second order expansion 
Inserting equation (4.12) into {4.9), the energy can be uniquely expressed in terms 
of the asymptotic phase differences xi . In second order the energy takes the 
form: 
N 
E=2: 
i:l 
where, 
353 87st 87su lltu 33sv tv uv 33stuv 33sw tw 1-st+ 7 -----+-----+-+-- - --+-128a 32a.7 32a7 4a7 32a.7 a.7 a.7 32a.7 32a.7 a.7 
uw 33stuw 5vw 9stvw 9suvw 39tuvw 265 265st 265tu 
+-- +------ + +-------
a 7 32a.7 16a.7 32a7 32a7 128a.7 a.6 a.6 a.6 
77sv l9tv 19uv 75stuv 77sw 19tw 19uw 75stuw 15stvw 
- --+--+--- --+--+--- +-----,:-
32a.6 8a.6 8a.6 32a6 32a.6 8a6 8a6 32a.6 32a.6 
15vw 15suvw 15tuvw 87 llst llsu 21tu 19sv 3tv 21stuv 
- --- + +--------+-----+-------=-
32a6 32a6 32a.6 16a5 2a.5 2a5 4a5 32a.5 4a.5 32a.5 
19sw 3tw 3uw 2 lstuw 3tuvw 5 21st 53su 25tu 5sv 2 ltv 
- --+--+--- - - +- -+-----+-- - --
32a.5 4a.5 4a5 32a5 16a.5 2a.4 8a4 16a4 8a4 2a4 8a4 
2uv 15stuv 15sw 17tw 2luw 21stuw 7vw 3stvw 3suvw 5sx 
- -+ +-------- + --+--+ +--
a.4 8a.4 8a.4 16a4 16a.4 16a4 16a4 8a.4 16a.4 16a4 
5tx ux 3stux vx 3stvx wx 7 5st 23su 23tu 13sv 
--- --- +- - +----------+--+-----+--
160.4 16a.4 16a.4 16a4 16a.4 16a.4 8a3 4a3 8a.3 8a.3 8a.3 
1 Jtv uv 3sw tw 3uw vw 3sx 3tx ux vx st su 
- --- --+-------+--+------ - - - - -----
80.3 2a3 8a3 8a3 8a3 8a3 8a.3 8a.3 8a3 8a3 4a2 4a2 
3tu 9sv 2tv uv sw uw sx tx 3 2st su sv tv 
+--- --+- +--- --+-- ---+---- +---+---
40.2 4a2 a 2 2a2 4a2 4a2 4a.2 4a2 2a. a 2a 2a 2a 
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• s= xi 
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Appendix 6: The Discrete Sine Gordon Equation 
If we take as an example the case where there are three Josephson junctions in an 
array with open boundary conditions, the Hamiltonian of the system can be 
written as, 
(A6.1) 
Taking the first derivative with respect to the individual phase differences we 
arrive at, 
(A6.2) 
The discreteness parameter, a, is equivalent to a = d/A.J . 
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Two particle element for magnetic m em ory 
D. M. Forrester, Karl E. Kiirten*, and F . V. Kusmartsev 
Department of Physics, Loughborough University, LEll STU, UK and 
*Faculty of Physics, University of Vienna, 5, Boltzmanngasse, A-1090 Vienna, Austria 
(Dated: May 9, 2007) 
We propose to use a stack of two or more isolated disk-shaped particles as an element for magnetic 
memory. Such an element represents a magnetic tunnel junction which is characterised by a few 
stable states separated by large energy barriers. The switching be~veen the states may be induced by 
applying a spin polarised current or a magnetic field. We have described the behaviour of the stable 
states and the associated energies of the stack in magnetic fields. ln addition, we have described 
the magnetisations as well as all possible types of hysteresis loops which such an element may have. 
We discuss the stability of the information stored in the element and determine a critical magnetic 
field at which the switching of t he element arises. 
PACS numbers: 
INT RODUCTION 
On one hand the emerging technology known as spintronics is going to make a step towards the broad use of spin 
degrees of freedom. On the other hand the magnetic memory structures have a tendency to be made of smaller and 
smaller elements. With the ever decreasing scales of these elements comes the necessity to find greater understanding 
of their magnetisation properties, their responses to applied fields and their hysteretic characteristics. One form of 
magnetic memory is magnetoresistive random access memory (MRAM) that uses the magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) 
to store information [1] . Within this element the MTJ stack consists of two ferromagnetic layers separated by a thin 
dielectric barrier. Usually a magnetic polarization of one layer is fixed , while the other is used for information storage. 
MRAM stores data by utilizing the magnetic polarity of a ferromagnetic layer [2-4]. T he reading of information is 
performed by measuring the current, which is determined by the rate of electron quantum tunnelling through the 
MTJ stack. This is affected by the mutual polarity of the layers [2-4]. In other terms, the MTJ resistance is measured 
across the stack to determine the cell state. The free layer polarization is changeable: thus parallel or anti-parallel 
magnetic moments give low or high resistances which can be interpreted as "0" or "1." When the free and fixed layers 
have the same orientation the resistance is lower. 
The memory consists of an array of the MRAM cells. Increasing the density of an MRAM array is only possible 
by decreasing the size of the MTJ. However with small sizes there are issues such as thermal instability of the cell 
states [5]. As size decreases barrier energy drops as well and begins the onset of instability. The critical magnetic field 
cannot simply be raised because this also generates an increased current flow. In some proposals one uses the thermal 
2 
heat itself to help to select the cell for writing [6-8]. As a material approaches its Curie point, He drops, so that 
less current is needed to write the information [9]. At cooler temperatures the energy potential well can be deeper. 
This will lead to increased stability of the MRAM cell states and the stored information. We have to avoid thermal 
instabilities by increasing barrier heights. In some proposals the free layer is in fact a Synthetic Antiferromagnetic 
tri-layer stack (SAF) [6-8]. The magnetic moments of the top and bottom layers are nearly balanced . The direction 
of magnetization of the ferromagnetic (FM) sense layer with respect to the pinned FM layer determines the resistance 
state of the bit. The direction of the top FM layer and the sense FM layer are set by Savtchenko switching. Savtchenko 
switching is named after the late Leonid Savtchenko at Motorola. Savtchenko switching is a method to toggle a bit 
between high and low resistance states. The SAF rotates its magnetic axis perpendicular to the applied field. The 
bit is oriented a t 45 degrees to the write lines. The 45 degree bits result in higher memory storage densities. 
We propose to use small magnetic disk-shaped particles to build up a MTJ. One of the most simple constructions 
of MT J can consist of two monodomain ferromagnets separated by an insulator or normal metal. The monodomain 
nanodots can be made of iZn with a diameter of about d ::::: 40nm or supermalloy with a diameter d ::::: lOOnm and 
thickness h ::::: lOnm. The magnetism at small length scales has been a rapidly growing area of physics. Small magnetic 
particles and artificial thin-film structures that are based on ferromagnetic or anti-ferromagnetic layers separated by 
non-magnetic spacers are the basic structural elements for an enormous scope of technical applications. Data storage 
and magneLic sensing are just some of Lhe areas in everyday life where t hey find uses[6- 8, 10). 
T he formation of a MTJ through the giant magnetoresistant (GMR) effect in anti-ferromagnetically coupled multi-
layers is in the heart of many specific applications [11, 12J. On the other hand, nanomagnets can provide the basis 
for experimental systems that are used to study fundamental phenomena in spintronics. Because of the hierarchy 
of competing interactions these many particle systems display rather rich and interesting collective behaviour not 
found in bulk crystalline magnets. Networks of elementary interacting small magnetic particles, smaller than the 
bulk domain size, are potential future candidates for MRAM to store and to propagate information. The states 
are signalled by the magnetization direction of single-domain magnetic particles coupled to their nearest neighbours 
through magnetostatic interactions. New memory may consist of a network or a one-dimensional chain of circular or 
elliptic pairs of disk shaped monodomain particles. These could form MT Js made from a commonly used magnetic 
supermalloy on a single-crystal silicon substrate. Cow burn et al. have shown experimentally that circular nanomagnets 
made from supermalloy behave like single domains if their diameter is less than lOOnm and their thickness is not more 
than lOom [13] 
THE REAL SYSTEM MODEL 
In a ferromagnetic material the atomic magnetic moments are coupled strongly by exchange forces and tend to 
align themselves in parallel. This produces a spontaneous magnetisation in materials of this classification. Due to 
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FIG. 1: Different elements for magnetic memory.(a) The system of two parallel elliptical particles with a separation between 
them. (b) The two magnetisation orientations are generated on either side of a hole in an elliptical particle. (c) Domain 
structures separate the spin alignments in a triangular loop. (d) Domains separate the areas of differing magnetisation directions 
in a square loop geometry (14). 
the existence of dipole forces the material is split into many small regions which are each spontaneously magnetised, 
i.e. having net magnetic moments without the presence of a magnetic field. These regions are called domains. The 
magnetic moment of the ferromagnet as a whole is dependent upon the contingent of domains in the specimen and 
as such can be taken as a sum of their moments. Generally the direction of each domain does not necessarily align 
and the juxtaposition of individual domain moments may sum to an overall value of zero for certain configurations. 
However, the application of a magnetic field adjusts the domain orientations and gives a net magnetisat ion. Usually 
a specimen will consist of many domains, but as the size of the sample becomes smaller and smaller the propensity to 
produce single domain particles increases. These single domain particles also emerge when a specimen is magnetised 
to a level of saturation under the influence of a very large external field. Here bodies of nanometre scale dimensions 
are examined with a view to highlighting the magnetic energies of such systems. Each particle is magnetised along 
the length of its longest axis and geometry dictates that shape anisotropy has a major bearing upon the internal 
properties. The particles investigated have the geometries of elliptical cylinders with a-semiaxis lengths of 70 nm, 
b-semiaxis lengths of 35 nm, and thicknesses of 30 nm. For a body of any particular shape and magnetisation M , the 
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energy of interaction in an applied field Ho is 
EH = -f.J.o j (M · H o) dV (1) 
The magnetostatic energy is given as, 
Em= ~0 j H!dV = -~0 j H m · M dV (2) 
All Spau Bodv 
This means that t he internal energy of a body is equal to the negative of its counterpart in the external space (as 
the magnetisation is zero everywhere except inside the part icle). With increasing applied magnetic field strength the 
distribution of the magnetic flux density for two single domain iron particles is shown in Fig. 2. The magnetic flux 
density of the particle with magnetisation in the direction of the magnetic field is enhanced as the field increases. 
The. particle originally directed into the field will undergo rotation until its magnetisation becomes parallel with 
the direction of the field. In the particle where the field is directed opposite to the magnetisation direction, shape 
anisotropy will try to maintain the initial orientation. For small magnetic fields the shape effect has the greater 
influence and so dominates. However, as the field is increased the shapes control waivers and at a critical level of 
applied field the magnetisation experiences a complete flip to align itself with its competitor . 
Hx = 1 0~ A/ m 
• 8 
.7 
< H, =2x l0 A / m 
1 
Y~x 
-·..-: 
FIG. 2: The magnetic flux density distribution B as a funct ion of magnetic field strength H . The field is applied along the 
x-direction with 0, 104 and 2 x 105 Afm. The top particle is initially magnetised in the direction opposite to the field, whereas 
the bottom one is aligned with it. 
Taking the perspective that logic operations may be conducted by considering spins that are up and down, as 
indicated in Fig. 3 by the arrows, the four system states within such a scheme are shown in the aforementioned 
diagram. There exists an exact degeneracy of the antiferromagnetically ordered states, as is seen in the lowest ground 
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state energy of the diagram. There are a further two clear energy contours that exist for pairs of particles that 
have the same vector alignment of their magnetisations. With no applied magnetic field there are two points of 
magnetic energy. When the field is switched on the branching from the zero field state occurs in the upper level. The 
interaction between the particles can be described by JoSiSi+l where S is the direction of the spin (ISI = 1) and Jo 
is the interaction energy. From Fig. 3 the value of Jo is around 4eV. 
• • • • • • • ' • ' • • • • I - • • • • ' • • • • • • ' • ' 4 ••••• • • •• • ••• • I ll • • • t· tS1 ,, , , ,,, , , ,, , , , 
2 
·2 
4 • • • •••• • •• • •• •••• •••••• ' . . . . ...... ..... . 
400 DJ 0 :m 400 600 Em l!XX) 
MagnetiC r rtld Suength (Aim) 
FIG. 3: The magnetic energy as a function of magnetic field strength. The arrows next to the curves are indicative of the 
direction of the magnetisations in each particle in the system, i.e. there are four system orientations represented here. At a 
field strength equal to zero the difference in the energies of the ground state and the excited level is about 8eV giving a value 
of Jo of around 4eV ifS, = ±1. 
HAMILTONIA N AND LANDAU LIFSH ITZ GILBERT EQUAT ION. 
Our numerical study indicates that the two magnetic particles can be described by the Hamiltonian of the classic 
anisotropic Dirac-Heisenberg model (See also Ref (15]) 
N N 
E = -J L S; . Sj + J( :L<sl . el/)2- H . L S; (1) 
<i,j> i = l i=l 
where the spin operators are substituted by the unit vectors Si corresponding to the spin on site i. H is the uniform 
magnetic field applied in a direction of the angle /3 with respect to the easy a.xis. The quantity J( > 0 specifies 
the strength of the uniaxial anisotropy, while the quantity J describes the strength of the nearest-neighbor exchange 
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interaction. We remark that the dipole-dipole interaction inside the particles is neglected, since for smaU spherical 
particles this energy contribution is smaU compared with the contribution to the exchange interactions. The same 
argument holds for the shape anisotropy such that the anisotropy contribution mainly stems from surface effects. 
The local energy minima of the system, whose stabilities are crucial for hysteresis effects, can be determined from t he 
integration of the Landau Lifshitz Gilbert equation [15] 
. aH aH 
S; = S1 x aS; - a S; X (S; X a S; ) (2) 
with the relaxation parameter a (which is often known from experimental studies). Within each particle all the 
magnetic moments are assumed to be ferromagnetically aligned. We consider the particles as elementary mono-
domain units whlch take t he shape of very flat spheres. Under these assumptions the preferentia l orientations of the 
magnetizations are in-plane such that we can reduce our problem to the study of one-dimensional chains of small 
magnetic particles. We Introduce planar polar coordinates Si= (cos(</>i),sin(cPi)) where the magnetization direction 
of par ticle i is described by the variable </>i. Using this with our numerical analysis, given in the previous section, we 
may write the total energy of the system as the classical two-particle Hamiltonian 
(3) 
The quantity {3 specifies the angle of the external field with t he main symmetry axis of the par ticles (the easy axis), The 
dynamical behaviour of tbe particles is governed by three competing energy terms, which can give rise to multistability 
and coe.xisience of various physical phases. The firs t term defines the exchange energy, specified by nearest-neighbour 
interactions, while the next two terms are due to the anisotropy. The last two terms specify the Zeeman energy. Since 
H and K can be scaled by J we can choose IJI = 1. The set of Landau Lifshltz Gilbert equations collapses to the 
two coupled ordinary differential equations 
and (4) 
Here, depending on the initial condition, the system relaxes to the "closest" local or global minimum. According 
to the variational principle, the necessary conditions for the existence of a local minimum of the Hamiltonian are the 
force equilibrium equations 
:~ = 2J sin( cP1 - t/>2) + H sin ( cP1 - {3) + I< sin( cP1 )cos( cP1) = 0 (5) 
7 
and 
;! = 2J sin(t/>2- 4>1) + H sin (4>2- {3) + I< sin(tf>2)cos(4>2) = 0 (6) 
The Hessian matrix, 
(7) 
gives stable local minima under the condition that it positive and that its first matrix element is also positive. 
GENERIC STATE DIAGRAM AT ARBITRARY MAGNETI C FIELD 
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FIG. 4: (Colour Online) Diagrams of different states existing in a magnetic tunnel junction as a function of an increasing ((a) 
and (c)) and decreasing ((b) and (d)} external magnetic field . The field is applied in the plane parallel to the main axis of 
anisotropy. The original antiferromagnetic orientation of the particles and their shape are associated with the parameter K. 
Large positive values of K indicate that the monodomain particles are strongly elongated along the X-direction. These phase 
diagrams are obtained when we start from large positive or negative values of magnetic field. 
The type of ground state of the considered system of two particles depends both on the amplitude and direction of 
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the applied magnetic field as well as on the value of the anisotropy K. Generically such a state can not only be of 
the classical ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic type. Here there may arise the state when the magnetic moments 
of these two particles are oriented at some angle with respect to each other. Obviously at large magnetic fields these 
moments must align in the direction of the field. Here we find a realisation of two ferromagnetic states, F TI and F ll 
specified by the angles x1 = x2 ::::: f3 and x 1 = x2 ::::: 1r + {3, respectively, provided that the magnitude of the magnetic 
field is strong enough and the field is oriented at the angle {3 \vith respect to the main a..xis of the anisotropy. For {3 = 0 
the corresponding energies are Ep = 2- 2H and Ep = 2 + 2H respectively. The stability of one or other of these 
states will depend on the history, i.e. from which field and from which state the present state has been originated. 
Thls subtle issue is related to the formation of the hysteresis loop which will be discussed in the next section. U the 
field decreases from the original very large positive or negative value these two ferromagnetic states F il or F ll are 
stable when H > 4 - K or H < K - 4, respectively (see, the Fig. 4). 
Fig. 4 (a) demonstrates the transitions between the different states in the system for an applied field directed at 
an angle {3 = 0. The arrows in (i), (ii) , and (iii) of this diagram correspond to the anisotropy parameters equal to 
1, 2.1, and 4.3 respectively. They indicate the direction that the magnetic field is evolving in and the points when 
the appropriate phase ceases to exist. The colouring in the diagram indicates the orientation that the particles have 
for the various field strengLhs. The lighLest shade (lighL yellow online) is used to depict the scenario whereby the 
system has antiferromagnetic alignment. Those areas of an intermediate hue (green online) are areas in the (H, K ) 
plane where a ferromagnetic state exists. The darkest colouring (blue online) is for cases exhibiting a scissoring of the 
states. The points where the arrows end highlight the values of magnetic field where there is a change in the systems 
magnetisation characteristics. That is, the points where a transition between a ferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic, 
or a scissored states occurs. These points will be elaborated upon in the following discussion involving the related 
hysteresis loops of magnetisation against the magnetic field. Fig. 4 (b) represents the field being reversed for the 
{3 = 0 case. The colouring of the diagram and the meaning of the arrows is the same as in Fig. 4 (a). Fig. 4 (c) and 
(d) carry the same information as for /3 = 0 but are for /3 = 20. Again the critical points in the (H, K) plane are 
where there are intermediate lines separated by djffering shades (colours online). 
For {3 = 0, we further find the anti-ferromagnetic state AF characterized by the angles ( </>1, </>2) = (0, 1r) and ( </>1, 
<P2) = (7T, O) with the corresponding constant energy EAF = - 2. This can be realized at a smal l magnetic field. 
Again , for the ferromagnetic states the stability will depend on the history. Finally there exists a scissored phase Se 
specified by the angle relation </>1 = -<P2 with </>1 = ArccosH/(4- K). Note that this state is often referred to as the 
spin-flop "phase" [17] . The corresponding energy takes the value Esc = (K - 2)- H 2 /{4- K) . 
In Fig. 4 (a) I above K = 4, there is no se state and there are only transitions between F and AF states. At 
K = 4.3, indicated by the line in Fig. 4 (a) labelled by (i), a transition from Fll to AF occurs with H = K- 4 = 
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0.3.This state is held until H = J K (4 + K) = 5.97 where the system becomes pit. 
The level of anisotropy identified at (ii) in Fig. 4 (a) is K = 2.3. There comes a point where the transition from 
a ferromagnetic (intermediate colour) to a scissored state (dark colour) occurs. The bold line in the diagram that 
marks this is given by H = K- 4 = -1. 7. Upon exiting the scissored state an antiferromagnetic status comes about. 
This occurs along the line H = (K - 4)JK/(4 +I<)= -1.03. The next critical line for the system occurs in the 
transition from an antiferromagnetic to a ferromagnetic state when there is a high enough field. The equation of the 
line at which this occurs is H = J K (4 + K ) = 3.8. 
We now describe the line in Fig. 4 (a) at K = 0.8 indicated by (iii) . As the field has a large negative starting 
value this means that the system begins life in the pll state. This state is shown in the diagram through the use of 
the rnidtone colouring (green online). There comes a point, when following the arrows at level (iii), that a transition 
into se/'. is made. This occurs at H = K - 4 = -3.2 and takes us into the dark area (blue online) in the negative 
half of the diagram . Continuing along the line (iii) brings us into the AF state at H = - 1.31 (lightest area in Fig. 4 
(a), light yellow online) . Again, slowly increasing the field we hit the point where H = 1.96 and se"-/ is generated. 
Finally, when the field reaches H = 3.2 the emergence of the p iT state from the Se"v · state occurs. 
On the state diagram presented in Fig. 4 there are regions where there may exist one, two or three different states. 
Moreover, we have the triple points (H, K ) = (±~ , ~) where each of the three phases described above may exist . At 
the value (H, K ) = (0, 4) all four phases may exist. These critical points will be decisive in the next discussion in 
order to give a proper classification to all the possible hysteresis loops. The evolution of the two magnetization angles 
cp1 and c/J2 as a function of the magnetic field, for an an isotropy strength below the critical point I< = ~ , is illustrated 
in Fig. 5. 
We start from oo and decrease the field slowly. Within Fig. 5 the first transition occurs when the p t 1 phase reaches 
instablility and becomes Se'-/ at (H , I<) = (3, l ).This is a smooth transition in the form of a pitchfork bifurcation. 
This state persists until the point in Fig 5 where the field isH = 1.34 and the AF state begins. The AF state is seen 
to become SO/"- at H = -./5. This state ends when H =I<- 4 = -3 and the complementary ferromagnetic state 
pU is entered continuously. 
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FIG. 5: T he magnetisaLion angles of t he two layers as a function of magnetic field and anisotropy parameter K=l. Here the 
magnetic field is going from a positive value downwards into the negative range. 
When the magnetic field is not aligned wit h the main rucis of an isotropy there arises a state AFT! characterized 
by the angles close to (r/>1. </>2) = (0, 1r) that we call an approximately antiferromagnetic state. Only for {3 = 0 are 
these two angles associated with anti-parallel spin alignment, ie exactly equal to (0, 11'). Note also that for {3 f. 0 
the magnetic moments of the particles are strictly anti-parallel only for zero magnetic field! Eventually t,here exists 
a so-called scissored phase cs./'\. whose onset is characterised by a pitchfork bifurcation of t he two ferromagnetic 
angles. For {3 = 0 we have the cr itical point He = 4- K and the two branches specified by </>1 = Arccos/!x and 
if>2 = -Arccos/!x 'scissored' around {3 = 0. ForK= 0 and arbitrary {3 the solution of the variational equations(5,6) 
yield for the two angles "scissored" around the angle {3; r/>1 = {3 + Arccos!f and r/>2 = {3- Arccos!f . 
Fig. 6 shows for {3 = 0 and arbitrary values of K the boundaries of the phase diagram that separate the various 
states in the system. Fig. 6 (a) is the evolution of the system for a magnetic field that goes from a negative field up 
to a positive one. Fig.6 (b) is the reversal of this field. The magnetic field is increased from a negative value upwards. 
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At all values of K in Fig 6 (a) the system begins in the p ll state. This state exists until it crosses the line {red online) 
which is given by H = K - 4. For K < 4 the scissored state SQ/'-. begins after the p U state. This continues until 
the critical line (pink online) that is described by H = (K- 4) J K / (K + 4). After this point the AF state emerges 
and lasts until the curve (green online) described by H = JK (K + 4). ForK < 4/ 3 a new SQ'-./ state comes 
about. Alternatively, for 4/3 < K < 4 the p ll state begins. If I< < 4/ 3 there remains one more change of state to 
occur: the system enters the pli state after the line H = J( + 4 is crossed. For K > 4 there is no scissored state and 
the system goes from p U after the transition across H = I< - 4 into the AF state. This continues until the curve 
H = JK (K + 4) is met, where upon the level of magnetic field increasing beyond this line t he p TI state occurs. In 
Fig.6 {b) the reversal of the magnetic field from a positive to negative value is shown with the system going through 
transitory states that are marked by critical lines in the same manner as in Fig. 6 (a). 
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FIG. 6: (Colour Online) The phase diagram for /3 = 0. (a) The magnetic field is increased from a negative value upwards. 
For a ll values of I< the system begins in the pU state. This state exists until it crosses the line (red online) which is given 
by H = I< - 4. For K < 4 the scissored state SC/''- begins alter the p!l state. This continues until the critical line (pink 
on line) that is described by H = (K - 4) J K / (I<+ 4). After this point the AF state emerges and lasts until the curve (green 
online) described by H = J I< (K + 4). For K < 4/3 a new SC'J state comes about. Alternatively, for 4/3 < I< < 4 the 
Frl state begins. If K < 4/3 there remains one more change of state to occur: the system enters the pl t state after the line 
H = J< + 4 is crossed. ForK> 4 there is no scissored state and the system goes from p!l after H = K - 4 is crossed to AF. 
This continues until the curve H = jK (K + 4) is met, where upon the level of magnetic field increasing beyond this line the 
F 1l occurs. (b) the reversal of the magnetic fie ld from a positive to negative value is shown with the system going through 
transitory states that are marked by the critical lines in the same manner as in (a). 
Figs. 7-9 show the corresponding evolution of the hysteresis loops for /3 = 0, which can also be extracted completely 
from our phase diagram depicted in Fig. 4. According to the phase diagram , for K > 4 , we only have transitions 
from the ferromagnetic phase Fll , through the AF phase to the complementary ferromagnetic Fll phase and vice 
versa. We stress that a complete classification of all possible hysteresis curves is of fundamental importance in any kind 
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of technical application. Moreover, in the same manner, the qualitative behaviour of all possible magnetoresistance 
curves can directly be extracted from the phase diagrams. 
THE PHASE DIAGRAM AND HYSTERESIS LOOPS 
Now let us discuss the appearance and type of the hysteresis loops, in terms of the magnetisation behaviour when 
the magnetic field changes, and their correspondence to the phase diagrams presented above. 
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FIG. 7: The total magnetisation as a function of applied magnetic field strength. This hysteresis curve is illustrative of the 
process highlighted in Fig. 4 (a) at level "(i)" and its counterpart in 4 (b). The arrows below the curve are those imported 
from Fig. 4 (a) at this level of anisotropy (K = 4.3) , marking the transition between the fiipped states of the ferromagnetic 
alignments. Whe.n following this line in the direction of the arrows, in 4(a), a jump occurs at H = 0.29 from !! to AF. The 
system then holds its orientation in the antiferromagnetic alignment until H = 5.97 where it becomes Tl 
The orientation of the magnetisation is shown in Figs. 7, 8, and 9 as the magnetic field is successively lowered 
and heightened through negative and positive values. The field is directed in parallel to the easy a..'Ces of the single 
domain particles. In Fig. 4 there is a level of anisotropy, I</ J > 4, where the transition between the ferromagnetically 
ordered states TT and ll is seen. For one such value of K , as presented in Fig. 4, the transition is mapped out by the 
progression of linear arrows across the spectrum of Hand is depicted by (i). 
In Fig. 7 we present the hysteresis curve that is associated with the transition (i) depicted in Fig. 4. As the value 
H increases positively the system remains in the !! orientation until a critical point where a jump is made to the AF 
state. This persists until the field is strong enough to t.ake the system into the TT state. Conversely, when the field is 
in turn lowered progressively the critical level is reached at a point which mirrors that of the preceding evolution and 
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a jump is made from TT to !l. For a value of K at level (ii) in the diagram there is the addition of scissor states, e.g. 
/'\,,and antiferromagnetically ordered ones. Traversing (see Fig. 4 (a)) the line along (ii) the ferromagnetic ordering 
persists until a level of field where a scissors state begins to emerge. Going from the low negative field upwards, the 
condition of the magnetisation of one particle is found at an angle 4J1, whereas for the other it is -t/11. The scissors 
state begins by splaying the magnetisation directions outward from an imaginary central axis. The splaying begins 
moderately but as the field comes from the low negative strength upwards Lhe overall angle between the magnetisation 
vectors increases. This continues until a critical point where one particle aligns itself with Lhe field and the other 
becomes the very antithesis of the first. This point is marked by a jump up to zero magnetisation in Fig. 7. Increasing 
the field out of the negative regime, through zero and up to a juncture in the magnetisation characteristics where the 
moments align themselves ferromagnetically upwards in the positive field, the final jump in the forward evolution is 
seen. This will happen when the field wins out against all other opposing factors and flips both particles under its 
influence and into its orientation. Beginning the reduction of the field reverses the process in a manner that gives a 
negative reflection of the magnetisation. The hysteresis curve in Fig. 7 is now attained. 
·----- ------------------------------------
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FIG. 8: The total magnetisation as a function of applied magnetic field strength. This hysteresis curve is illustrative of the 
process highlighted in Fig. 4 at level "(ii)" of the anisotropy (K = 2.3). The arrows below the curve are those seen in Fig 4 
(a) at this level, marking the transition between the different alignments. Those above the hysteresis curve are those for the 
reversal of the magnetic field as in Fig. 4 (b). Looking at the forwards evolution of the magnetic field from a negative applied 
magnetic field , the transition from!! to /'\, happens at around H = 1.71 before jumping to the antiferromagnetic alignment 
at H = -1.03. This state persists until H = 3.8 where the critical point is found where the jump into H occurs. The reveral 
of the field gives Lhe inverse mirror image of this evolution. 
With H equal Lo zero, and until a point in the field strength where anisotropy no longer holds sway, the system is 
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in an artificial antiferromagnetically ordered state with a moderate level of anisotropy K. The final hysteresis cw·ve 
described here for {3 = 0, Fig. 8, has the lowest level of unia.xial anisotropy and as such is the one with the smallest 
return loops and greatest propensity for its moments to fluctuate. Beginning wi th low negative field strength the 
system starts in its ferromagnetic alignment in harmony with the direction of the field. This saturated magnetisation 
state ends earlier than for higher values of K and a scissors state propagates. This state lasts over a greater range of the 
magnetic field in this softer material than in the other two hysteresis curves before jumping to the antiferromagnetic 
distribution. Antiferromagnetism between the particles is maintained until the jump to a new scissors state is made 
at another critical level of applied field strength. These new scissors begin to close as t he field comes to dictate more 
until they become parallel and the complete flip of both particles has arrived. Upon reversing the magnetic fields 
cycle the hysteresis curve is born, showing smaller hysteresis and consequentially less energy loss than its predecessors. 
The material featuring in this kind of curve is one that has a more rapid response to the field and a small remanence. 
The particles magnetisations align opposite to one another with zero H due to the demagnetisation fields or rather 
the fields arising from the magnetic poles at the edges of the elliptical particles. 
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FIG. 9: The total magnetisation as a function of applied magnetic field strength. This hysteresis curve is illustrative of the 
process highlighted in Fig. 4 at level "(iii)" of the anisotropy (K = 0.8). The arrows below the curve are those imported from 
Fig. 4 (a) at this level, marking the t ransition between the different alignments. Those above the hysteresis curve are those 
for the reversal of the magnetic field as in Fig. 4 (b). Looking at the forwards evolution of the magnetic field from a negative 
applied magnetic field, the transition from H to/'\, happens at around H = -3.21 before jumping to the antiferromagnetic 
alignment at H = - 1.31. This state persists until H = 1.95 where the critical point is found where the jump in to"'-..,/ occurs. 
When the field becomes strong enough at H = 3.21 t he transition to li happens. T he reveral of the field gives the inverse 
mirror image of this evolution. 
Fig. lO{a) shows the evolution of the magnetisation as a function of a magnetic field H applied at an angle of 
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FIG. 10: Hysteresis curves for {3 = 20. (a) For J( = 0.5 there exists no hysteresis. (b) The field is cycled from a negative value 
and back with the arrows indicating the direction of evolution t hroughout the system. Here I< = 2.1. (c) The st able minima 
are shown as the lightest colour (yellow online), the saddle points as an intermediate colour (orange online) , and the maxima 
by the darkest shade (red online) for J( = 2.1. (c) The hysteresis curve for f( = 4.3. 
/3 = 20 degrees. For such a low value of anisotropy, such as I< = 0.5 here, there exists no hysteresis. The magnetic 
field arises from negative to posi tive levels. When considering the system to start in the negative field it begins with 
ferromagnetic alignment of the two particles that it is describing. At a value of magnetic field, H = - 3.61 , the 
first order transition to a scissored state begins and continues smoothly into an antiferromagnetic arrangement. The 
reversal of this magnetic field creates the exact reproduction of the path followed by the forwards evolution. Fig. 10 (b) 
is for the same direction of the magnetic field but with I<= 2.1. Again , star ting with a negative field, ferromagnetism 
is maintained between the particles until the transition is made to a scissored orientation at H = - 2.06. The angle 
between the magnetisation directions increases as the field does until there is a critical point a t which a jump into 
antiferromagnetic alignment occurs. This happens at H = - 1.69. The antiferromagnetic state is held but as the 
field approaches 2.57 it begins to alter into a weakly scissored state that is almost an antiferromagnetic one. At 2.57 
another jump is seen which leads straight to the ferromagnetic sta te that is opposite to the one in which the system 
began. Hysteresis is seen in this example and upon reversing the field the inverted mirror image of the forwards branch 
is seen. Part (c) of the same figure demonstrates the stabilities in the system. The system evolves through the stable 
minima of the energy landscape. T hese minima are the lines of lightest colour in the figure (yellow online). Also i.n 
the figure the saddle points and maxima are represented. These are the lines of intermediate shading (orange online) 
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and darker shading (red online) respectfully. These are important aspects of the systems description for features such 
as quantum tunneling. Fig. 10 (d) is for K = 4.3 in which the system begins in a ferromagnetic s tate at low negative 
magnetic field until H = 0.31 where it jumps to antiferromagnetic. Tills lasts until the magnetic field is strong enough 
at H = 3.94 to take the system into a leap up to the magnetisation corresponding to the ferromagnetic regime. Again 
the reversal of the field gives us hystersis but with much larger areas between the branches. It is to be noted that if 
the system were to have begun in the antiferromagnetic orientation, for example at H = 0, then the region between 
0 < H < 0.31 would have been part of the curve as the field was increased from this orientaLion. Starting with 
the system settled in the ferromagnetic area avoids this part of the magnetisation diagram as ferromagnetism is 
maintained beyond this. Given a specific input value of H the system exists in one of several possible regimes and 
the input history will dictate which of these is established. For the various levels of anisotropy the system has a 
complicated structure with many local minima that correspond to metastable states. 
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SUMMARY 
We studied the properties of two interacting magnetic particles subjected to exchange interaction J , anisotropy 
parameter J( and an external magnetic field H with an arbitrary angle /3 with respect to the easy axis. We further 
present a complete theoretical study of magnetic phase diagrams as a function of the field for arbitrary strengths 
of the anisotropy. We classify all possible magnetic hysteresis loops and show the dependence of the corresponding 
magnetic moments on the external field. These stucties can give answers to the problem of finding adequate materials 
for practical applications such as sensor, storing or recording devices. We remark that for a larger number of particles 
the problem of multistability is highly complex and can lead to fractal properties being seen in all the physical variables 
[18J. 
In conclusion , we have demonstrated the behavior of MTJ that are under the influence of an external magnetic 
field. These MTJ consist of a pair of diskshaped monodomain particles separated by an insulator. We have studied 
the stability of the MTJ states and a hysteresis loop both analytically and numerically and made a detailed analysis 
of the possible hysteresis loops of the proposed MTJ. We have determined a state diagram in the magnetic field -shape 
anisotropy plane. The numerical calculations are in good agreement with our theoretical predictions. 
The proposed MTJ may entail a range of applications. Development of new magnetoelectronic devices are probable 
and innovations in information processing and THz technology can be anticipated. The possible applications may 
include models for MRAM constructions and logic gates. The novel magnetoelectronic devices may be embraced by 
memory cells for storing binary data and even a construction for logic gates. Many interconnected transmission lines 
made of MTJ can be designed into networks - nano MTJ networks. These considerations lead to future development 
of a novel hardware and a new technology based on the nano- MTJs. 
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Magnetic ceUular automata and the formation of glassy and magnetic structures 
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We show that magnetic materials made of chains of small magnetic particles display many unusual proper-
ties. This is associated mainly with a variety of stable different magnetic structures which can arise there. ln 
particular, there arises a magnetic glass, which may be characterized by a whole set of hysteresis loops and by 
a large variety of Barkbausen jumps arising in the returned branches of the hysteresis loops. We consider in 
detail a simple example of such a system-a chain of magnetic nanoparticles. To describe such a single chain 
first we use numerical micromagnet.ic simulations. On the basis of these simulations, with the use of a 
perturbation theory, we derive an analytical model which is an anisotropic Heisenberg model. This is a 
Heisenberg model with an additional anisotropy term arising due to the shape of the particles. Such a term also 
arises natu.rally in some classical magnetic materials such as Mn2Ni chains. We describe all possible stable 
states of the system as well as transitions between the states induced by magnetic fie ld. Each of these transi-
tions is arising a la the spin flop transition. It may be displayed and detected in experiments as a Barkhausen 
jump in a hysteresis loop. The series of described spin flop transitions wiiJ lead to the formation of different 
types of returned branches in hysteresis loops. We present exact analytical and numerical results describing the 
energy spectrum and the magnetization of such systems. T he results may be used in the design of nanomate-
rials as well as for magnetic random access memory and magnetic quantum cellular automata elements. 
DOl: 10.11031PhysRevB.75.014416 PACS number(s): 75.75.+a, 05.50.+ q, 75.IO.Hk, 75.60.Ch 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The nanocomposite materials consisting of small mag-
netic nanoparticles are novel types of materials which dis-
play many useful features unusual for conventional magnetic 
materials.' Their magnetic responses depend on the particle 
sizes, particle shapes, as well on as the distance between 
particles.2.l ln many situations magnetic particles may have 
at least two well-defined magnetic states. Therefore such 
nanocomposite materials could se.rve as building blocks for 
new nanoscale magnetoelectronic devices and data storage 
media. Indeed, recently, Zhu er al. have produced a fi lm 
made of small magnetic nanodots. Such a film may operate 
as a powerful magnetic storage device on the scale of bil-
lionths of a meter.4 On the other side, Cowburn and Welland 
proposed the use of a chain of magnetic nanoparticles depos-
ited on a nonmagnetic substrate as a room temperature mag-
netic quantum cellular automata (MQCA).5•6 Such automata, 
made of magnetic nanodots, are capable of data handling. 
The silicon microchip, the single electron transistor (SET) 
may generate the next revolution in data processing and stor-
age. Arrangements of SETs have recently shown their ability 
to perform logic operations. They were called quantum cel-
lular automata (QCA) because they use quantum mechanical 
tunneling of charge between quantum dots to change a logic 
state. Currently, the electronic QCA will only work at 
mmiKelvin temperatures. Therefore the attention is now fo-
cused on magnetic QCAs instead, which can operate at room 
temperatures. The MQCA networks are typically built up of 
magnetic dots that are 110 nm across and I 0 nm thick with a 
pitch of 135 nm and they are made from a common magnetic 
al loy on a smcon substrate. It was found that such a MQCA 
was able to work even at room temperature.5·6 At low tem-
peratures the ferromagnetic exchange interaction between 
spins in a single dot is forming a single giant classical spin. 
Magnetic interactions between nearest neighbors along the 
chain of dots allow the propagation of information, but also 
force the magnetization to point along one of the directions 
of the main anisotropy of the chain, producing a natural bi-
nary logic system. The direction of the dot's magnetization 
vector is supposed to indicate a logic state. The logic state 
can be set by applying a single magnetic pulse at the first 
input dot. An oscillating microwave magnetic field can then 
reverse the magnetic state of the chain of dots, changing the 
logic state, as a magnetic soliton propagates along the chain. 
This soliton or better to say the kink, like a domain wall in a 
bulk material, separates regions of left and right magnetiza-
tion. Normally in homogeneous media solitons propagate 
without loss. However, small fluctuations in the shape of the 
dots are forming inhomogeneities and will cause the soliton 
to dissipate energy as it propagates. We believe that the mag-
netic QCA "has enormous potential" to meet the require-
ments of digital processing of the future.5 Cowburn et al. 
have real ized various linear chains where all particles were 
ferromagnetically or antiferromagnetically coupled. There 
magnetic moments were oriented along or perpendicular to 
the chain. The orientation of the magnetic moments has been 
controlled by a particle, deposited at the beginning of the 
chain, which was different (larger or more elongated) than 
the other particles. Normally this first particle had a distin-
guished e llipsoidal or cigar shape. It was shown5 that by 
using a slightly biased, pulsed magnetic fie ld that the mag-
netic moments associated with these individual particles are 
flipped coherenlly, in a fashion comparable to a "domino" 
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effect. ln the magnetic automata the value +I corresponds to 
one spin orientation of the single particle, while the value -I 
corresponds to the opposite spin orientation. Moreover, it 
was demonstrated that it is possible to form logic chains 
from such particles.s,9 
Recently a temperature dependence of the magnetization 
reversal of an analogous system such as a single-chain mag-
net has been studied.10 This single-chain magnet is a hetero-
metallic chain of Mnrn and Ni0 metal ions called an Mn2Ni 
chain (see Ref. I 0 for details). Such a chain consists of fer-
romagnetically coupled S=3[Mnrn-Ni0 -Mnm] units and is 
naturally described by an anisotropic Heisenberg model. It 
was found that the shape of the hysteresis loop and the nucle-
ation energy for a domain wall creation depend on the mag-
netic field and its sweep rate as well as on the temperature T. 
At very low temperatures the reversal of the magnetization is 
induced by a quantum nucleation of a domain wall that 
propagates due to the applied field. 
We have shown that all these systems display a variety of 
unusual features not present in bulk magnetic systems asso-
ciated with the formation of the domain structures. ln the 
framework of the anisotropic Heisenberg model we describe 
analytically and numerically a formation of an arbitrary 
number of domain walls. Obviously if all these spins are 
originally ferromagnetically oriented, then the switch or a 
spin flip of one element corresponds to a creation of two 
domain walls (domain and antidomain walls). In particular, 
we show that all relevant physical quantities such as the val-
ues of magnetic moments of the particles, the energy spec-
trum, coercive forces, and hysteresis loops may display frac-
tal structures, similar to those found for the lsing chain. 11 
The formation of fractal structures is very subtle. It is mostly 
related to a competition between anisotropy and interparticle 
interactions of the associated serniclassical magnetic mo-
ments forming the chains. 
IT. NUMERICAL MODELING 
First of all we would like to make micromagnetic simu-
lations to investigate real monodomain magnetic particles, 
the distribution of magnetic fields around these particles, and 
the characteristic energies of their interaction. Having this in 
mind we consider a few magnetic particles made from Fe 
deposited on Si substrate, on the X-Y plane, see Fig. I. The 
Si substrate is denoted by a gray color while the Fe particle 
by a darker color. Let us assume that all these particles are 
disk-shaped ellipses, see Fig. I. Such a setup was used in 
experiments.5·6·9 The size of the particles is so small that they 
can be considered as having a single domain. Their magne-
tization M is polarized along the main axes of their aniso-
tropy which is oriented along the main axis of the ellipses, 
let us say along the Y axes. We would like to investigate the 
distribution of magnetic fields associated with these particles 
as well as how the magnetization of these particles will be 
changed when a magnetic field is applied. Then we apply a 
magnetic field in the X-Y plane oriented along the (1,1,0) 
direction. As in past experiments (Refs. 5, 6, and 9) each 
particle is a disk which has a geometrically elliptical shape. 
Along the main axis of the ellipse the length is 135 run, the 
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FIG. I. (Color online) Five elliptically shaped magnetic par-
ticles in a linear chain. The panicles are made from iron and are 
deposited upon a silicon substrate. As in past experiments (Refs. 5, 
6, and 9) each particle has an elliptical geometry. Along the main 
axis of the ellipse the length is 135 nm, the width is equal to 70 nm, 
and height is 30 nm. The separation between the centers of each 
pair of particles in the x-direction is taken to be 135 run. 
width is equal to 70 nm, and height is 30 nm. The separation 
between the centers of each pair of particles is taken to be 
135 nm in the x-direction of the model, see Fig. I. The dis-
tribution of the vector potential A(r) and stray magnetic field 
in a space within and between the particles may be found 
from the numerical solution of the following system equa-
tions. 
( I) 
where A is a vector potential, M is a magnetization, 1-'o is the 
permeability of free space equal to 47TX 10-7 N!A2 , and 1-'r 
is the relative permeability which is material dependent (we 
have taken it to be 4000 for iron). On the boundary of each 
particle the langential component of magnetic field is a con-
tinuous function that results in the following boundary con-
ditions 
V X A X nlan = H X n, (2) 
where n is the normal vector defined on the boundary an 
associated with all particles. Here H is the value of the ap-
p lied field, while the value B(r)= V X A(r) is the field result-
ing from the external field and the magnetization of particles. 
The magnetic field distributions associated with these par-
ticles of nanoscale proportions are investigated numerically. 
This is done with the use of finite element methods in 
FEMLAB. First we solve the equations (I) with the use of the 
boundary conditions, Eq. (2). Then we calculate the total 
energy and the total magnetization of the system as a func-
tion of magnetic field strength H. The models mesh consists 
o f 12,425 bulk elements. 
Next, to estimate the magnetic energy we use the follow-
ing equation: 
(3) 
where the integration is taken over the space around these 
particles. We consider an example of five particles made 
from Fe and arranged in a linear array as depicted in Fig. I. 
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FIG. 2. (Col or online). The field lines of magnetic flux density calculated at six values of Lhe magnetic field strenglh H equal to: (a) zero 
field, (b) 100 A/m, (c) 1000 A/ m, (d) 104 A/m, (e) lOS Aim (f) 2 X lOS A/m. At H=O Lhe magnetic fl ux density is at its highest level deep 
inside the particles, illustrated by ellipses. As we step out from Lhe core of Lhe particles this high flux density begins to scale down, as can 
be seen around their elliptical perimeters, until we reach Lhe flux density in the surroundings. The highest value of magnetic flux density is 
around 0.5 T in Lhe particles, dropping to a minimum marginally larger Lhan zero in Lhe outer environment. As the magnetic field strenglh 
is ramped upwards these values remain fairly consistent, up to much higher field levels, except that we see an aligning of the flux density 
with the field stre ngths direction. As the field continues to elevate Lhe second and fourlh particles, originally magnetized against Lhe field, 
experience a slight drop in their flux densities, whereas their neighbors begin to compensate by taking higher ones. ln the final diagram in 
the depicted sequence, at 2 X lOS A/ m, the outer particles and the central one fi nd Lheir highest magnetic flux densities while Lhe others have 
their lowest. Finally. the system has undergone a complete ferromagnetic polarization. 
Without an external magnetic field each particle may have 
two stable states when the magnetization of t!Us particle is 
oriented along the Y-direction. From first glance one may 
notice that these particles have a dipole-dipole type of inter-
particle interaction. In the absence of an external magnetic 
field different locally stable states correspond to Lhe different 
configurations of magnetization of these particles. Here the 
total number of configurations will be 2s= 32. The low en-
ergy state should correspond to antiferromagnetic ordering of 
these particles. The excited states will correspond to situa-
tions when one or a few of these particles will flip its mag-
netic moment. 
Now let us apply an external magnetic field and calculate 
the magnetic flux density by solving the equations (I) with 
the boundary conditions, Eq. (2). The result of these calcu-
lations is presented in Fig. 2 where the particles are illus-
trated by ellipses. There we present the distribution of the 
magnetic flux density calculated at six different values of 
magnetic field applied in the (1,1,0) direction. At zero fie ld 
the particles are in a ground state, i.e., in an antiferromag-
netic configuration. We choose the eUiptical shape of the 
nanoparticles disks to ensure that shape anisotropy dictates. 
The magnetizations find preference in aligning themselves 
along the long axes of the particles as a result. The stray field 
surrounding the ellipses indicates clearly the antiferromag-
netic interaction between the particles. When the magnetic 
field is applied at an angle of 45°, in the X-Y plane, one may 
notice how the stray field is deformed. The individual par-
ticles have uniform magnetizations. A simple interpretation 
may be done with the use of imaginable "magnetic'' 
charges. 12 So even with no external magnetic field the ellip-
tical shape provides for surface "magnetic" charges to appear 
at the extremities of the longitudinal axes. Consequentially 
these charges are a source of a magnetic field. As the mag-
netic field strength increases the magnetic flux density asso-
ciated with these particles becomes more and more polarized 
along the external field direction of application. In Fig. 2 we 
present six images of the magnetic flux distribution. In the 
first image there is no external field. It shows perfect antifer-
romagnetic ordering. As the magnetic field equal to 
100 A/ m is applied the magnetic configuration is still the 
same. However, at the next magnetic field equal to 
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FIG. 3. (Color onlioe) The magnetic energy of the system of 
particles E as a func tion of external magnetic field strength H. The 
bands directly correspond to the different number of antiphase do-
main boundaries (or domain walls in ant.iferromagnetic ordering) 
that arise for different magnetization orientations in the system as a 
whole. 
1000 A/ m one sees that the antiferrimagnetic ordering is 
weakened, although it still exists. At the next magnetic field 
equal to 104 A/ m the particles are very weakly antiferro-
magnetically coupled. Finally at the field 105 A/m all mag-
netic moments of particles are flipped and they are in the 
ferromagnetic state. The forthcoming increase of magnetic 
field sees the particles remain in the ferromagnetic state. 
Now let us estimate the energy of these particles for dif-
ferent (32) configurations of their magnetic moments. This 
energy as a function of external magnetic field is presented in 
Fig. 3. At zero field one may notice five equidistant energy 
levels. These levels are transformed into the bands if we also 
take into account nonzero field. The lowest two energy 
branches correspond to the antiferromagnetic ordering 
whereas the top two relate to the ferromagnetic ordering of 
the magnetic moments of these particles. The fi rst "band" 
associated with the first excited group of branches is repre-
sentative of one antiphase domain boundary in the antiferro-
magnetic ground state ordering. The second excited group of 
branches (the second band) corresponds to two antiphase do-
main boundaries in the antiferromagnetic ordering. The third 
excited group of energy branches are in turn associated with 
three antiphase domain boundaries in the antiferromagnetic 
ordering. Finally, four antiphase domain boundaries in the 
antiferromagnetic ordering correspond to the ferromagnetic 
ordering. For each of these 32 configurations the energy of 
the system is found to respond to field strength as shown in 
Fig. 3. All the particles interact with one another but from the 
analysis of the energy spectrum we may conclude that the 
strongest is the interaction between the nearest ne ighbors. 
This constant may be estimated from the obtained energy of 
the antiphase domain boundary. 
Now let us estimate the energy separation between the 
energy bands calculated at zero field. From Fig. 3 we see that 
it is equal to 0.6 eV. It is now necessary to remember that in 
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the magnetic automata the value S;= + 1 corresponds to one 
spin orientation of the single ith particle, while the value S1 
= -1 corresponds to the opposite spin orientation. Such a 
choice of spins is convenient for the construction of different 
magnetic logic.8•9 Therefore the interaction between two 
neighboring particles in such magnetic cellular automata will 
be equal to l oS;S1+1• Thus when there is no externally applied 
magnetic field, we have defined 10 as the nearest neighbor 
coupling constant of the spin one particles forming magnetic 
cellular automata. If the ground states of such automata are 
of an antiferromagnetic type, as in the considered example, 
i.e., 10 > 0 then the cost of one antiphase domain boundary 
will be equal to 210. Then, from the energy spectrum pre-
sented in Fig. 3 we obtain that the nearest neighbor coupling 
constant 10 is around 0.3 eV. From the analysis of the energy 
spectrum presented in Fig. 3 we may obtain the coupling 
constant between next nearest neighbors and all other con-
stants of interaction between all particles. However, they are 
significantly smaller than the constant of nearest neighbor 
interaction 10. The proximity of the particles generates the 
characteristic that there is not simply a dipole-dipole rela-
tionship and the interaction has a much more complicated 
form, i.e., other multipoles should exist. On the other hand, 
o ur micromagnetic investigation indicates that the interaction 
between nearest neighbors is the most important. This allows 
us to derive a simple model which may have an analytic 
solution for any number of particles. This model will be 
derived in the next section and is called an anisotropic 
Heisenberg Hamiltonian. 
m. PERTURBATION THEORY AND ANALYTICAL 
MODEL 
Let us consider a linear chain made of small magnetic 
particles. To describe this very complicated system in a 
straightforward way is to use micromagnetic sirnulations in a 
manner as was used for many complicated systems. This is 
done by taking into account all existing interactions such as 
an interaction between quantum magnetic moments inside 
the particles, the surface effects, and the interaction between 
the particles. Such numerical simulations have always been 
useful ever since the invention of the computer. Indeed there 
recently appeared many such useful simulations, like the one 
made above. However, one may obtain a more extensive 
picture of the behavior of the system in an even more simple 
and elegant way if we notice that there is a hierarchy of 
existing interactions. The strongest interaction is the ex-
change ferromagnetic interaction 11nside between quantum 
magnetic moments inside single particles. Due to this inter-
action all magnetic moments inside the particle are oriented 
in the same direction forming a single large classical mo-
ment. For small particles the surface effects form the second 
level of this hierarchy of interactions. The surface and the 
shape of the particle give rise to the shape anisotropy of a 
single particle described by a large shape anisotropy constant 
K. Obviously the value of K is much smaller than 11, ... ;de· Due 
to this anisotropy the total magnetic moment of a single par-
ticle may have some preferred directions. For example, for 
elongated particles it will be directed along the main axes of 
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symmetry. Finally, the third level of the hierarchy is formed 
by an interaction between particles. The type of this interac-
tion depends mostly on their surroundings. If the surrounding 
material is a metal then it will be an RKKY interaction as the 
dominant one, otherwise only dipole-dipole and other multi-
pole interactions remain. The latter depends on the orienta-
tion of the particles and obviously is significantly weaker 
than the other two types of interactions described above, 
such as the exchange interaction within a particle and the 
anisotropy constants. This hierarchy of interactions allows 
the derivation of the model describing the system of mag-
netic nanoparticles by the anisotropic Heisenberg Hamil-
tonian. With the use of the perturbation theory, making an 
expansion with the parameter K /]inside~ 1, we reduce the 
number of relevant parameters and finally the chain of mag-
netic particles is described by an anisotropic Heisenberg 
Hamiltonian. The zero approximation gives that small par-
ticles are single domain objects and therefore each particle 
may be characterized by a large magnetic moment. The first 
approximation gives the anisotropic Heisenberg model. Thus 
the model has been derived with the use of the perturbation 
theory, which is justified on the basis of a hierarchy of exist-
ing interactions. This model describes a realistic system con-
sisting of a chain of magnetic particles on an equal footing 
with micromagnetic simulations. 
Such linear chain systems have already been produced 
from small ferromagnetic particles made, for example, of Fe 
(see also, Refs. 5, 6, and 13). If all spins within a single 
particle are ferromagnetically ordered, then each particle 
may be considered as a single classical spin S. Then the 
chain of magnetic particles having a disk or emptic shape 
can be described by a model of interacting classical spins, 
that is by the anisotropic Heisenberg Hamiltonian: 
E = - L l ;jS;Sj - g J.'sJ.'oL HS1 + L KcrSFa· ( 4) 
(iJ) la 
Here we assume that magnetic moments associated with in-
dividual magnetic disks are interacting via dipole-dipole in-
teraction characterized by the constants l u, which also de-
pend on the orientation of the appropriate magnetic moments 
S; and S~, where S=(Sx,Sy,Sl) ; and magnetic field H 
=(Hx,Hy,Hl) . Each magnetic disk is characterized by aniso-
tropy constants Ka, where a =x,y,z. We also assume that the 
disks are located in the (x ,y) plane of a substrate, so that the 
z-axis is perpendicular to the disk plane. The value of the 
configurational anisotropy constant Kl associated with the 
disk shape is the largest. It is much larger than the constants 
of in plane anisotropy, Kr and K1, i.e. , Kzl Kr~ I and 
K/ Ky ~ 1. We also assume that Kx ~ Ky, that is the particles 
have the shape of ellipses (see Fig. 1). 
Within each particle all magnetic moments are ferromag-
netically aligned but with an orientation differing from par-
ticle to particle the system can be modeled as a collection of 
N elementary classical magnetic moments, which can be de-
scribed by a classical Heisenberg Hamiltonian. For the disk 
shaped particle the value of S1=[s cos(x1) ,s sin(x1) , 0], where 
x1 is an angle describing an orientation of magnetic moments 
within the plane. Below we use notations and units where 
PHYSICAL REVIEW B 75, 0 14416 (2007) 
H= gJ.'sJ.'ohs with h= JH; +H;+H;, K=2K,s2, and we only 
take into account the nearest neighbor interaction J1•1+1s2 
=lo1•1+t · Then, the total energy of such a spin chain is given 
by the N-particle Hamiltonian 
(5) 
where, for simplicity, periodic boundary conditions are im-
posed. Here, the variables x1 specify the angles between the 
magnetizations of the individual particles and the axis of 
symmetry of the individual single particles. Depending on 
the orientation of the magnetic moments the dipole-dipole 
coupling constant J may take positive or negative values. 
Suppose that all particles having the shape of ellipses are 
oriented perpendicular to the chain as in Fig. I . Then due to 
the shape anisotropy the leading term of the dipole-dipole 
type of interaction between particles associated with the 
value of J is antiferromagnetic, i.e., J < 0. The Zeeman en-
ergy, defined by the strength of an external magnetic field H, 
favors the alignment of the moments along the field direc-
tion. The quantity f3 defines the angle between the reference 
symmetry ax is of individual particles and the external mag-
netic field, while the quantity K specifies the strength of the 
particle anisotropy. Besides the energy, another important 
macroscopic quantity of interest is the total magnetization m 
taken along the direction of the magnetic field. De fined as 
I N 
m = - L cos(x1- {3) , N ;=t (6) 
this quantity specifies an average over the magnetic moment 
directions of the individual magnetic particles with respect to 
the magnetic field orientation. Locally stable equilibrium 
configurations obey the set of N nonlinear coupled equations 
l[sin(x1- x1_ 1) + sin(x1- x1+1)] 
K 
+ H s in(x1- f3) + - sin(2x1) = 0 . (7) 2 
As noted before magnetic subrnicron particles are typi-
cal) y characterized by a high value of the anisotropy constant 
K associated with their shapes. It is normally much larger 
than the absolute value of the interparticle spin-spin interac-
tion J. The large number of experimentally possible observed 
locally stable spatial structures in the magnetic chains is a 
simple consequence of the variety of possible magnetic do-
main structures. By the transformation into two mappings 
these equations at zero field, H=O, have been studied in Ref. 
14. The ex.istence of a rich diversity of domain wall solutions 
related in a bifurcation scenario was proven there. Magnetic 
domains and soli tons result from the balance of several com-
peting energy contributions, where the system tries to com-
promise between all the competing forces. When the three 
control parameters H, K, and f3 vary, the energy balance is 
changed such that a rearrangement of the domain structure 
can take place. 
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IV. THE ENERGY SPECTRUM AS A FUNCTION OF THE 
MAGNETIC FIELD 
In order to get some first insight into the structure of the 
energy spectrum let us first consider the system at zero mag-
netic field H=O, where Eq. (4) reduces to 
K 
J[sin(x; - x;_1) + sin(x; - x;+1)] + 2 sin(2x;) = 0, 
i= 1,2, ... ,N. (8) 
For sufficiently large values of K thls set of equations has 
exactly 2N distinct locally stable solutions consisting of "bi-
nary" vectors x• = (x; ,x;, .. . ,x~) with x; e {0, 7T}. These so-
lutions are associated with spin up and spin down orienta-
tions of magnetic moments of individual particles. 
Accordingly, for ~ <rif I , in zero order approximation, the 
energy Em associated with local minima takes the simple 
form 
N N 
Em=- i'L cos(x;)cos(x;_,) - H cos(/3) 2, cos(x;), (9) 
i= l i=l 
with x;{o, 7T}. Note that the first sum is related to the number 
of domain walls Nd via 
N 
2, cos(x)cos(x;_,) = N- 2Nd, (1 0) 
i=1 
while the second sum is related to the zero order magnetiza-
tion m0 via 
N 
2, cos(x) = m0 . (11) 
i= l 
ln contrast to the total magnetization m, defined in Eq. (6), 
the quantity rn0 is measured with respect to the easy axis and 
is not normalized per particle as m . Due to our periodic 
boundary conditions the number of domain walls Nd is an 
even number satisfying the inequality 0'!5Nd'!5 N-1 for N 
odd, and 0 '!5Nd'!5N for N even. The number of distinct val-
ues of the zero order magnetizations m0 depends linearly on 
the number of domain walls Nd. For the two homogeneous 
configurations with all spins up (x;=O) and all spins down 
(x;=7T), where Nd is zero, rn0 can only take the two values, N 
and -N, respectively. For the other antiferromagnetic limit, 
Nd=N-1 for N odd as well as Nd=N for N even. Here we 
have the maximum number of domain walls associated with 
the antiferromagnetic order and the value m0=0 for N even, 
and there are two values m0= ± 1 for N odd. For all other 
domain wall configurations with N d * 0 it is easy to verify 
that the number of distinct possible values for m0 is 
N-Nd+ l for N odd and N - Nd+2 for N even. 
Eventually, for fixed N d and m0 , the zero order energy Em 
is a linear function of the magnetic field H and can be written 
in the more compact form 
Em= - J(N-2Nd) -m0 cos(f3)H. (12) 
levels is Nl/4+2 for N even and (Nl- 1)/4+ I for N odd. In 
general terms, each energy level of the system corresponds to 
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FIG. 4. Normalized linear energy spectrum of local minima E as 
a function of H for the value f3=f and K=5.5J. The number of 
magnetic particles in the chain is equal toN= 13. The energy asso-
ciated with a vertical axes is measured in the units of the interpar-
ticle interaction constant l=lds2, where Jd is a constant of the 
dipole-dipole interaction and s is the total spin momentum of an 
individual particle. The magnetic field His measured in the units of 
J. The real value of magnetic field may be obtained from the value 
of H by the muJtiplication of JlgJJ.BIJ.oS• where g is the Lande 
splitting factor and JJ.s is the Bohr magneton. 
a configuration associated with a local minimum, a different 
number of domain walls Nd and different value of the total 
magnetization of the chain m0=N+ -N_, where N+ is the 
number of spin-up particles while N_ is the number of spin-
down particles. So the magnetization m0 may be viewed as 
the total magnetic moment of the chain. lt is an integer num-
ber being even for N even and odd for N odd. 
(13) 
The corresponding linear energy spectrum, as a function 
of the external magnetic field H, for N= 13 is depicted in Fig. 
4. For H=O we find exactly seven distinct energy values. The 
energy of the lowest minimum corresponds to the configura-
tion with 12 domain walls, followed by the configurations 
with 10, 8, 6, 4, and 2 domain walls, while the hlghest en-
ergy is occupied by the two homogeneous configurations 
with no domain walls at all. 
For H -:1= 0 the number of possible distinct magnetizations 
m0 comes into play such that according to the number of 
domain walls the seven energy levels split into 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 
12, and 2 sublevels, respectively. The two ferromagnetic en-
ergy configurations without domain wa.lls (Nd;;;Q) represent 
an exception from thls scheme. From Eqs. (9) and ( 10) one 
may see that the chain behaves as a giant quantum particle, 
where the moment is quantized in units of two with the ex-
ception that the maximum momentum m0 = ±N is not 
quaotized and takes only these two values. mtu 
Note that the linear energy spectrum does not give us any 
i nsight into the local stability or existence of these energy 
levels for arbitrary values of H. Therefore, to find the critical 
stabilities for the individual local minima we have to solve 
the full set of coupled, nonlinear relaxation equations 
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FIG. 5. The spectrum of energies E associated with local 
minima as a function of magnetic field H for the value /3=~ and 
K=5.5J. The number of particles in the anisoiTopic Heisenberg 
chain is equal toN= 13. Each energy point presented in this figure 
has been obtained by numerical iterative solutions of Eq. (7). The 
energy E associated with the vertical axis is measured in the units of 
the interparticle interaction constant l=ltJS2, where J d is a constant 
of the dipole-dipole interaction and s is the total spin momentum of 
an individual particle. The magnetic field H is measured in units of 
J. The real value of magnetic field is expressed from the value of H 
by the multiplication by factor J I gp.8 J.l(JS, where g is the Lande 
splitting factor and p.8 is the Bohr magne10n. 
aE 
X;=-a-
ax; 
(14) 
with a sufficiently small relaxation parameter a. In our next 
numerical simulations we perform iterative solutions of Eqs. 
(7). ln order to relax to the closest local minimum for H 
=I= 0 in these iterations we choose the 2N asymptotic configu-
rations x· =(x; ,x;, ... ,x~) as initial conditions for H=O. For 
increasing values of the external field we always use the 
previous configuration as the initial condition. In contrast 
with the first order approximation [see, Eq. (12)], with in-
creasing field two features appear here: (1) a termination of 
the energy levels; and (2) a fractality of the energy spectrum. 
The termination of the energy level is arising at an inflection 
point when an appropriate minimum coalesces with a saddle 
point. The fractality of the energy spectrum is arising in a 
similar manner as was described in our previous paper, 11 see 
also Refs. 15-19. 
The full energy spectrum for N= 13 particles is depicted in 
Fig. 5. From a comparison of Figs. 4 and 5 we observe that 
for intermediate strength of the external field HI J < I the 
zero order energy spectrum is an excellent approximation 
explaining the appearance of the splitting band structures. 
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The energy spectrum presented in Fig. S, the "crab," shows 
that there are seven branches of local minima associated with 
a different number of domain walls (see, also for compari-
son, Fig. 4). There are the following configurations: two fully 
polarized states; there are also states associated with two, 
four, and six domain walls and further other states up to 12 
domain walls. As in Fig. 4 the states with different fixed 
numbers of domain walls Nd correspond to one of seven 
branches of the spectrum (see Fig. 5). Each separate energy 
level in the single branch corresponds to a different value of 
the projection of the total magnetic moment m0. At zero 
magnetic field all states with the same number of domain 
walls and different possible values of m0 are degenerate. At 
switching on of the magnetic field this degeneracy is lifted 
and leads to the "Crab" picture presented in Figs. 4 and 5. 
Thus the energy spectrum has an amazing structure. We 
find termination points arising at some critical fields, where 
certain branches become unstable. Furthermore, there are de-
generacy points at level crossings when the energy associ-
ated with a different number of domain walls coincides. Any 
of these termination points arise when a local minimum coa-
lesces with a saddle point and disappears. The large variety 
of these termination points indicates that there is a very com-
plicated energy landscape associated with this system. The 
shape of this energy landscape is also very sensitive to the 
magnetic field H. With changing magnetic field the position 
of local minima or sadddle points changes. Surprisingly at 
certain values of the magnetic field we have other degenerate 
sets of states. Figure 5 reveals that at this degeneracy point, 
arising at the finite value of magnetic field, the number of 
branches is different from the set associated with zero mag-
netic field. Note that this degeneracy already arises in the 
linearized zero order spectrum, see Fig. 4. Using Eq. (9) for 
the zero order spectrum, one can predict the values of the 
critical field when these degeneracies occur. That is a degen-
eracy arises at the inflection points2<>-23 when 
H=_2!_e 
cos(/3) q (IS) 
wilh the restriction - p < q < p. Here p and q are given by 
p = Nd
1 
-Nd
2 
and q=m01 -m02, respectively, where Nd1 and 
Nd2 are specified by all possible domain numbers of two 
arbitrary domain configurations. The quantities m01 and m02 
are specified by all possible corresponding magnerizations. 
V. THE ENERGY BARRIERS AND RELAXATION 
TIMES 
The important feature of the system is the energy barriers 
which are separating the local minima. Their number is very 
large, - 22N, as described in the previous section. Each of 
these barriers is associated with a saddle point of the energy 
landscape, presented by Eq. (5). Let us consider the lowest 
saddle points, which could play a role in a transition between 
these local minima. For sufficiently large values of K/J~ 1 
these saddle points can be described analytically. Its num-
ber is exactly equal to 2N-I N distinct configurations 
and they are described by the "binary" vectors x· 
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=(x; ,x;, .. . ,x:_1 ,y:,x:_1, ... ,x~) with x; e {0, 7T} and y: 
= 7T/2. These strings are natural solutions of the Euler-
Lagrange equation (7). Accordingly, for~ ~ l , in zero order 
approximation, the energy of a barrier Ew associated with the 
lowest saddle points takes the simple form 
K (m-l N ) 
Ew = 2 + H sin {3 + ~ + i=~ 
1 
[ - J cos(x)cos(x;_1) 
- H cos({3)cos(x)] ( 16) 
with x;{o, 7T}. Note that if we relate the first term of the sums 
(similarly to the previous section) to the number of domain 
walls N~ in this saddle point configuration via 
(~ + ;i.Jcos(x~)cos(x;_1 ) = N - 1- 2N~ (17) 
and the second term of the sums to the zero order magneti-
zation m~ via 
(
m-1 N ) 
~ + ;~1 cos(x;) =m~ (18) 
we obtain the zero order energy of the barrier Ew associated 
with a saddle point of the energy landscape as a linear func-
tion of the magnetic field H 
Ew= ~ + H sin {3 - J(N - 1- 2N~) -m0 cos(f3)H . (19) 
Note that the numbers of the domain walls N~ and the 
spin number m~ are specific for this saddle point and may be 
different from a configuration associated with a local mini-
mum. 
From the comparison of Eqs. (19) and (12) one may see 
that at zero field the energy positions of all these barriers are 
significantly higher (by the value K/2) than the positions of 
the local minima. That is, in other words such an energy 
landscape consists of many locally stable minima separated 
by large baniers. Moreover, such a landscape, in which the 
system evolves, exhibits an extremely complicated multival-
ley structure with a rapidly increasing number of local 
minima and saddle points -tv4 that also allows the appear-
ance of structural disorder. This is precisely the situation 
arising in a glassy system and therefore we may conclude 
that this system is some kind of magnetic glass associated 
with the creation of domains (see also Refs. 24 and 25). Each 
of these minima corresponds to the state with some fixed 
number of domains, see Eq. ( 12). Even if such a number is 
fixed the states associated with different configurations or 
rearrangement of these domains will correspond to a differ-
ent or the same degenerate minima. These energy levels do 
not differ much from each other; however, the barrier height 
between the corresponding minima increases with increasing 
values of K/2. Since all these configurations are locally 
stable and are separated from each other by large baniers we 
may conclude that some Icind of a glassy state should arise 
here.24·25 
Recent low temperature experimental studies of the field 
driven magnetization reversal of the MnNi chain indicate 
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that the thermal dependence of the relaxation time followed 
an Arrhenius law. At high temperatures T> K/2 the activa-
tion energy is equal to 74 K, while with decreasing tempera-
ture a smaller activation energy of 55 K was observed. This 
crossover was ascribed to finite size effects.26 According to 
our results the activation energy t:.E should be equal to the 
difference between the energy associated with the saddle 
point Ew and an energy associated with a local minima E, 
[see, Eqs. (1 9) and (12)], that is t:.E=Ew-E,. There are a 
whole set of activation energies depending on the state in 
which the system is originally located. It is also clear that it 
is not possible to observe the magnetization reversal at very 
low temperatures and zero field since me barrier between any 
of mese two states associated with different domain configu-
rations is much too high. But the baniers can be lowered by 
applying magnetic field. For example, in the vicinity of me 
termination points of the energy spectra described in the pre-
vious section the position of the saddle point is very close to 
the energy minima. There the mermal fluctuations are able to 
nucleate a pair of me domain walls which upon propagation 
may eventually lead to a magnetization reversal. The sto-
chastic nucleation process is normally studied via the relax-
ation time method. 10 The relaxation time can be expressed by 
the Arrhenius law as 
1{T,H,Nd,N~,m0,m0) = To exp[(Ew - Em)lk8T], (20) 
where Ew and Em are defined by Eqs. (19) and (12), while 
the numbers Nd , N~,m0, and m0 describe the number of the 
domain walls and values of total magnetic moments in the 
states associated with the minimum and a saddle point in-
volved in the thermally activated transition. According to this 
formula one may find a very large number of the relaxation 
times, -N4 associated with activation processes described by 
the numbers Nd,N~,m0, and m0. Note mat the formula (20) 
has been received in me limit of the small magnetic field, 
i.e., H < J ~ K. Nonetheless, the multiplicity and the com-
plexity of the energy landscape remain beyond this approxi-
mation. It is important to note that some of these activation 
processes associated with different relaxation times are more 
probable than the others. This is mostly related to the basin 
of the attraction of the state. Large broad minima of the 
configurational space have obviously large basins of attrac-
tion, while small shallow minima probably will be less oc-
cupied. Of course because of such complicated energy land-
scapes we expect that the system may display a large variety 
of coercive fields, or "mean nucleation fields,''10 which can 
be associated with a large variety of hysteresis loops. Indeed 
it was found that Mn2Ni chains display smooth hysteresis 
loops which are strongly temperature and field sweep rate 
dependent. 10 
VI. COERCIVE FIELDS AND HYSTERESIS LOOPS 
Usual ly any magnetic system is characterized by the de-
pendence of the total magnetization on the magnetic field 
when the magnetic field is varying in a large range. A closed 
cycle of such dependence is known as a magnetization loop. 
Averaged over many cycles obtained with increasing and de-
creasing magnetic field it is known as a hysteresis loop. Any 
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magnetic system is characterized by its own hysteresis loop 
which may be temperature and field sweep rate dependent or 
independent. Let us now continue to consider our linear 
chain and study possible hysteresis loops which could arise 
there. For the linear chain consisting of a finite number of 
magnetic particles the stuclies of the magnetization loops are 
especially important. They may provide information about 
the interaction between particles and give some characterisa-
tion of a glassy state arising in such systems. The hysteresis 
loops of course may characterize a nonequilibrium state and 
may reveal many adclitional features of our system such as 
the scale and variety of the barriers, their dependence on 
magnetic field, and others. ln fact we found here that many 
types of magnetization loop are possible, which may give 
rise to many types of hysteresis loop, including a large vari-
ety of minor loops and returned branches associated with 
clifferent coercive forces.2(}-23 The existence of these loops is 
related to the complex energy landscape having very many 
local minima separated by large barriers. The application of a 
magnetic field will destabilize such configurations associated 
with locally stable minima in a way that the number of the 
minima decreases. Each of all these instabilities corresponds 
to a termination point of the energy spectrum or an inflection 
point as discussed in Sec. ill (see Fig. 2). For such instability 
clifferent configurations will have clifferent critical fields. In 
the limit of zero magnetic field the coercive fields or the 
values of magnetization at zero field are described by the 
following analytic expression: 
m0 N+ - N-M(H= 0) =;;cos {3= -N-cos {3. (21) 
In analogy to the spectrum of the energy dependencies on 
external magnetic field H, depicted in Fig. 5, we now present 
the spectrum of magnetization dependencies on external 
magnetic field H, i.e., all possible total magnetizations M as 
a function of the external magnetic field H for fixed values of 
K and {3. For the number of particles N= 13 this spectrum of 
magnetizations is presented by discrete points in Fig. 6. The 
presentation in the form of points is used just for conve-
nience since the results are obtained numerically with clis-
crete steps in magnetic field. Each point has been obtained 
by numerical solutions of the Eq. (7) and then the value of M 
has been calculated with the aid of Eq. (6). 
It is obvious from Fig. 6 that there are many branches of 
m(H) which should be a continuous function of magnetic 
field. However, similar to the energy spectrum presented in 
Fig. 5 with increasing field there are two similar features 
here: (1) a termination of the magnetization branches M(H) 
at some critical fields, H.;; and (2) a fractality of the magne-
tization values or bifurcations of branches leading to a fractal 
arising at nonzero field only. The termination of magnetiza-
tion branches is arising exactly at the points when a termi-
nation of the energy level is arising, that is at an inflection 
point when an appropriate minimum coalesces with a saddle 
point. The bifurcations of branches leacling to a fractality of 
the magnetization branches is arising in a similar manner as 
was described in our previous paper. 11 For N= 13 and H =O 
we find exactly 13 distinct magnetization values described 
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FIG. 6. Distribution or a specuum of the total magnetizations M 
associated with local minima as a function of the magnetic field H 
for K=5.5J, N= 13, and ,8= ~ . Each point has been obtained by 
numerical solutions of Eq. (7} and then the value of M has been 
calcu.Jated with the aid of Eq. (6). At nonzero magnetic field the 
magnetization set displays some features of a fractal , see, for de-
tails, Ref. 11. The magnetization M associated with a venical axes 
is measured in the units of gl-'sf.LoSIN. The magnetic field H is 
measured in the units of J. The real value of magnetic field may be 
obtained from the va.lue of H by the multiplication of Jlgl-'si-'QS. 
where g is the Lande splitting factor and 1-'B is the Bohr magneton. 
by Eq. (21). The highest magnetization corresponds to the 
homogeneous configuration with all 13 spins up N+=N= 13 
and N_= O, followed by the configurations with 
12, 11 , 10 , ... ,2, I and eventually all spins down, where N+ 
=0 and N_= 13. Note also that in contrast to the energy 
spectrum, where the clistribution of the magnetizations 
has the symmetry E(H)=E(-H), we have the symmetry 
M(H)=-M(- H). 
Comparable to the energy spectrum depicted in Fig. 5 the 
magnetization is also a multivalued function of the magnetic 
field H (see Fig. 6) suggesting that a variety of different 
hysteresis loops are theoretically possible. Indeed this sug-
gestion is in strong agreement with recent experimental stud-
ies of Mn2Ni.10 However, we would like to look on this set 
of magnetization values from a different point of view. We 
are interested to determine from the magnetization depen-
dence how transitions between the different minima may 
arise. In particular, the change of the magnetization m as a 
function of the field H may not necessarily be smooth but 
can increase in steps that are associated with the transitions 
from one minimum into another one. This fundamental 
mechanism giving rise to a series of minute jumps in the 
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AG. 7. (Color online) The returned branch of Lhe magnetiza-
tions M as a function of Lhe magnetic field H for K=5.5J, N= 13, 
and {3= ~ presented by a bold line with discontinuous jumps. The 
full magnetization spectrum represented wilh dots serves as a guide 
for Lhe eye and as an illustration of how Lhe returned branch (Lhe 
bold discotinuous line) is formed from Lhe whole magnetization set 
presented in the background. Each point or dot has been obtained 
by numerical solutions of Eq. (7} and then tbe value of M bas been 
calculated wilh the aid of Eq. (6). The magnetization M associated 
wilh a ve.rtical axes is measured in Lhe units of 81-'8JJ.oSIN. The 
magnetic field H is measured in Lhe units of J. The real value of 
magnetic fie ld may be obtained from Lhe value of H by Lhe multi-
plication of Jl 81-'8J.I.oS, where g is tbe Lande splitting factor and 1-'8 
is Lhe Bohr magneton. 
magnetization is the so-called Barkhausen effect.2 1 It was 
discovered in 1919 and gave the fi rst experimental evidence 
of these magnetic instabilities. In order to illustrate how 
these discontinuities in the hysteresis curve may emerge we 
choose an arbitrary initial configuration specified by the 
number of domain walls Nd and the zero order magnetization 
m0 such that we are in a specific subbranch of the energy or 
in the corresponding magnetization m=m0 / N cos {3, respec-
tively. Then we drive the magnetic field slowly up with a 
constant sweep rate. This results in a sHght change of the 
energy landscape. With such changes of magnetic field some 
minima become deeper. Some other minima are getting more 
shallow and at some critical field disappear. Whenever such a 
returned branch of magnetization loses stability the system 
will immediately relax or jump to a still existing local mini-
mum "nearby." Note that the nature of these jumps, and the 
number and the range of magnetic field between the jumps, 
depends on the stepsize (or sweep rate) with which the ex-
ternal field increases as well as on the accuracy of the calcu-
lation. The influence of thermal flucruatioos existing in real 
experiments in the measurements of hysteresis loops might 
be comparable to the change of the step size in our numerical 
experiments. The results of such numerical experiments are 
depicted in Fig . 7, which illustrates how the magnetization of 
the chain changes on the rerumed branch of a hysteresis 
when the magnetic field increases slowly from zero. The 
initial value for the magnetization was taken as m(O) 
=m0/Ncos;=-5113J2. We observe that with increasing 
magnetic field the magnetization is always increasing. More-
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AG. 8. (Color online) The energy E associated wilh a returned 
branch of a hysteresis loop as a function of H for N= 13, /3=~. and 
K=5.5J represented by a bold discontinuous line wilh jumps. The 
full energy spectrum is represented in Lhe background of the figure 
by dots and serves as a guide for the eye. Each dot has been ob-
tained by numerical solutions of Eqs. (7). The energy E associated 
wilh a vertical axes is measured in the units of the ioterparticle 
interaction constant J=ltJS2, where Jd is a constant of the dipole-
dipole interaction and s is the total spin momentum of an individual 
particle. The magnetic field H is measured in the units of J. The real 
value of magnetic field is expressed from the value of H by the 
multiplication of Lhe factor Jl 8 1-'81-'CJS, where 8 is the Lande split-
ting factor and 1-'s is the Bohr magoetoo. 
over, we notice that with increasing field there appears five 
critical fields Hci (see Fig. 7), where the magnetization sud-
denly jumps to a higher value. The corresponding energy 
dependence is shown in Fig. 8. It is interesting to compare 
Figs. 7 and 8. We may see there that the discontinuous 
changes in the energy are arising at the same critical fields 
Hc1 as the discontinuous changes in the magnetization. We 
also see that during the first continuous interval of the slow 
increase of the magnetization that the energy also increases 
continuously. This means that the system remains topologi-
cally in the same local minimum which continuously 
changes its position. However, at the fi rst jump in magneti.-
zation the energy jumps to a lower value. In this moment a 
dramatic change in the energy landscape occurs. Namely this 
local minimum with which this energy level was associated 
ceases to exist. This happens just at the inflection point and 
the system jumps into another nearby local minimum with a 
lower e nergy. 
In a similar manner, as we can see from Figs. 7 and 8, 
with increasing external field H more and more domain wall 
configurations, corresponding to locally stable energy 
minima, cease to exist. The system is forced to jump into 
another local minimum each time when it reaches an inflec-
tion point. Depending on the degree of stability these energy 
minima exist even during large changes of the magneticfield. 
Evenrually, at a very large field the system will inevitably 
relax to the global minimum (ground state) associated with 
the fully polarized configuration (see Figs. 7 and 8). Due to a 
highly compHcated energy landscape many different series of 
jumps can occur. This primarily depends on the initial con-
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FIG. 9. The magnetic field dependence of magnetization M(H) 
associated with a returned branch of a hysteresis loop for K=5.5, 
N= 13, and P= ~ and represented by a bold discontinuous line with 
jumps. The full magnetization spectrum is represented in the back-
ground of the figure by dots and serves as a guide for the eye. Each 
point dot has been obtained by numerical solutions of Eqs. (7) and 
then the value of M has been calculated with the aid of Eq. (6). 
Here we present only one returned branch from very many possible. 
Due to fluctuations there are transitions both with increasing and 
decreasing magnetization. 
figuration from which the system evolves. Choosing the ini-
tial condition for the magnetization randomly, one may reach 
many different series of jumps in the magnetization of the 
system. In Figs. 7 and 8, for example, we have only pre-
sented one possible series of jumps. The structure and se-
quence of the experimentally observed series of jumps may 
be different from what we have presented in Fig. 8 since it 
would be difficult to choose exactly the same initial condi-
tions as we have. Nonetheless such studies may reveal many 
interesting characteristics of the interaction arising between 
magnetic particles as well as their other physical properties. 
Additional factors which can stimulate such Barkhausen 
jumps can be thennal fluctuations as weU as various noises 
existing in the system. 
ln another series of our computer experiments we study 
the influence of noise. After each step where the field is 
increased we put some moderate noise into the configuration 
specifying the last locally stable minimum such that the ini-
tial configuration for the next value of external field is mod-
erately disturbed. Figure 9 depicts these jumps arising at the 
presence of noise on a returned branch of the hysteresis 
curve. One may notice that with the presence of the noise the 
number of such jumps increases. The jumps also may lead 
not only to the increase of the magnetization but also to a 
decrease of it. Such behavior can be also found in real ex-
perimental measurements of the returned branches at finite 
low temperatures. The corresponding energy spectrum asso-
ciated with the presented returned branch is depicted in Fig. 
10. 
A fluctuation associated with the noise may create its own 
jump which may arise not only at the inflection point. As a 
result the number of jumps increases, as we see, in Figs. 9 
and I 0. When such fluctuations are present a jump in mag-
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FIG. 10. The energy of local minima E as a function of H 
associated with a returned branch of a hysteresis loop presented in 
Fig. 6 represented by a bold discontinuous line for N= 13, P=~. and 
K=5.5J. The full spectrum is represented with dots and serves as a 
guide for the eye. Each point has been obtained by numerical solu-
tions of Eq. (7). The energy E associated with a vertical axis is 
measured in the units of the interparticle interaction constant 
l=ltJS2, where Jd is a constant of the dipole-dipole interaction and s 
is the total spin momentum of an individual particle. The magnetic 
field H is measured in the units of J. The real value of magnetic 
field is expressed from the value of H by the multiplication of the 
factor J lg p.8 f.i.QS, where g is the Lande splitting factor and p.8 is the 
Bobr magneton. 
netization and in the energy is defini tely possible, even if the 
local minimum does not disappear. Such jumps can already 
arise when the minimum is shallow enough. Then thermal 
fluctuation will push the system into another local minimum. 
In such a series of steps it is not necessarily that the energy 
always decreases at each step. There may arise steps when 
the energy will increase and the magnetization will be de-
creased, see Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. Only at very large 
fields will the system be thermalized to the global minimum. 
Thus the existence of the noise and thermal fluctuations will 
lead to an increase in the variety of the series of Barkhausen 
jumps in magnetization, which we expect to be observed in 
future experiments. Note that when the magnetization in-
creases continuously the system is in a specific domain struc-
ture, i.e., it is trapped in a specific local energy minimum. U 
thermal fluctuations are neglected and the energy barriers 
separating this minimum from neigbboring ones are large 
enough, that arises here at zero field, H""O and K~J. the 
system will indefinitely remain in such a metastable state. 
However, a slight change of the strength of the applied field 
H can decrease the barrier height and therewith destabilize a 
specific domain structure. For that it is sufficient that, due to 
the increase of the magnetic field , a local minimum of the 
energy landscape is transfonned into a saddle point such that 
the system can evolve toward some other roetastable con-
figuration. These rearrangements can be quite localized in 
space or may involve even the whole domain structure. 
However, it is important to note the studies of such jumps 
may reveal many useful facts about the interaction, about the 
energy landscape, as well as about the glassy character of the 
behavior of the chains made of magnetic particles. 
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VD. SUMMARY 
ln the present work we have developed a theory describ-
ing a chain of monodomain magnetic particles in an e~temal 
magnetic field. The theory is in excellent agreement wtth our 
numerical experiments which we have performed for five 
nanoparticles made from Fe deposited on a Si substrate. Our 
theory describes well the energy spectrum and ene:gy land-
scape of the system consisting of any number of ~mgle do-
main magnetic particles. We have found that this energy 
landscape has a very peculiar structure that is associated with 
exponentially many minima separated by l~ge barriers. !he 
minima correspond to different stable domrun configurauons 
which may be useful for a construction that performs logic 
within a MQCA scheme.7.-9 Moreover, the described energy 
landscape, associated with the creation of such domains as 
well as fractal values of the total magnetization, may also be 
useful for other various applications. Because the energy sur-
face consists of many locally stable minima that are sepa-
rated by very large barriers, the chains of magnetic particles 
have a strong memory effect and therefore may operate as 
data storage. For typical chains used in the constructions of 
MQCA' .-9 we have estimated the heights of these barriers. 
So, with the use of our numerical modeling we got that the 
constant of the interparticle interaction is about 0.3 eV. The 
heights of these barriers are of the order of l o. thus corre-
sponding to around 3000 K. Such high values of the barriers 
indicate that if we store any information in the form of a 
particular magnetic (domain) configuration, then at r~m 
temperatures it will be preserved forever. Only the applica-
tion of an external current or field can decrease the heights of 
these barriers and allow the change of or the clearance of the 
stored information. Such a property in a system of magnetic 
particles may be very useful for various magnetic devices. ln 
particular this may stabilize the work of MRAM and QMCA 
made of chains of magnetic particles. 
Each of these minima corresponds to the state with some 
fixed number of domains or domain walls. Even if such a 
number is fixed the states associated with different configu-
rations or rearnangements of these domains will correspond 
to different or the same minima. This is the situation, which 
is precisely arising in glassy systems. Such shapes of the 
energy landscape led us to the conclusion ~at the syste~s 
formed from magnetic particles are some kmd of magneuc 
glass. Such a glass is related to the creation.and the l~aliza­
tion of domains. We propose to make a deuuled ex penmen tal 
investigation of these chains, made of small magnetic par-
ticles, to identify this glassy character and fractal features 
associated with the interaction between domains and their 
domain structure as well as the influence of the fractal struc-
ture on the operation of these chains. In this respect it might 
be useful to measure the magnetization at zero field as well 
as in cooled regimes as is commonly practiced in experi-
ments on spin glasses. Due to the energy landscape described 
above the corresponding magnetic structure at very low tern-
PHYSICAL REVIEW B 75,014416 (2007) 
perarures are very stable with respect to thermal as we~! as to 
quantum fluctuations. To reveal these fractals expen~e.nts 
associated with fast cooling should be set up. The repetition 
of the fast cooling from high temperatures at different mag-
netic field strengths may drive the system to settle in the 
different valley of the energy landscape. The next slow in-
crease of magnetic field may reveal a series of Barkhausen 
jumps displayed on returned branches of the hysteresis loops. 
The measuring of the total magnetization at each lap of c~l­
ing, with the same and different cooling rates, may P.r~vtde 
the set of values of magnetization which can be remtmcent 
of some bits of a fractal. The latter will depend on the shape 
and the number of particles of which the nanostructure is 
formed. Since the different clusters will be associated with 
different fractals then in general these studies may lead to the 
development of a new type of spectroscopy where w.ith ~he 
aid of the fast cooling and slow field changes magneuzauon 
measurements, especially on the returned branches of the 
hysteresis, the structure of small clusters may be identified.11 
This is especially very convenient to do with the use of the 
newly developed air liquid pulse tube coolers.27 A similar 
glassy structure may arise in granular high temperatur: ~u­
perconductors where classical orbital. moments are ans~g 
due to circular persistent currents flowmg between the grams 
(see, for details, Ref. 28). This current is due to a Josephson 
effect and is flowing between the grains forming a Josephson 
network with 7T-junctions or a network of 7T-rings. The latter 
are arising due to the d-wave symmetry of the superconduct-
ing order parameter. Such orbital magnetic momen~ give 
rise to a paramagnetic response of the superconductor, 1.e., to 
the paramagnetic Meissner effect28 originally observ~d in 
Refs. 29 and 30. A chain or a planar array of electncally 
isolated 7T-rings could be treated as a set o f magnetic mo-
ments oriented perpendicular to the plane (Ising spins) and 
interacting via magnetic dipole forces. The properties of such 
one-dimensional chains now attract widespread attention 
(see, for example, Refs. 31- 33) and are very similar to the 
properties of the magnetic chain described in the present ?a-
per. The found phenomena of the fractal ~d ~lass form~non 
have a very general character and may anse m many dtffer-
ent systems, ranging from chains of spins embedded in mag-
netic semiconductors to the chain of magnetic particles. The 
described phenomena must definitely be taken into accou~ll 
in the design of any MQCA system made of small magnenc 
particles having the potential for technical applications. 
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